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COL. FOGLER THE m

Appointed

Associate Justice to Sne-

ered Judge Foster.

fast, a member of Edwin Libby Post at
Rockland,and also a member of the Loyal
Legion, commandery of Maine.
In
Mr. Fogler was married to Miss
1863,
Harriet Anna Kingsbury of Portland.
They have had two children, a son and
daughter, but both are dead. Mrs. Fogler
is well
society,
known in Rockland
women's clubs, and a
prominent in

WELL KNOWN PUBLIC MAN.

FIRE IN WESTBROOK-

A Shed Back of

Qulmby’s Bottling House
Morning.

Burned This

Satisfaction
Appointment Regarded With

Both the method and results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
'Liver and Bowels, cleanses the system effectually, dispels colds, headaches and fevers and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever produced, pleasing to the taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
all leading drugcent bottles by
gists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will procure it promptly for any one who
Do not accept any
wishes to try it.
substitute.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL
NEW YORK, N.Y.
10UISV1LLE. KY.

GOOD

MORNING!

Have

smoked

you

Haskell
hy Lawyers Generally—Judge
to Snececd Himself—J. F.

Appointed

Young of Augusta

Appointed

Member

Powers toBancor,
hours in the
night after spending seven
examination of papers, and in listening

16.-Gov.

house.
was

old shed belonging to

back of Quimbey’s

F. Drake

of candidates,
friends
to
William H. Fogler of Rockland to bo associate justice of the Supreme court to
This
succeed Enoch Foster of Bethel.
closes the most notable contests on record
There were several candidates,
including Charles A. Bailey of Bangor,
A. D. C&rnish of Lewiston and A. M.

morn-

ing.

nominated

in Maine.

Westbrook,

raDg in at about four o’clock this

It was for an

The

damage
extinguished in a

No

ono

was

bottling
and

small

it

short time.

knows bow the fire

caught.

LEWISTON STRIKE MAY END.
Operative* Will Vote

All the

Question

on

Today.

F. H. Appleton and
Lewiston, March 16.—According to
Charles F. Woodard of Bangor and Leslie John B.
Cassista, the president of the
D. Cornish of Augusta was urged by
Androscoggin weavers’ union in this city,
but
candidates
to
become
their friends
will decide the fate of the
tomorrow
declined. The nomination of Mr. Fogler
Androscoggin strike, as at that time a
is regarded with general satisfaction by
vote will be taken by tho Androscoggin
members of the bar. He is an able lawer,
operatives in regard to going back to
for
the
fitted
and in every way admirably
work. A meeting of the weavers was
position of associate justice. These other held this afternoon in the Central Labor
nominations wore made:
union hall, and as some expressed the
For associate justioe of the Supreme
opinion that the majority of the operatives
Thomas
H.
court, to succeed himself,
wanted to go back to work under the
Haskell of Portland.
the weavers voted that they
reduction,
For commissioner of pharmacy to sucthe hands
would leave the matter in
ceed Frank R. Partridge of Augusta, J.
of all the operatives, and if the majority
F. Young of Augusta.
For judge of the
Augusta Hunioipal of them decided to go back then the
court. A. G. Andrews.
weavers, who are the heart and soul of

Spear of Gardiner.

the strike, will vote to return.
William Henry Fogler was born in
A mass meeting of the operatives has
Ijincolnville, Maine, November 10, 1837.
been called for tomorrow at 2 p. m., in
ol
IDutch
ol
the
a
colony
He is descendant
He received the earlier
at Walrloboro.
part of his education in the public
schools, going later to Kent’s Hill, thence

a

A fire alarm from Box 32

of the Board of I’harmacy.

March

Foglers

charming woman to meet. The
attend the Universalist church.

NEW JUSTICE ABLE LAWYER AND

©ETO sgsnovsi

ORTI.AKD,

the Dominloan hall.

DEMOCRATS WIN.

Bath, March 16.—At a special alderto the Newbury, Vt., seminary, finishing
off at Waterville (now Colby) college. In manic election in Ward 6 today, Chas.
March, ’61 he went to Belfast to study Farnham, Demoorat, had 93 majority in
He studied with men who then
sterd high in the state and in the May
tprm, 1882, was admitted to the Waldo
law.

Yet?

If not try

one

genteel

A

morning.

For

smoke.

this

sale

at

first class dealers in perfectos and londres.

THREE

10c,

FOR

25c.

Martin L. Kail h Co.
DISTRIBUTING AGENTS,
Mass.

Boston,
marl

1m

tu.th&sat

SPRING : STYLES.
Boot and Shoes
ARRIVING.

NOW

ARE

Our line will embrace everything
that is new and stylish for Spring
Call and examine our line bewear.
fore making your selection.

REPAIRING.
As many people do not care to put
this season of the
on new shoes at
year but prefer to make their old
ones last until later in the season, we
T^oulrl /.oil otlonHr.n tn

nur

1-?o

r»a

vi

r»rr

Department where first class work is
and at reasonable
done promptly
Give

rates.

us

a

call.

mcdowell,

center &

a

total of

96.

The

election of Farnham

gives the Democrats control by

jority

one ma-

of the board of alderman.

bar.
DROWNED MAN’S BODY FOUND.
time to
Before he had
hang out a
shingle, the war was upon the nation,
Eastport, March 16.—The body of Chas.
and Fogler went to the front as captain Ramsdell, who was
drowned Monday
the while fishing near Cross island
of Co. I), 10th Maine.
During
narrows,
Wilderness light he 'was
promoted to off Cutler, by his dory overturning, was
lieutenant-colonel and then to colonel, today found and brought to this city.
but owing to a wound was unable to take He leaves a wife and six children.
command of his regiment. In November,
POWDERLY CONFIRMED.
1864, he was discharged on account of hie

wounded knee, and served as provost
Washington, March 16.—The Senate tomarshal for the Fifth Maine district till
day confirmed T. V. Powderly as comthe dose of the war.
missioner of immigration. Several DemoIn 1867 ho was appointed doputy colleccrats voted for him.
tor of customs at Belfast and after that
voto stood 43 to 30.
Senator
The
His
business
of
law.
his
resumed
practice
Chandler was the only Republican who
Rockland
to
grew and when he removed
voted against confirmation.
in 1890 ho was said to have the largest
Waldo county.
practice
Col. Fogler has been mayor of Belfast,
judge advocate general of Judge Cleaves’s
staff four years, county attorney of Waldo
for six years, and in ’96 was elected to
He was so strongly in
the legislature.
in

COLLECTOR PARSONS CONFIRMED
March 16.—The Senate
Washington,
today confirmed the nomination of Edwin
Parsons as collector of customs, district
of Kennekunk, Me.

the lead for spoakership of the next House
that his appointment to the
Supreme
bench will greatly relieve the tensioD in

BRIEFLY TOLD.

A regiment has been organized at Canother quarters.
ton, Ohio, for the war with Spain, to be
Mason
a
made
The new judge was
just called the President's own.
before going to the war, being raised in
A semi-official Spanish agency says the
He took sale of Cuba would not be considered at
Phoenix lodge, Belfast, in ’62.
in -Grecnleaf any price.
his Royal Arch degree
Petorson’s Magazine his been purchased
Chapter, Portland, during the war, and
Corinthian by Frank A. Munse.v and will be pubwas afterward high priest of
lished hereafter from his New York office.
V_yUa JJ LCl

uuildDUi

ulmkj

■»*1

~

mander of Palestine Commandery, K. T.,
Belfast, and is now a member of the
He is a past
liockland Commandery.
commander of the G. A. R., post at Bel-

THE WEATHER.
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m.

L., (helping her husband with his
overcoat) "Henry, dear, don’t forget to
telephone Foster’s people to send for
the carpet and curtains.”
"All right, I won’t forget.”

Washington, March 16.—Forecast for
Thursday for New England: Threatening weather and showers; warmer; brisk,
southerly winds.

Mrs.

9.00

a.

m.

R-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r !

"Hello !”

"Bello,thi3 202-2,Foster’s Dye House?”
"Tes

"Please call at 9613 State St., and get
to dust and lace curtains to do

carpet

up.
"All

to be rid of, because bad blood is
the breeding place of disfiguring
Is your
and dangerous diseases.
blood bad ?
It is if you are

bothered by
plagued by pimples
boils, if your skin is blotched by
eruptions or your body eaten by

ANDERSON, ADAMS & CO.,
Fire

Insurance

Agency

—

or

and ulcers. You can have
good blood, which is pure blood, if
you want it. You can be rid of
pimples, boils, blotches, sores and
ulcers. How ? By the use of
sores

right, thanks.”

Boston, March 36.—Local forecast for
for
and vicinity
Thursday:
Clondy weather in the morning, followed
by fair and warmer.
Boston

Local Weather lleporr.

Portland,

Me., March

10.—The local

weather bureau office records
weather are as follows:

as

to

the

8 a. m. Barometer 30.445: Thermometer 31: Dow Point 26; Humidity 81;

Wind W.; Velocity 1;
S

p.

m.

eter 35;

weather, clear.

Barometer 30.290; ThermomDew Point 29; Humidity
78;

MAINE,

THURSDAY

Move (o Dispose of Hawaiian
(io.i in This Way.

Weather Observation.

Wl. fit MARKS,

Book* Card
—

eases

“Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

AND-

PRINTER,

I’D INTERS’

y?

EXCHANGE,
1-2 Exchange SI., Portland

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders b.S mail
ul tended to.

or

telephone

promptly

sept22eodtf

all disblood.

Head the evidence:
to

JOB

remedy for
originating in the

It is the radical

me

by

my

physician

was
as

a

recommended
blood

purifier.

When I began taking it I had boils all over
bottle cured me.”—Bonner
my body. One
Craft, Wesson, Miss.
After six years’ suffering from blood
Sarsapapoison, I began taking Ayer’s
rilla, and although I have used only three
bottles of this great medicine, the sores
have nearly all disappeared.”—A. A. Man-

The agricultural department weather
bureau for yesterday, March 16, taken
at 8 p. in., meridian time, the observation for each section being given iD this
order: Temperature, direction of wind,
state of weather:
New
Boston, £8 degrees, S, cloudy:
40 degrees,
SE, clear; PhilaYork,
46
cloudy;
S,
degrees,
delphia,
Washington, 50 degrees.S,cloudy; Albany,
54
degrees,
42 degeres, S, clear; Buffalo,
S, clear:Detroit,62 degrees, SW, p. cloudy;
St.
Paul,
66
clear;
degrees.
W\
Chicago,
40 degrees. NW, cloudy ; Huron, Dak., 3:2
.'26
degrees,
degrees, NW, clear; Bismarck,
NW;cloudy; Jacksonville, 68 degrees, SE,
clear.

MARCH

Speedy Coer Treatmest for torturing, disfiguring. Itching, burning, and scaly Bkin an ?c,.
P
cl*

diseases with loss of hair.
Warm baths with
Soap, gentle applications of Cutiocra
(ointment), and full doses of Cutiouka ItEBOLcures
VKN'r, greatest of blood purifiers and humor
—

ticuha

J)nr<!

0_/*

Is Bold throughout the world.
Them. Com-.. Sole Proju*.. Bostou..
How 10 Cure Iichtug Skin Diseases,’ free.

Porrua

and
••

_

17,

1898.__

THE CRISIS MR.

Qaes-

Moan daily thermometer 30; maximum
thermomthermometer 37; minimum
eter 24; maximum velocity wind 16,SW;
total precipitation .0.

Horace Anderson.
Chas. C. Adams.
decis
Tiros. J. Little.
p eodtfi

MORNING,

that the suggestion that the President
had fixed a date for the adjournment of
Congress or desired to fix a date, or had
expressed a hope that Congress would adjourn by a certain date, was absolutely
without foundation and ridiculous. Congress could not adjourn except by a majority vote of its members and he had no
doubt that every member responsible to
his consoienoe and his country would do
his duty as he saw it, in the matter of adjournment as in everything else.
Mr. Norton, Democrat of Ohio, paid a
high tribute to the patriotism and judgment of tho President. He said he feared,
that Mr. McKinley was beset as
JOINT RESOLUTION INTRODUCED however,
Grant was when he wished to recognize
trocba
the independence of Cuba by a
IN THE SENATE YESTERDAY.
which would require the genius of God to
surmount.
He declared that it was the
duty of Congress to remain at Its post and
If war was not
see what was to be!done.
in
The Annexation of Texas Urged as a Pre- upon us Congress had made a mistake
practically abdicating its powers and
cedent for This Mode of Procaednre—
plaoing £50,000,000 in the President’s
Long Argument Submitted with tho hands. If it was upon us, it was the
that tho President should give back
Kesolution—House Debates Hawaiian right
to-Congress tne confidence it has reposed
Annexation.
in him.
Irrespective of party. Congress
should know whether it was to be peace
Washington, March 16.—The House to- or war.
Mr. Sayers, Democrat of Texas, conday passed a bill extending the time in
which the Arkansas, Texas and Mexican tributed something to the controversy
relatlvo to the advantages possessed by
Central railroad may construct a branch the
Southern cotton mills.
through the Indian Territory, and then
The debate drifted back to tho bill and
wont into committee of the whole and re- Messrs. Sperrv, Republican of Connectiof Colorado, Love,
sumed the consideration of the post office cut, Shafroth,'Populist
McDowell.
of Mississippi,
Democrat
appropriation bill.
Democrat of Ohio and Griffith, Republiof
It was decided to extend the time
can of Indiana, discussed various features.
Mr. Colson, Republican of Kentucky
general debate uni 11 fire o'olock today.
denounced the election law passed by the
Mr. Williams, Democrat of Mississippi,
Kentucky legislature over the veto of
chairman of tho foreign affairs ooinmittee Gov,
Bradley.
of
was first recognized and in a speech
Mr. Lentz, Democrat of Ohio, endorsed
the
appropriation for pneumatio tubes
forty minutes replied to the speech made
service in New York, Boston and Philaby Mr. T'awney yesterday in favor of delphia and a lively debate followed.
Hawaiian annexation.
He directed his
Mr. Fitzgerald, Democrat of Massachuthat
true
attack particularly against the contention setts, asked if it was not
been destroyed
had
of Mr. Tawney that the traditional polioy thousands of letters
recently by an accident in one of the New
of this government was not opposed to York tubes.
He said the
Hawaiian
annexation.
Mr. Mahany, Republican of New York,
of a said that the tubes which had been in
islands were now in the control
of six years In Boston and had
The states of the operation
carpet bag oligarchy.
It was a
been an unqualified success.
South had undergone a bitter experience curious coincidence that just before this
with carpet bag government and did not appropriation came up in the House, a
in New
The slight accident always occurred
desire to endorso it anywhere.
York, where the service was under control
Hawaiian islands would be a menace in- of a
was opwhich
faction
Republican
Ki/cuu ui a but^guuru iu iuw ujixl«u dwivb.
posed to the faction, one of the leaders of
tube company.
He asked his friends who recently played which was interested in the
Mr. Berry, Democrat of Kentucky, rein tho international chess match agaiust
about the
remarks
Mr.
Colson’s
plied to
what new Kentucky eleotion law.
He also
the British parliamentary team
of the
they would think of accepting a pawn in announced his unqualified approval
Hawaiian
the
to annex
the middle of the board from their ad- proposition
islands.
versaries on condition that they should
At 5.15 p. m. the House adjourned.
Great
defend it throughout the game.
Britain had given a pawn for peace in
HOUSE DEBATES ANNEXATIONthe shape of Canada.
Why should we Hawaiian Question Brought in Connection
weaken our alrendy strong position? This
With Post Office Bill.
To
country already had a race problem.
take the Hawaiian islands would be to
March 16.—The Senate
Washington,
annex another race problem and pay J4,relations today
on
committee
foreign
000,000 for the privilege of doing it. In its
the Hawaiian
remote effects, Mr. Williams said he re- agreed to recommend that
garded the correct settlement of this ques- islands bo annexed by legislation in open
tion as more important than ull others
session and agreed upon a joint resolution
before the American people. The currency
for the accomplishment of this purpose,
the
tariff
the
coinage question,
question,
to
question, nil important questions in which Senator Davis was authorized
themselves, If settled wrongly could be report to the Senate.
reconsidered and settled right, but the
Later, in the Senate, Chairman Davis
mistaken step of Hawaiian annexation
The reported a joint resolution providing for
once taken could never be retraced.
American people would never give up one the annexation of the Hawaiian islands.
foot of territory they once posessed except
The following is the text of the joint
after sacrifices so great as to break down
resolution for the annexation of Hawaii,
the national honor.
Mr. Adams, Kepubliean of
Pennsyl- agreed upon today by the Senate commitvania, also a member of tho foreign tee on foreign relations and afterwards
affairs committee, replied to Mr. Williams,
reported to the Senate by Senator Davis.
pursuing much the same line of argu
Section 1.—The government of the Rement advanced by Mr. Tawne.v yesterday.
of Hawaii having in due form
Mr. Lewis, Democrat of Washington, public
its consent in the manner prosignified
be
anwould
not
Hawaii
that
declared
vided by its constitution to cede absolutenexed at that session nor would we go to
United
the
reserve to
“The administration,” ly and without
war with Spain.
States of America all rights of sovereignty
said held, “Is trying to see how olose it
Hawaiian
the
to
and
in
kind
without cross- of whatever
can go to the line of war
islands and to their dependencies and also
ing, in the hope that under the cry of to cede and transfer to the United States
patriotism the people at the approaching the absolute fee and ownership of all pubcongressional eleotioDS may forget their lic government or crown lands, public
wrongs and rally to its support.”
buildings or edifices, fortified harbors,
Democrat of Missouri
Mr. Cochrane,
equipment and all public
in commenting on the existing situation, military
of whatever kind and description
said that those who stood close to the property
to the
government of the
stock tickers in London and New York belonging
with
every
the Hawaiian islands together
seemed to bo more powerful than
and appurteDanoe thereunto apperunited and solemn voices of the American right
it
taining, therefore, be
people who had been crying out for the
Resolved, That said cession is accepted,
recognition of the Cuban belligerents. ratified
and confirmed and that the said
Stook jobbers on two continents had so
Hawaiian islands and their dependencies
far proved to be the Only actual intervenbe and they are hereby annexed as a part
ers in Cuban affairs.
of the territory of the United Slates and
“Do you not think we should recognize
dominion
the sovereign
asked Mr. are subject to
the independence of Cuba?”
the
thereof and that ull and singular,
Sulzer, Democrat of New York.
menhereinbefore
and rights
“I do
not,” replied Mr. Cochrane. property
of
States
United
the
in
vested
are
tioned
“The recognition of belligerency; won id
America.
cloth the insurgents with sufficient power
Senator Davis submitted with the joint
1 fear if
to negotiate honorable peace.
oi tne comit resolution on extended report
tho administration should intervene
The report said:
mittee.
bond
of
the
would bo as the
attorney
“The joint resolution for the annexaholders, rather than as the friend of the tion of Hawaii to the United States hereinsurgents.”
with reported to the Senate by the com•juhuih
iu
iup
mcrreu
mr.
mittee on foreign affairs brings that subrumor that the President desired an imwithin reach of the legislative power
mediate adjournment in order that he ject
of Congress under the precedent that was
might be able to settle the Spanish affairs established in the annexation of Texas.
without interferenoo from Congress.
A treaty of annexation was negotiated
Mr. Grosvcnor, Republican of Ohio,
between Texas, as an independent state
said that he desired to make a brief stateand the United States whiou was signed
was
ment in reply to this story which
by the agents of the high contracting
floating around to the effect that the
12, 1814, and was submitted
President wus about to take the House powers April of
the United States
by
to the Senate
by the throat abolish the Senate and pro- President Tyler, with a recommendation
ceed to settle all our foreign complications
that it he ratified.
without the aid of the representatives of
“After mature consideration that the
It should be remembered,
the people.
was rejected by the Senate on June
he continued in righting such reports treaty
8, 1844, by a vote of sixteen Senators for
thatiCongress was an independent power,
and
ratification
thirty-live members
the existence of which could not be ended
Within the last against ratification.
under the Constitution.
“The people of Texas were so indignant
thirty days the sensational press had put at the rejection of this treaty that a party
forth propositions ten times more absurd
at once sprang into existence in favor of
and stupendous than this yet they had
Britain
Mr. a treaty, of alliance with Ureat
not attracted the attention this had.
and Mexico was known to he ready to
Grosvcnor said he spoke of this matter
and guarantee the independwith some hesitation, been use after read- acknowledge if
she would agree never to
ence of Texas
ing the papers he sometimes dotibted his form a union with any other country.
tVheri he spoke
independent existence.
“The people of the United States befor
tor himself they insisted ho spoke
the prospect of losing
He did not pretend to came aroused at
somebody else.
of the indignation
know more than the humblest citizen, he Texas in consequence
of her people over the rejection of the
said, he took the responsibility of stating
treaty and they demanded the immediate
annexation by a law that would speak the
Afterwill of the majority in Congress.
wards and without anv further action by
the representatives of Texas to signify its
United
consent to annexation to the

TO AMEX BY RESOLUTION.

WindS: Velocity 7; weather, cloudy.

31 Exchange Sireet.
First Class American and Foreign Companies
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PRICE

Such a vessel was acquired today by the
department, the negotiations being closed
upon the report of the board of inspection
of auxiliary cruisers now at work in New
York. This is the steel yaoht .May(lower,
the property of the Ogden Goelet estate.
This vessel was built by Thomson in 1897.
:-ho is of 2400 tons displacement, 278 feet
long, 36 feet boam and 16 feet druught.
She has 600 tons coal capacity arid with

Inquiry

ly Ended.
MISTERY

OF

AIR

SUR-

ROUNDED MEMBERS.

MS.
Don’t Like War Preparations and
Fleet at Key West.

vessels.

War

LONDON.

Conclusion

Has

Undoubtedly Been

Reached.

NOT A LISP OF WHAT IT IS HAS
ESCAPED

That It Will Find

MEMBERS.

Explosion

Was

Caused

by OutsJde Agency Generally Conceded
—Events of Past Three Weeks Have All

London, March 16.—Commander W. H.
Brownson, the special commissioner of
the United States navy department for
the inspection and selection for (purchase,
if conditions should require, of warships
of foreign powers now on the markot, arrived here today.

inquiry from Havana on the
Mangrove today was not unexpected, but
the air of mystery which has surrounded
the behavor of its members during the
day is in strong contrast with their
of

former conduct at Key West. The most
from a
statement obtainable
definite
member of the court, who, after stipulating that his name should be suppressed, said: “I don’t know whether
hold a session here, but I supwe will
pose we will.”
The only definite development which
followed the court’s arrival was the reseven
orders of
of the
lease of the
been lying
Maine’s officers, who had
here at tee pleasure of the oourt for more
than

a

week.

Sampson and Judge Advocate
Marix lunched together on the Iowa,
lies six miles off.
which
They did not
return to land. No session of the oourt
on shore, but it is understood
was held
took place between the
a consultation
officers of the court and that Admiral
Sicard's wishes were communicated to
talked with the fleet
those who had
Capt.

commander personally.
All officers and others thought that the
oourt of inquiry has come to the definite
the
that
conclusion
explosion was
external and that the court is now only
technical
minor
details.
busied over
This
opinion is, however, only an
opinion, and of no further importance;
for, with the exception of the members
of the court, Rear Admiral Sicard and

Except for Review Purpose*.

Washington, March 16.—The main development in the Spanish situation today
iu connection witn the definite represubmitted by the
Spanish
government to the state department concerning the assemblage of a large fleet of
was

sentations

In the course of a brief lnterivew Comat Key West, the war
mander Brownson expressed himself as American warships
gratified to learn that the government preparation and influence which these
cruisers
Brazilian
had purchased the
might have on the approaching elections
Amazonas and Abronal.
in Cuba. Not, however, being a technical
Commander Brownson went immedistatement has not oalled for
ately to the United States embassy where protest, the
he had a conference with Lieut. Col. Well, any official rejoinder on the part of the
the naval attaohe.
state department, for It is lacking in
A LOYAL RESPONSE.
tangible acousations, being rather an arof
alleged
Raleigh, N. C., March 16.—Governor gumentative presentation
Russell today received a message from Spanish griovences.
the
President asking how many troops
The Fern sailed for Havana from Key
state oould furnish in case of hostilities.
She goes to relieve
this afternoon.
West
as
of
the
The reply
governor gave 245,000
the Montgomery as a home olfice engaged
the number.

AUXILIARY BOARD IN BOSTON.

Boston, March 16.—Engineer A. F.
Pointed in That Direction—Officers of
Dixon and Lieut. Nathan Sargent of the
of auxiliary cruisers
Maine Allowed to Leave
Key West United States board
arrived here today from New ¥ork. They
came to make arrangements for steamers
lesieroay.
dying the American flag running out of
Key West,March 16.—The arrival of the this port to be turned into auxiliary
court

CENTS.

is rated as a seventeen knot
She is equipped with all modorn
plant,
appliances, searchlights, electric
She has aldistillers and evaporators.
aboard,
efficient
battery
but
small
ready a
composed of two three pounder Hotchkiss REPRESENTATIONS TO THIS EFmachine
guns, two one pounders and two
now
FECT MADE TO GOVERNMENT.
guns. The vessel is in New York
and is to he delivered at once. She can
her
to
be easily transformed owing
into a good destaunch construction,
spatch boat ora small cruiser about equal
to the Castine class, although lacking the The Montgomery to He Replaced by the
protective deck of the latter.
Fern at Key West—The Fleet Now Assembled I.argest Hot Together Since
COMMANDER ;BROWNSONj IN
two screws

Court’s Duties Near-

THREE

in the supervision of the wreoking work
in Havana.
It is said that the Montgomery is not
withdrawn owing to any suggestion from
Spanish sources that her presence is not
aesirea.

of

1® was sue aqduuuow luieusiuu

Secretary Long

when the orulser was

supply ships sent to Havana to keep her there only so
1 he
in the event of war with Spain.
as the Fern should be engaged in
American
the
flag long
lines
flying
steamship
the work of distributing relief among the
with agents in this city are flvo in num- sufferers in eastern Cuba.
ber.
Up to the oiose of office hours the navy
LET EACH GO HALF WAY.
department, though it knew that the
had come over to Key
court of
“Madrid, March 16.—Ei Heraldo, Inin of-a West frominquiry
Havana, was not Informed os
very concllatory article, supposed
or
to the findings
plans of the court.
ficial circles to be inspired, after poo-pooA large number of private yachts have
desired to
that
fiction
Spain
tiie
ing
the United been offered to the department and other
provoke war,” says: ‘‘If and
same type as the Mayflower
Spain is acquisitions of
States really wanted peace
may be ordered.
resolved to maintain it, let each go half
West will be augmented
fleet
at
The
Key
of Cuba and
way, and the pacification
within the next day or two by the arrival
the tranquility of Europe will be accom- of the
gun boat Annapolis, the torpedo
plished.
boat Foote and the Daval tugs Leyden
SAIL.
The gnnboat Helena is now
NOT
and
Samoset.
DID
PORTER
from
the European station
boat on her way
16.—The
March
torpedo
West.
Key
The
under orders to report at Key West.
Porter did not sail for the Tortugas as Helena
reported her arrival today at
cabled this morning. She is still here.
to join the fleet.
on her way
Funchal,
Lieut. Commander Marix came ashore These and other vessels previously ordered
later and had a consultation with Rear to that port constitute the largest
asAdmiral Sioard. It is said that the court semblage of war vessels since the demonitself haB not decided whether it will hold stration following the Virginias affair
sessions here today.
and considering their effectiveness and
Six of the Maine’s survivors will leave armanent, It is the strongest assemlage
The others
here tonight for their homes.
for other than review purpose*
further of «hips
are held here, presumably, to give
since the war.
of
court
the
inquiry.
before
testimony
Those who leave today for Tampa are
of MAINE OFFICERS WANT TO LEAVE
Lients. Holman, Blandin and Gatlin
cadets Washington
the marines, naval
Havana, March 16.—The officers of the
Maine who remain here are disappointed
and Crenshaw, and Boatswain Larkins.
at not being ordered north, and belie%e
NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE MEETING. they will not be sent back to the United
until it is certain the court of Inmeet- States
Boston, March 16.—The schedule
quiry into the loss of the Maine will not
ing of the New England Baseball league return to Havana.
lhe
house
was held today at the Quincy
With the arrival of the
big derrick
season’s schedule was adopted and the Chief, and other machinery, the wrecking
staff of umpires appointed as follows: work already shows signs of progress.
John T. Hunt of Providence, Toby Lyons The naval divers are still working about
Pettee of Natick.
cruisers,

transport ships

or

of Boston and Pntrick
The league passed the following reso.uNational
the
to
tlon complimentary
“This league ratifies the late
leagueto
in
regard
National
league
the
Commander West, no one here has any action of
is
rowdy ball playing and the president
real cue to the final decision.
men
of
three
requested to select a board
comOne of the officers of the Maine said to outside the league to pass on all
in
the league
“I
believe the
this
correspondent:
plaints of a rowdy nature
Maine was blown
up from the outside,
FRANCE TO SUPPORT RUSSIA.
but judging from the question asked by
Paris, March 16.—The Aurore today
members of the court who are here, I
is being preaffirms that the French fleet
am unable to ascertain whether they have
adding that
pared for mobilization,
the arseall
of
at
such a solution
countenanced
even
feverish activity prevails
the disaster.
The other officers

will remain here al-

only reason tor tnelr attendance is that they may testify further.
Unless the unexpected happens it is
safe to say the court will reconvene to-

though

the

and hear testimony. But all the
Maine officers expect to get away by Sat-

morrow

urday.

The general impression is that the envlreceived was carefully
dence thus far
gone over today and the points requiring
additional testimony were marked out.
Sampson and Judge Advocate
Capt.
Marix had long consultation with Admiral Sioard, after whioh the officers, from
whom further testimony was deemed unnecessary were given their leave orders.
Amid cheers from their fellow survivors and friends, the following officers of
the Maine left tonight on the steamer
Olivette via Tampa, for the destination
Indicated after their respective names:
Lieut. G. F. Holman. New York; Lieut.
Baltimore; First Lieut,
J. J. Blandin,
A. W. Catlin, Newburgh;
of Marines
Lieut. Geo. Blow, Chicago; Cadet Washington, Goldsboro, N. C.; Cadet Grenshaw, Greenville. Ala.., and Boatswain

the wreck.
Consul Gen. Lee, Captain Sigsbee and
will be
the newspaper correspondents
photographed In a group today on board
the United States cruiser Montgomery by
courtesy of Captain Converse, the commander of that vessel who will also be in
the picture.
According to a Spanish report a column
of govei-nment troops under Col. Falanca,
was engaged on Friday and Saturday last
Gen.
with the insurgent forces under
General
Maximo Gomez and Brigadier
Jose Maria Gomez at the Majagua farm,
in the district of Sanoti Spiritus, province
The Insurgents are said
of
Santa Clara.
are working
which
nals and ship yards,
the
while
ihe Aurore to have lost
considerable,
until ten o’clock at night.
conis
Spanish force is alleged to have had only
explains that the mobilization
a
a
lieutenkilled
and
Russia
men
three
captain,
neoted with preparation to support
ant and thirteen soldiers wounded.
m the far east.
by a naval demonstration
AUXILIARY CRUISER BOARD.
SANGUINE SECRETARY KING.
York, March 16.—Lieut. Snrgent
JNew
of
York
and Engineer Dixon of the board for the
Saco, March 16.—A meeting
this afternoon to Inspection of auxiliary cruisers are
in
mill operatives was held
Secretary Boston today, inspecting oertain vessels
discuss the strike situation.
to
the
offered
been
there
have
that
governin which he said that
King made a speech
ment.
Naval Instructor
Toresey Is In
that the operatives
he was almost sine
Philadelphia on a similar mission. The
remained out only members in New York are Captain
would win the fight, if they
Both
vote was taken on Rodgers and Commander Kelley.
A
more.
two weeks
continued the work of inspection today.
to work under
of
returning
the question
The bxard is finding that the work aswas In the
signed to it will oocupy much more time
the out down, and a result
than was first thought.

negative.

^_

Larkin, Philadelphia.
of Llentenant of
With the exception
Murines Catlin, they are ordered to their

homes to await
to

orders.

Lieut. Catlin is

report by telegraph to Washington.
WHAT IS THOUGHT IN HAVANA.

Havana, via Key West, March 16.—With
of the court of inquiry
the departure
to the Beene of the
after a second visit
wreck of the Maine the conditions grow
a
The
court,
serious.
body like a grand
jury in Its functions, is ready to report,
new
discoveries
are
there
unless
which is unlikely.
There Is no reason to change the belief
States, the joint resolution, containing
the court will find the disaster was
sections,
passed both that
two
alternate
caused by an explosion outside the Maine;
branohes of Congress and was approved
members have been absolutely
The but to
by the President on March <, 1845.
while the talk of the divers has
discreet,
of
this
the
on
passage
vote in the Senate
been contradictory. From scores of bits
19.
In
28,
nays
was
ayos
resolution
joint
of evidence that has come out during
the House of Representatives the vote was
the three weeks’ examination, it seoms
ayes, 120; nays, 98/'
can
as sure as anything in this latitude
The representative then gives the text
and be that the plans before the court show
of the resolution admitting Texas
that the ship was broken in two and the
continues.
forward
part rent by an explosion
“In this act it was left to the discretion
from the outside.
of the President to accept annexation by
Capt. Sampson lutiraatod to a corretreaty or by articles of agreement with
yesterday that the testimony
the government of Texas, whico were to spondent
of was “gratifyingly complete
be valid if made with the President
No
one
thinks
any Spanish official or
Texas under legislative authority or by
the officers of rank will be implicated, whatthe act of a convention chosen by
ever may be the finding of the court.
people of Texas under like authority. I he
conTHE MAYFLOWER PURCHASED.
government of Texas preferred the
vention plan and a convention was called.
Washington, March 16.—It appears that
The governor submitted to the people the
vessels
there is a much larger stock of
question of nnrexation and it was voted,
at home available
for naval use
but the aot of the legislature calling for right
than was generally supposed,
many of
the convention made no such provision.
efficient cruisers and
Texas to which will make
“Acting on the consent of
gunboats almost equal to vessels of the
unprotected cruiser type now in the navy.
Continued ou Second Fage.

1
V

POWDER
Absolutely
Pure.

MAY

BRAZIL FAVORED AMERICA.

Lomdon,

March 10.—The

REACH

FIFTEEN’.

MIGHT BE NO PRESIDENT.

final ooatraofc

providing for the Bale of the warships Number of Dead iu Chicago Warehouse
Aiuafcoaas and Almirante Abrouall to the
Fire.
Halted States has been signed, The price
is something over 500,000 pounds for both

ships.

An American crew is expected from
Lisbon tonight to take possession at the
It la added that
Amazonas on Friday.
Brazil will not sell any more warships
the
two eoatt delor tiie present, except
Marshall Deodoro and
fense ships, the
Marshall Floriano, whieh are being built
in France.
The Abrooall cannot be completed for
It is learned that there has
six weeks.
bean spirited bidding between the United
States and Spain for the Amazonas and
Abrouall up to the last and the outcome
was actually doubtful until the contracts

signed.

wore

■

The action of Brazil is said to have
been influenced b.v a desire to repay the
good offices of the United States government dozing the Mello revolution. Moreover, it is said that Brazil strongly sympathizes with the Cubans.
A private telegram has been received
here from New York asking whether it is
true that Spain is trying to raise a loan
of 10,000,000 pounds in London, and it is
reported that the Rothschilds replied denying the report and adding that Spain
could not raise any money in London.
THE ORLOFF DIAMOND.
(From the March Lippincott’s.)
At the beginning of the eighteenth century a soldier belonging to one of the
became
in
India
French garrisons
enamored of the eyes of Brahma in the

Temple of Serringham. These eyes were
diamonds, more brilliant than ever shone
under the eyebrows of Crapaud’s European divinities. Their lustre captivated
his soul. He haunted the temple, and,
yielding to the might of the god, became
At least so he
a convert to his worship.
persuaded the priests, who went so far
to admit him to some care of the temdoubtless trusting Brahma to protect
his own. But on a stormy night the convert disappeared, and with him one of
the idol’s eyes, tfce other having resisted
all his efforts to dislodge it. So Brahma
was left squinting, and the perfidious
Frenchman sold his prize to a captain in
the English navy for about $10,000.
Later it was bought by the Armenian
merchant Schaffras for more than five
as

ple,

tuiiBuiu,
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ouu
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uy
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Catharine of Russia, who offered for it
about $400,000, a life pension of $18,000,
and a patent of nobility. Schaffras refused his offer, and subsequently sold the
diamond to Gregory Orloff for the same
sum, without the patent of nobility. OrlofT, part author of Catharine’s greatness,
and raised by her to the stops of the
throne, for whom she struck medals,
raised triumphal arches, and dedicated
“par l'amite reconuaissante,”
> whom she offered seoret marriage, and
whom in another caprice she banished—
Count Greogry being reinstated in favor,
offered his imperial mistress two tokens
of reconciliation, the St. Petersburg Arsenal and the Orloff diamond.

Salaces

Three Bodies Recovered and

Many More

Are

Number
Missing—The Injured
Thirty, Several of Whom Will Die.

Chicago, Maroh 16.—The worst lire that
has occurred in Chicago since the odd
the
at
warehouse holocaust
storage
World’s Fair, in 1893, broke out in tbe
building at the corner of Wabash avenue
and
Jackson
boulevard
today. The
list will reach from 6 to 16 and
The injured
that figure.
may exceed
number about 30.
The following’is the list of’the known
dead:
Miles A. Smith, salesman, 1236 Wrightwood avenue.
.Samuel A. Clark, employed by the W.
A. Olmstead Scientiflo company.
Edward A. Blnz,
oashier for Sweet,
Wallace & Co.
Those reported missing and who had
not returned home
or
commmunioated
with their friends tonight and
whose
bodies are thought to be In the ruins are
the following:
W. A. Olmstead, president of the E. A.
Olmstead
Scientific
oompany, rushed
through tbe sixth floor notifying his employes of their peril; was seen to go toward the rear of the
building and was
not seen to leave.
C. H. Arms, secretary of the W. A.
Olmstead company was In the building
when the fire started and has not been
seen since.
I Unknown woman, seen at window on
sixth floor
shortly after Miles Smith
leaped to his death, was not seen afterward.
X
C. F. Anderson, employed by Sweot,
Wallaeh & Co., not seen
to Irave the
building after fire started.
last
name
office boy
unknown,
Tony,
of Sweet, Wallaeh & Co., jumped from
sixth
story in the rear, fell into the
ruins it is thought.
£ Fred Hamili, singer, employed by National Musio company,not seen since fire.
C. A. Price, cashier for W. A. Olmstead.
Solorua Grillman, senior cashier for
the National Musio company.
H. K. Nelson, worked for W. A. Olmstead, seen with Samuel A. Clark, who
was killed.
Wm. Marvin, shipping clerk for Presbytenan board ot publication, not at
home.
$ Wm. Robs, errand boy for Presbyterian
board.
W. J. Wilcox,
partner of W. A. Olmstead, was in building on 6th floor, when
Are broke out.
The injured several of whom will die
include:
l
the
W. J. Cunningham, employed by
Northern Pacific company, head and body
burned.
Sangamen
Mary Lapere, 671 South
street, employed by Sweet-Wallaoe comburned while descending the lire
pany,
escape.
Herman Overman, 184 West Harrlven
street, burned and received internal inColored waiter at H. H. Kohlsaat &
Co. ’s restaurant, leg broken.
Policeman Rogers, overcome by smoke.
avenue
Samuel Snyder, 266 Hudson
employed by Sweet-Wallace company,
burned severely.
E. A. Wise, 154 South Albany evenue,
employed by the Sweet-Wallace company,
burned severely.
David Schaeffer, 295 Wentworth street,
arm
broken, while trying to catch a man
who had jumped from the sixth floor.
Josie Baxa, 586 West 19th street, right
ankle broken.
Annie Raxa, 516 West 19th street, ankle
sprained and body bruised.
Unidentified man, back broken.
W. H. Murphy, engineer of Kmerson
building, burned about face and shoulders.

The Conover Piano company occupied
the first, seoond and third stories of the
building, the other tenapts including the
Presbyterian Board of Publication, and
Sweet-Wallace company, dealers in
the
photographers’ supplies, the latter firm
It was here that the
on the sixth floor.
The floor was stored
broke out.
Are
with chemicals and materials used in
the manufacture of photographic supples, and according to some who escaped
the entire floor was swept with flames
in five minutes after the Are broke out.
Three hundred girls were employed by
this firm and when the Are broko out a
panic ensned, many of the unfortunate
women being trampled under the feet of
their comrades in their frantic efforts
to escape. Cut off from escape by the
elevatore.and the stairways,people penned
In the burning building began jumping
from the windows, and though the fireand other held nets and canvass,
men
many persons were crushed on the stone
walks.
According to eyewitnesses as
rxu
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almost death

dozen times.

a

Had what

we

call

raiUt leg for fdur years. Could not stand it to be
toy feet long at a time without swelling dreadlast baby was bom, I had evfully. Before Ofmy
a return of the trouble.
My leg
ery Symptom
Bwtftred badly. I read of Dr. Pierce’s Favorite
Ptwription, and thought I would try k. I took
sixThottles, and when my baby was bom I was
not lick at all after I was out of labor, which
lasted only a short time. In times previous, labar had lasted twelve to fifteen hour*. I am a
well woman to-day, and have been since I got
ouf-Oftjed, when my little boy was nine days old.
l-gfenethe credit all to Dr. PtVrceis Favorite Prescription. I will never do without it during such
ou
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PIANOS.
The following Square Pianos are
all in good conditio, having Carved

Top-dampers,

Over7 and 7 1-3,
octaves, and are great bargains at
the prices at which we offer them.

Legs,

They

strung Bass.
X

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Chickcring,

$150,
125.
90.
100.

Weber,
United Makers,
Weber.

United States Piano Co.

Gorham,
Rand & Co.,

to

$50.

75.
125.
90.

(■■

100’

Gabler,
Bodstedt,

Also several

$10

ana

are

85.

cheaper

Pianos at from
Cash or easy terms of

payment.

Gressey, Jones & Allen,
6CG Congress St. Porl:>n<J.

niariTeodtf

H. E.

1
gj

fvTlLLS

3Pl<ati3-0 Tuaer,
Order slate

at Chandler’s Music Store, 431
Coneress street.

AMENDMENT

OF

BANGOR

LAW-

YER PRESENTED BY M!?. HOAR.

no

fowl

iiimnor) of

fin CO

frnni fhp

while others were seen to fall
back into the flimes. The flames quickly
spread to the floors below, and the floor
occupied by the Presbyterian Board of
Publication and the Sunday School Supply company, also contained materially
readily burned. On tho lower floor the
piano supplies and instruments were
The
soon
transformed into a tinder.
Bremen
were handicapped by the heat.
Within a radius of a block the heat broke
panes of glass and dislodged signs, and
streams of water were directed on the
buildings on both sides of the street that
far awev in order to prevent them from
Several minor blazes did
catching fire.
occur.
The greatest danger was in the
rear of the Conover building, where were
located big dry goods stores.
Thirty-live minutes after the lire had
floors had.all fallen,
the
broken out,
fell.
Hid a moment later the rear wall
The firemen were warned barely in time
after
crushed.
Shortly
k> escape being
the front wall bulged outward and fell,
the tracks of the Union Elevator Look
being completely covered with debris,
and blocking the whole elevated system.
Nearly 200 feet of the loop will have to
bo rebuilt.
Miss Kate Carsey, forewoman of the
National Music company, is thought to
have been burned to death after heroically helping to save the lives of her fellow
employes. When it was learned that the
building was on fire, the 40 or more girls
employed by the National Music company, rushed to the elevator and stairways.
Miss Carsey tried to stop tho rush, but
was
unable to cope with the panic stricken girls, and while some rushed down the
stairways, a large number went down tho
elevator. Miss Carsey was left behind.
An hour after the fire was under conambulance officials stated that
trol the
they knew positively that six persons
dead and 23 Injured, adding that
were
;hey believed that 19 were dead.
The
building was owned by Fred? K.
It was worth
Ayers of Lowell, Mass.
vbout $75,555 and is said to be partially
insured.
men at the fire stated that
Insurance
:ho loss on the oontents would be in tho
of
$350,000.
aoighborhood
The elevated railway tracks which pass
;he building, were badly damaged, and
ihere will he a loss of ten or fifteen thouiand dollars from the breaking of plate
ilass in the stoie3 on the opposite side of
iVabash avenue.
The six-story building adjoining on the
lorth, Nos. 211 and 213, was badly damped, and its contents soaked with water
ind partially bur ned. Among the ocoujants of this building are the Now Haven
dock oompany, and the W'aterhury watch
The loss on the building and
pompany.
contents is estimated at $50,000.

top floor,

Provides for Fresidental Succession In All
Possible
for

nn

Emergencies—General Desire
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TO

THE

PEESS.)

Washington, March 16—The judiciary
committee of the Senate have taken up
and octed on the amendment to the ConAlbert W.
stitution proposed by Mr.
Paine, the distinguished lawyer of Bangor, Maine. Mr. Hoar has reported from
his committee a form of, amendment to
be proposed to the legislatures of
fhe
the states are
States. As three
required to concur in an amendment before It can be adoptedjthe reform proposed
by Mr. Paine is yet some way off. Yet
there is no doubt that his suggestion is

fourth?,^

valuable one, as is shown by .the facts
whioli he presents In a statement forwarded to the Senate.
The United States Constitution, Article
XI, section 1, item 6, provides a remedy
for the contingency of tne death of President by substituting in his place the Vice
a

President, and in case both die, then
Congress shall provide for tne same, and
Congress has already made suoh provision
But there is no provision in the Constitution to meet the contingency of death
of the President-elect after the electors
have cast their vote in January, aud before his Inauguration on 4th of March.
Should such a death occur, there is no
mLowaVivr

a
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Borne—Discouraging

now before
The dry dock question Is
Congress to some extent." In Maine,Portwould
like to be
Bath
and
Eastport
land,

the sites of such docks. Then
Portsmouth and Boston.
NEW ELEMENT OF
Spain
Our

Makes
War

Inquiries

Skips

“Washington,

and

there are

TROUBLE-””

About

Location of

Purchase of

March 16.—The

More,

Among the appointments made by the
Governor of Minnesota within the last
year is that of Hon. William Lancaster,
of Minneapolis, to be Judge of the
District Court of Minnesota. Judge Lancaster, who is a native of Maine, was formerly an attorney at Augusta. He was
educated at the Maine Central Institute
and at Dartmouth
at Pittsfield,
and
Colby. The appointment oamo to Judge
Lancaster in a mauner highly complimentary, as the Governor is a Republican
aland Mr. Lancaster is a Democrat,
though not a Bryan Democrat. The office
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it is now to

hear

of some of

official attention of the Spanish government and the views of the Spanish cabinet
there have been conveyed to the state de-

partment.
This

has not taken the form of

a

pro-

test, however, ns it does Dot appear that
the Spanish government olaim or assert
the right
to question
snch interna
measures as the United States may adopt,
even though they be of a character to indicate preparations for war.
It is rather by way of representations,
conveyed in a friendly spirit and without threat, as to the serious influences
which those preparations will have in encouraging the Cuban insurgents at the
moment when the
autonomy plan is to
have its oruoial trial through the Cuban
elections, and in this way defeat the refnrma PrAiniAi*

S'lLornctn
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Summer smiled once

more

on

which air. jwtwara

discouraged by these regetting chicken-hearted.
Some of them had invested all they were
worth In getting to Vancouver where
their journey was but commenced, but
they were all wishing they were back
home again and weie taking trains for
the east almost
as fast as they arrived,
Some

of

were

the

poor fellows did not have
money enough to get home did not dare
to go on and were uncertain what to do.
The Portland party a few of whom have
named above,
been
split up after it
Some were for goreached Vancouver.
ing to Alaska, but the most were for re-

turning home or remaining where they
were.
Finally Mr. Fletcher, Dr. McDonald and Stephen Clark concluded to purchase a hotel in Vancouver, and they are
William Moses decided
now running it.
that he did not want to go to the Klondike this year in view of the discouraging reports received at Vancouver and he
for home. It was reported last
set out
night that Mr. Moses had reached his
home in this oity, but a PRESS reporter
unable to looate him.
Mr. Fisher wrote bis father all about
these things and on March 0 wrote another letter in which he said that he was
was

a

most

dis-

backache

complete

cure-

disappears.

Dear Mrs. Pinkham :

—

I have

been

using Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound for backache. The pain was something dreadful; at times I could not walk straight. Now I am all ^
right and enjoy good health. I feel like a new woman.
You do not know how thankful I am that I have got
to thank for it. Your
my health back, and I have you
medicine is the best that I have ever used. I advise all
ladies to try it, and I am sure it will give unbounded
satisfaction. I will recommend it to every friend I have.
_

Hiss.LIZZIE KOELLA, 529 Tecumseh St.,
Toledo, Ohio, writes:
Dear Mrs. PinkhAm:—I cannot praise your VegeFor about a year I was
table Compound enough.
sick with the backache. I could not work, could
not sleep at night, and did not care to live. About

the hundred.
There was
enough gold
In Alaska to be had for the Unding and
digging, but neither of those things were
as
easy to do as many people thought

were

but

Mrs. M. E. MULLER, 16 Franklin St.,
Providence, R. I., writes:

the State of Maine where cold
weather
huge snow drifts are no unusual
things had no idea of the terrible cold
and heart-breaking climate of the upper
Yukon. Ho was told that the men in the
Alaskan region were dying off like sheep
from a fever whioh claimed its victims by

in the east

a

backache

and

ports and

pain,

With relief of these troubles

Fletcher, Stephen

Hundreds of mon in Vanhad sold out their business

acute

are

to

case

the Klondike he had not
known in the east. Ho was told among
other things that even men hailing from

who

#

relieved by Lydia
Pinkham’s Vegetable
E.
Compound.) Such relief
progresses in almost every
culties

Wm.

were.

#

the cause of it is removed.
All uterine and ovarian diffi-

that far

things about

they

^

in women with local external applications, calling it “a little spinal irritation
or a “touch of rheumatism.”
Do not be deceived ; your backache
means serious trouble for you unless

Moses and Dr. McDonald
were
members, got to Vancouver they
found the city crowded with would-be
gold seekers whose faces were turned
towards the wilds of Alaska. Mr. Fisher
wrote home to his father from Vancouver
he had began to
that
learn of many

couver

an

of the feminine organs.
A common mistake is to treat

them

Howard E. Fisher of Portland, who Is
about 21 years old, ana js a8 fujj 0f piUCk
and sand as an egg is full of meat. When
the party with whom he was travelling

Clark,

-

IW

tressing, wearying sensation, making work
almost impossible and indicating disease

famed country. These men got to Vancouver easy enough, but when they had
progressed that far they began to hear
some tilings which opened their eyes a
One
little.
member of this party was

oi

Mrs. Pinkham speaks earnestly to women suf.
fering from this discouraging complaint

It is not

while they wear out their souls In a vain
search for the “Moher Vein.”
On February 22d of this year a Portland party consisting of eight or ten
the Paoiflo elope intendmen set out for
ing to strike out for the Klondike as soon
as

_

wearing.

returned to hls own fireside
there and
content to labor quietly here In the good
old State of Maine tor the rest of his life,
even it he can’t make Klondike wages.
Portland has seen many of its young men
start ouf full of hope for the land of gold
and

BACKACHE.
Backache is one of the most common of
woman’s troubles and one of the most

brings baok to his horns
who ha3
discouraged irgonaut
started for the Klondike, got nearly
Every day

some

parations being made by the United who have
given up the hope of reaching it
States, the assembling of ships at Key and
getting out alive agqin and are
West, the purchase of cruisers abroad willing to live here quietly in the Forest
and
th<^ emergency measures in the war City and let others brave the snow drifts
and navy departments, have come to the
zero weather of the upper Yukon
and

conld be elected, and Congress could not ry out.
It has been specially pointed out that
supply the deficiency, so that no Presiof a large fleet of United
dent could afterwards be legally or con- the preseuce
States warships at Key West cannot be
stitutionally chosen, the only contingency regarded as a friendly measure as the
provided for being that of the death of a sending of ships was officially representThe person eleoted by
the ed to be when the Maine went to Havana
President.
and tho Vizoaya returned the complimeneleotors as President does not become such
tary visit.
until his Inauguration in March
afterIn short the presence of this extensive
wards. So that the provision cited does fleet near Cuba, together with the war
taken by the United States, is
not cover the case, and there being none measure
regarded by Spain as seriously prejudical
other, the defect charged really exists and to the policy of autonomy, which Spain
needs amendment.
and the United States have alike apHow great the danger i s is
apparent proved, and indirect encouragement to
the insurgents in defeating the desires
from several considerations.
of both governments for the suooess of
are
there
two
In the first place,
nearly
that policy.
mouths of time during which the danger
Finally, and in the same spirit of
rather than of
exists, from the casting of the electoral friendly representation,
protest, Spain has pointed out that a war
to
of
the
in
first
the
January,
part
vote,
by the United States against Spain un4th of March, during ill which time the der such circumstances would be unjustifiable
before the world and against huperson elected is exposed to the extra danmanity and civilization.
ger arising from the grave responsibility
The representations contained no referof his position, the immense work cast ence whatever to the^Mainejdlsaster or to
or indemnity therefor.
features.
redress
other
dangerous
upon him, and
The publishedlsemi-official statement of
Then, again, the danger arising from the
Spanish cabinet’s view as to the retbe work of the assassin in such case is
sponsibility of the United States in the
of
small
the
small.
Two
no
means
situation has created a profound
Cuban
by
number of our Presidents have proved
impression.
this by their death, and to these may be
Officials decline to discuss it publicly,
added'the death of the- late President of but there is ajgeneral belief among them
France, all three of whom have been vic- that tho publication marks the begintims of the assassin’s hate.
ning of a new chapter of the troubled
Had Lincoln on the way to the capital relations ^between the United States and
for his inauguration met the fate which Spain.
awaited him at Baltimore, no legal PresiThe statementjj;is„tbelieved tagbe^affirst
dent could hove over after existed.
step towards forming public opinion in
successful
Had Blaine bern a
candidate, Europe in anticipation of aifailurejon the
as was so generally desired, the same repart of the Spanish officials to make n
sult would have followed, his death hav- success of the autonomous programme
which it had outlined and that an ating occurred on January 29.
The fact that four of our Presidents tempt is to be made to placejthe,responsihave died within a few weeks after their bility upon the United Statesjfor any
inanguraton shows that the position is failure that .may follow.
This movement is.regardedTub adding
altogether a dangerous one.
Should an anarchist desire to accom
much to the gravity of the present situthe
effectual
manin
most
his
work
ation.
plish
ner. he could not select a more fitting opThat tho adininistration£willlbe;influportunity than the one now exposed, the enced by tho suggestion that the presence
a
be
to
of
which
would
result
produce
of the fleet of the North Atlantic squadstate of anarchy, for which there exists ron at Key West, is a disturbing faotor
no possible legal remedy—just the case for
is not believed for a moment.
an anarchist's practice.
Visible eviaenoe of that determination
case
was
a
bad was ceaseless aotivitv cf the naval officThe Hayes Tiiden
enough example to put us on our guard ials as well as the steady prosecution of
against any future repetition, but the the plans of the war department today.
country had a legal remedy there which,
Although the secretary of the navy is
by the courtesy of the parties, could be still pursuing with mote vigor his quest
properly exercised through tbe interven- for suitable war ships that may be purtion of referees
But the present case is chased in Europe beyond the two already
biic
of a different Bind, where no such cour- Secureu
ab
iiuuaiiiuuft] noiitoj uu
could
be exercised.
The further acquisitions have been made.
or
reference
tesy
committee on judiciary hare gone a little
Mr. Grosvenor of Ohio, in the House
beyond the plan proposed by Mr. Payne this afternoon, denied emphatically that
and haTe drawn an amendment to cover the President desired Congress to adjourn
The suggesnot oniy the contingency foreseen by Mr. in the immediate ^future.
Payne, but also the chance that there tion that the President has fixed a date
might be a failure to elect a President, or for adjournment, or wishes a date, said
Vice President, or both. Such a failure he, is absolutely without foundation and
nearly occurred in the case of Jefferson it is ridiculous.
and Burr. The amendment proposed by
Mr. Hoar's committee is in the form of a
THE PENSION LIST.
new article, to be called Article XVI,
and to be as follows:
Washington, March 16.—Pensions have
“The provisions of Article II, clause 5,
residents of Maine as folbeen granted
of the Constitution shall remain in force,
and whenever there ia no person entitled ows:
ORIGINAL.
to discharge the duties of the office of the
President, the same shall devolve upon
E. Batchelder,
Austin
Union, $8;
The Congress
the Vice President.
may
Samuel Tillston, Bangor, $6.
by law provide for the case where there is
hold the office of
INCREASE.
no person entitled to
President or Vico
President, declaring
Soldiers’ Home, KenneWelier,
Godfrey
what officer shall then apt as
President,
to $2; Henry O.
Pierce, Mon$10
bec,
shall
act
unofficer
and such
accordingly
mouth, $14 to $72.
til the disability shall bo removed or a
President shall be elected,”
ORIGINAL, WIDOWS. STC.
There seems to bo a general desire all
around for Congress to get away. The
Republican leaders of bpth House and
Senate are working to gfll business done
expeditiously, and the Dfehlcfcrats of both
bodies are said also to bq hoping that
The
there will be a speedy adjohrnmeDt.
President is also understood to be desirous
that Congress shall adjourn. With such
ono
would
a general feeliDg all
way it
bo strange if there should be a long dethat
think
The
Democrats
they have
lay.
can
an easy thing in the elections if they
assist to get the Republican
Congress
done
for
home without anything being
Cuba. The Republicans
generally feel
that they will have done well if they can
keep the country in the paths of peace,
to go
and are quite willing generally
home with the record of peace, prosperity
The President
revenue.
and plenty of
also is probably anxious not to embark
of war, just
hazards
in
the
the country
when it is getting on Its feet after the
prostration of the last five years.

j

ADVERTISEMENTS.
————•

Portland Man Writes Home About

Early Adjournment of Congress

—Successful Maine Men.

NEW

ARGONAUTS DISCOURAGED.

the Klondike.

tion.

death

juries.

ton, Monrpe Co., in a letter to Dr. Pierce, says:
“I had always been healthy until four years
Before the birth of my child I suffered
Ego.

Strange Loop Hole Left by Constitu-

is elective, but a vacancy occurring, Mr.
Lancaster was elected without regard to
party considerations. It is thought that
he is likely to be nominated and elected
when the office is again filled.
Another Maine man has been honored
in the recent city eleotlon in Seattle,
Washington. Hon. S’. Bice Rowell, formerly of Rockland, and educated at Colby in the class of ’81, has been eleotod
corporation counsel of Seattle by about
HOO plurality. He is a BryaD Democrat,
and a close friend of J. Hamilton Lewis,
the Congressman about whom so muoh
The
appears in the papers of the nation.
office of corporation counsel pays nbout HE MEANS TO REACH THE UPPER
and
there
are
several
assis15,000 yearly,
YUKON IF HE CAN.
tants.
Mr. W. P. Hunt, of the firm of C. A.
&
of
is
Co.
Wester
Portland,
spending
the week In Washington.
Mr. J. H. Lord, a native of Wells, and
Others In the Party Will Either Renow a manager of a large packing house The
at Sioux Falls, S. D., has been In WashIn
main
Vancouver or Come Rack
ington this week.

months ago I saw your advertisement in a
and thought I would try your Compound.
~“r
To-day I feel like a new person. 1 am just enjoy,,
to many
jng health ; never felt so good in my life. I have recommended your Vegetable Compound
and
think
it
is
of my friends, who are now using it,
just splendid.
two
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in these matters understands wor»£% and
Mrs. Pinkham of Lynn, Mass., has a wider experience than any physician, male or female. She offers you her counsel free Of charge, and it
counsel. No man sees your letter or its
is a
A

woman

of

experience

friendly, sympathetic

answer

at any

you should be

H

time, and

to

the best advice it is necessary that
this you can be to one of your own sex.

secure

perfectly frank,

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
A Woman’s Remedy for Woman’s Ills.
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Congress, such measure is supported by a
safe and wise policy or is based upon a
national duty that we owe to the peopla
of Hawaii, or is neoessary for our national
development and security, that is enough
to justify annexation with the consent of
the recognized government of the country
to be annexed.
The
joint resolution went to the
calendar.
Senator Davis did not give any notice
of calling it up.
Senator Davis said no determination
had been reached as to when the joint
conresolution would be called up for
sideration in the Senate.
n The conference report on the agricultural appropriation bill was presented by
It was laid over until toMr. Culloni.
The amendments made by the
morrow.
House to the bill granting a right of way
to the Omaha and Northern railroad comwas
bill
pany were agreed to and the

Continued from First Page,
Blue, yellow and red were the colors
most in evidence last night in the dining
come into the United States as a state
determined to go to the Klondike or hall at Swett’s hotel and on the walls under the provisions of section one of the
“bust” in getting there. He said that he were hung the shields of the “Knights of act of March 7, 1845, Congress on Decemand the U. R. K. P.,
the ber 29, 1845, declared by joint resolution
had found that many of the worst stories Pythias”
that Texas was one of the states of the
had heard about the terrors of the pictures were festooned and the tables American Union.
he
Klondike had come from men Who had arranged in the form of a cross. All this
“This joint resolution clearly estabbeen there once jand who were making in readiness for a Jbanquet rendered to lished the precedent that Congress has the
to annex a foreign state to the terarrangements to go back ‘again. He was Major Richardson and staff by IJortland power of the United States, either
by asritory
willing to run the risk and see what Co. No. 8, U. R. K. P.
senting to a treaty of annexation or by
Preliminary to this an inspection of the agreeing to articles of annexation or by
there was in the stories told him. He had
act of Congress based upon the consent of
purchased provisions and an outfit and oompany took placo at their armory on such foreign
government obtained in any
would sail for Dyea that day. From Pium street at which Major Richardson authentic way.
No exercise of
power passed.
push on through the installed the following oilicers:
could lie more supreme than that under
the
Dyea he should
Mr. Frye presented the report of
which Texas was annexed to the United conferees on the bill providing for
the
and hoped to reach the
Captain—Phillip H. Higgins.
Chilcoot pass
as
to
its
or
the
manner
It
lirst Lieut.—Wallace B. McDonald.
scope
States,either
licensing of river and ocean vessels.
Klondike within a few weeks. Mr. Fishof the annexation or the choioe of condi- was adopted.
Second Lieut.—Charles S. Wilson.
that it had cost him only $375
er wrote
tions on which Congress would merge the
Recorder—\V. A. Gilman.
1.46 p. m., on
The Senate then at
that time, Including his railroad
Treasurer—A. B. Brown.
sovereignty of an independent republic motion of Mr. Davis, went into executive
up to
into the supremacy of the United States. session.
S. K. G.—George W. Jones.
fare to Vancouver, a year's provisions,
“This act established the fact that a
J.
Driscoll.
Sentinel—M.
At 12. IS the Senate resumed business
nnd his passago to Dyea.
and
outfit,
At the close of the business of the even- treaty with a foreign state which deolares in executive session. Bills were passed as
was
to
man
While one
trying
get through
the consent of such state to be annexed to follows:
To provide for submitting to
E. N. to tho Klondike a dozen or more were ing the party, in full dress uniform pro- the United States, although it is rejected the court of claims for determining the
LuvlaA. Snell, Gardiner, $8;
Catherine A.
ceeded to Swett’s hotel and sat down to a by the Senate of the United States, is a
Mears, Kazorville, $12:
rights of the Delaware Indians in the
turniug back home and he wrote that
MlSSlSSiDDl CllOGLockhart, Portland, $12.
banquet whose menu was most carefully sufficient expression and authentication Ohi.-nlrua Tiatinn
he
would
not
be
udIsss things
changed
taws in the Choctaw nation, the ^Ghickaanil omDraced tne dellcaoles ot
prepared
enact
a
to
law
for
nation
of those who turned homeward.
providing
Congress
the Chickasaw
saw red men in
A SHORT FIGHT.
The viands were Eerved in a annexation which, when complied with,
--1
the season.
and intermarried persons in the Choctaw,
without
further
to
and
effectual
remanner
is
nations,
moTTi
legislation
Cherokee
satisfactory
by
very
neatly
and
Philadelphia, March 16.—The MaherMEN
WANT
Chickasaw
MORE PAY.
CALL
of such independent
tho
of the
O’Donnell fight was stopped by the referee
and
waitresses
lating to the selection of inspectors
during the mergeinto asovereignty
gowned
men
of
now
call
the
lire
and
different
to
two
The
relation
after
state
minutes
department
in the second round
hulls aud boilers of vessels.
of the banquet, pleasing music the United States and towards
its own
The Senate at 2 p m. again went into
fighting. O’Donnell was practically will ask tho present city government to progress
discoursed by an orchestra from people.
was
knocked out.
session and at 4.20 p. m. adexecutive
raise their pay to the rate which call men
“It further establishes the fact that
Howes band with a lady accompanist on
journed.
in other cities of the same size
receive
in
the
legislating upon
Congress
question
BATH WINS FIRST GAME.
the piano
of the annexation of a foreign state rightPortland. As it is now the call men
as
When cigars wore passed around E. C. fully acts upon tho consent of such state
JUKOBS FOR BRAM TRIAL.
Bath, March 16.—Bath defeated Fall
the
stokers,
$125; clerks,
get $120 each,
its
Milliken assumed in a graceful manner as the sovereign representative of
a
score of 6 to 4 tonight, the
March 16.—At ten o’clock this
River by
a
Boston,
$125 and the foremen. $135 year. They the role of toastmaster, and in
and that the power of Congress to
when Judges Colt and
Webb
response people,
first in a serious of games for the polo
for all alarms that they
annexation of such a state de- morning
are fined 50 cents
complete
of the
took their scats on the bench
to Ills calls bright speeches were made by
aione
on the sovereign will ami
championship of the world.
Tho
call
men claim
to.
District
court.
Thomas
pends
M.
States
not
respond
do
United
Major Kiobardson, Brigadier General consent of such state, given and expressed
Bram, who for a second time is on trial
that in other cities call men of the fire
FIRE AT BOOTHBAY.
its
tribunals.
It
Bean
and
members
of
Col.
the
through
organized
Smith,
for his life for the murder of Captain
receive much better pay than
The occasion was marked by further established the fact that Congress Charles I. Nash, of the barkentine Fuller,
company.
Boothbay, March 16.—The mill build- department in Portland and
think the utmost sociability on all sides.
Be- cannot acquire the right or jurisdiction was called and placed in the dock.
obtained
they
is
ings of Millard F. Dodge in Boothbay,
fore and during the speeches there was a to annex a foreign and independent state
Judge Colt then gave the decision ol
they are entitled to more money. The
containing circular saws, planing mill, Portland fire department is a credit to tho constant fire of happy repartee from al- through a vot6 of a majority of its people, the court overruling the challenge of the
to
in
the
seat
and
of
will
of
its
constituted
the
success
the
opposition
most
cider
mill,
every
coll
members
are
all
experiarray of talesmen made yesterday by the
shingle mill, carding
mill, city and its
uthorities.
will present their claims banquet met the expectations of the most
One hour was
counsel for the defense.
threshing machine and farming tools, enced men. They
“It
is
the
The good work of the caterer,
exclusivejpower of Congress consumed in calling the roil of the prosthrough tho proper channels to the city sanguine. is
were totally destroyed by fire Tuesday.
that
to
of
note.
annex
a
operates
Mr.
territory.
the
French for
special
foreign
Mr.
and will do their best to seSwet^ deserving
pective jurors.
Cause un- government
Those present were Major
Richardson, Such a proceeding on the part of Congress prisoner made another objection on the
Loss, $3000; no insurance.
cure the raise of pay asked for.
General Smith, Col. C. Everett as the submission of the question to a same ground as
It
was overBrigadier
yesterday.
known.
Bean, B. vV. McCauslnnd, W. E. Kicker, vote of the peoplo of such a state would ruled and an exception taken and noted.
A NAME FOR THE AMAZONAS.
"
Phillip H. Higgins, E. C. Milliken, E. only creat? disorder and revolution in a Four jurors were accepted out of nineteen
The funeral of the late Daniel Brooks
state applying through its consti- called.
Albany, N. Y., March 10.—In con- C. K. Richardson, W. H. Littlefield, W. foreign
at his
will take place Friday afternoon
tuted authorities for ndmlssion into the
At five o’clock the court adjourned unformity with an agitation by tho Times- A. Gilman, M. J. Cramer, J. M. Xhaxter, Uniteu
street.
Thomas
68
Otto
States.
residence
George H. Bailey,
til 9.30 a. m. tomorrow.
Union, prominent state officials and citi- W. M. Gates,
reach“This
far
Odd
S.
clear
and
of
Charles
have
Smith,
important,
Mariner,
Swett,
Fellows have post- zens of this city
Sydney
petitioned Secretary
Ligonla lodge
to change Heniy Evans, C. W. Kavanaugh", Front: ing precedent established in the annexathe navy
poned the sociable to take place tomorrow Long of of the department,the war
a
The United States steamer F.ssex, Comtion in the republic o(
W. A. Castner, H. W. Gribbey,
Texas, is
vesE.
Ross,
Amazonas,
name
at the Portsmouth
evening to April 1 on account of the death the
from Brazil, to the Albany, H. A. Power, A. L. Boston, Frank A. suilicient guide for the action of Congress mander Strong arrived
sel
purchased
She has
G. W. Jones, in the passage of the joint resolution here- navy yard yesterday morning.
M. J. Driscoll,
of the late Daniel Brooks who was finan- this being the native city of
Captain Nelson,
of
come for general repairs.
with reported.
If, in the judgment
August B. Brown, C. S. Wilson.
cial secretary of the lodge.
Sigsbee of tho Maine.
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SUNDAY SCHOOL WORKERSg 10.55—Address: How shall the Sunday
for
school be made a mightier power
Rev. J. L. Smith, Cape Elisabeth.
Third Day of the Convention at First Bap- good!
The spectrum of a
11.15—Chalk talk.
tist Church.
teacher, N. S. Greet, Somerville,
lass.
11.45—Contribution to Sunday school
The
central
thought of Mr. Archi- work.
School
bald’s talk before the Sunday
11.60—Informal primary conference.
afternoon, was
association Wednesday
Afternoon.
teachon the necessity of illustrating in
13.80—Dinner at Second'Parish Congreof
Arohioald’s
all
Mr.
Liko
chiliren.
ing
gational churoh.
sugtalks this one was full of
1.80—ThetHoly Spirit with us, conductgestions for making more luminous every- ed by Rev. Rollin T. Hack, Portland,
2.00—Teachers’ talks.
thing that is necessary tor the teachers g
2.26—Address, The Sunday sohool and
For one practito explain to children.
citizenship, Rev. Geo. Lewis, D. D.,
an
idea
further
cal suggestion, to
South Berwick.
explain
2.60—The question box, conducted by
of having a central thought for a quarE. S. Everett, Portland.
ter’s Sunday sohuol lessons, Mr. Archi~3.10—Child study, Geo. II. Archibald,
bald showed a set of 12 cards, upon whloh general seeretary Maine State Sunday
which
school association, Woodfordt
certain symbols
were arranged
3.55—Baritone solo. Fear Not Ye, O
suggested the same control, definite
Israel, Harry S.Files, Portland.
of it.
thought, but a different phase
to Sunday school
4.00—Contribution
f The particular set was on the cruoiflxion, work.
4.10—Children’s rally. Illustrated adoaoh card with a cross, and some other
dishonored, dress by Mr. Archibald.
symbol suggesting Jesus
4.15—Conference of superintendents in
honored, warning, remembered,suffering, the vestry.
4.45—Meeting of executive committee
rejected, condemned, orucified, riseD,
in vestry.
teaching, testing and ascending.
4.30—Supper in Seoond Parish CongreTo further prove the wonderful power
gational church.
which Jesus had as a teacher, the speak-
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A Pleasure at Last.
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WASHES & DYES

£
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-MAYPOLE

No Muss.

|

No Trouble.

Evening.
read a list of the various things
7.15—The Holy Spirit is with ns, conwhich He used as illustrations and com76 things, only ducted by Rev. Lewis Malvern, Portland.
parisons, and out of the
7.45—Reports of committees.
be unfamiliar to a child of
four would
Mrs. Fred
er

M5
AT ONE

(WASHES
..

I

DYES

3

OPERATION

ANY COLOR.

|

forjp
Waists,p

Dye

The Cleanest, Fastest
Soiled or Faded Shirt

Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Under-£
linen, etc., whether Silk, Satin, P

p

Cotton or Wool.

jE

by Grocers and
wailed free
for 15 cents;
p

Sold in Ml Colors

j»

Druggists,

or

THE MAYPOLE SOAP DEPOT,
:§Address,
p
3
127 Duane Street, Rev/ York.

^.W.W.ViWVA^WM^WAWM.WW

alists,

DEERING.
The proceeds of the recent fair held by
Rookameecook tribe of Rod Men amounted
to over $:00.
Mrs. Susie Hill of Saco is In the city as
the guest of Mrs.
street.

today,

borne

of those were:

given: In illustrating we
“light up” the truth: we impressjit upon
the pupils; help their mefhory; their atanswers

ti«»

As Cocci

Cold

as

for it

gives a glad
heart, and helps men
to

work with

vim.

a

made from best leaf,
have a flavor of their
own that other brands
can’t match.

That5s why
suit people*

they

Lamson & Hubbard

Style, 1898.
Spring Style
durability.
Hubbard Hat lias

Fo*

&

and Comfort the Lamson

no

equal.

For

sa e

by

STEPHEN BERRY,
and da'id idundei^
Mock,

jol
TW*.
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FROM THE STATE

S^rQ<af

OF BRYAN.

A Jong train of cattle cars nrrived
and
they
here on Tuesday afternoon
mark a new era in the operations of the
Grand Trunk railroad and the trans-AtIhe
this port.
lantic shipment from
train brought to Portland 160 fine cattle
and 350 fat
from the state of Wil-

sheep
liam Jennings Bryan. They were shipped
at W’indsor, Nebraska, and came directly through to Portland by the Grand
from the
Trunk. They were removed
train at
several points along the route
and allowed to rest and eat.
The train

made fast time, and Dr. Huntington, the
said the cattle
government inspector,
were about as nice a lot of animals as he
has seen this season.
On 1he train in
a sign
was
stating that the
whole train load was shipped in Windsor,
via the Grand Trunk system to Portland,
Me. and London direct. This was not a
bad advertisement for
Portland and
gives some kind of an idea o[ the farTrunk.
reaohing facilities of the Grand
Is bound
to lie one of the
Portland
great shipping ports of this continent.
The
Nebraska cattle are now on their
way to Londoa.

big letters

The members of Lebanon commandery,
Knights of Malta, enjoyed a social and
supper last evening at Red Men’s hall,

From
in the

Red Men’s hall

High

and at last reports tho horse had not been

Baby

::j

he

Grain-O!

House

Easy

Easy
Easy
Easy
Easy

Food

Buy,

Cook,
Eat,

Digest.

uaker Oats

all grocers
in 2-Ib. pkgs. only

In the world will not build up the wasted substance
of humanity unless your stomach is in proper shape
It is the one organ that must
to properly digest it.
be right or else others will soon be wrong—producing sickness. Aid digestion and your stomach will
help you to keep every other organ in good order,
thus producing health.

mill where he works and a little while
after he had gone Ward, so it is claimed,
Mrs
forced his way into the house.
Carseley had a table fork and a dust pan
the
in her hands when Ward got into
assaulted her Mrs.
house and when he
thoso
Carseley defended herself with
A boy named Alfred
unique weapons.

ents of generous applause.
The Junior Endeavor [society connected
of
formerly
of
Mr. Robert Ballard
Bath,
with
Woodfords
the
Congregational
Deering, was in the city yesterday oalllng
church, held an enjoyable social and
ou friends and relatives.
entertainment last evening in tho vestry
Miss Delle Davis the
(laughter of ex- of
their churob. Tho
vestry was well
to
able
Is
Mayor Davis, Central avenue,
filled by the youthful members of the sorheusit up since her recent attack of
ciety and a pleasing evening was enruatio fever. Miss Davis was also threatjoyed.
is
but
ened with nervous prostration,
ORGANIZATION OF THE SCHOOL

jr

Try

Alleged

An

Deputy Sheriff Benjamin S. Skillings
arrived here last night with a prisoner
named Dana Ward of Otisfleld, who has
been bound over to the grand jury in tne
sum of $500 on the charge of assault and

Centre.

association

MWWVU

Chair

Against

Breaker,

corner.

xttott

!

Mrs, Carseley off Harrison Defended

Herself

meeting of the Holmes circle was
held yesterday afternoon with Mrs.Noyes,
The Deering board of assessors have
104 Forest avenue, Oakdale, There was
issued notices asking the oitizens to hand
a
delegation of members from Portland breaking and entering.
in a list of the polls, together with the
in attendance.
Ward is a young man who has a bad
board
real and personal estate tax.
The
Last evening was the ocoasion of a reputation about Otisfleld and Harrison
will be in session at their office in Odd
well attended and highly pleasing rnusi- if all reports are true.
He has been a
Fellows’ block on April 1st and «d, and
cale at Hoegg hall, Deering Centre. Tho thriftlesK sort of a youth aud has spent a
twelve
to
nine
Saturday, Ajril 30, from
muslcale was given funder *the direction great deal of his time wandering about
o'clock and from two to live o’clock to reof Miss Fannie K. Thompson, a mando- the country. Until recently he was in
cive the lists.
line teacher of Portland, assisted by her Boston but a few weeks ago he came back
The Ladies’ Circle connected with the
and otherjwell-known talent. The to the vicinity of Harrison and on MonRockameecook tribe of Red Men will bold pupils
trouble. On Sunday
outside
talent are deserving of special day he got into
a charity whist
parly on Saturday evenmention, particularly Miss Bertha Stuart night, so it is claimed, Ward slept in the
ing in Red Men's hall, Morrill’s corner. and
Mr. A. Sheldon Macreadie, well- barn of George Carseley of Harrison
There were thirty couples in attendance
Early
known to the musical circles of Portland whose wife is a cousin to Ward.
by
upon the dance hold Tuesday sevenlng
and Deering,
and they were the recipi- Monday morning Carseley started for the
at Morrill’s

The annual report of the Maine Induscaptured.
trial Sohool for Girls has been issued. In
Mr. John K. Hooper, the son of Charles
Andrew
Mr.
for
the
managers
T. Hooper of
Woodfords, a telegraph
tention, their Imagination, and prepare reporting
is Hawes says:
has reat the Western Union,
the mindi’.for the truth. Edawledge
operator
To the Governor and Council of the State
been
and
an examination
discovered truth and we mult learn to
cently
passed
of Maine:
in
put things so they can understand and
The reports of the officers of the Indus- accepted and appointed to a position
by natural sequence from trial School for Girls, for 1897, are here- the kite observer’s office at Washington,
carry them
with respectfully submitted.
the known to the unknown.
D. C.. .and will leave today to assume his
At the time of making the last annual
new
Mr. Hooper Is a young
Much interest was manifested in the
the
confidently
expected
managers
report,
talk by all present, nnd after the benedlo- to ereot a building in 1897, to accommo- man of thirty years. He commenced work
date twenty-five girls, and plans were as a messenger boy at the Western Union
HUH, liiauj V*A KUO
for that purpose. The making
kta
n r»
fn
his
ent crowded about Mr. Archibald] to"ask prepared
of these plans involved a careful examifor
his
he has
him
him a question or to thank
nation of the water supply of the instltu- present position of operator, which
non wmon aiscioseu me iact nine «■
held for several years.
valuable suggestions.
inadequate for any increase of population
Rev. F. T. Nelson, paster of AH Souls’
EVENING SESSION.
anti barely sufficient for the present needs
Universalist church, Is to preach at the
was
also
There
school.
of
the
Archipositive
Mr.
which
lesson
The normal
need for a different system of^sewerage for Univeralist church at Biddeford on Fribald gave on Wednesday .proved most all of the
buildings. It was found that
evening for the pastor. Rev. H. F.
delightful ;; and helpful to all present, "and the cost of water and sewerage would re- day
who is holding a series of
Moulton,
afforded not a little amusement for the duce the building fund so much that it
would be Impossible to baild until that Lenten sermons.
are
There
teacher.
questions put by3the
fund should be Increased.
On Sunday evening, March 20, the antwo little books gotten out by the fcMaine
In view of these conditions the manaof the birthday of General Neal
niversary
Sunday School association, containing gers decided to provide for the imperacomDow, will be observed by the W. C. T.
13 normal lessons on training,and Bible tive wants of the school and were
to defer the erection of the sorely U. of Deering, as a memorial service for
In order to make this method pelled
study.
needed bnilding. They have constructed Frances Willard in the Clark Memorial
to
question a T system of water supply and sewerage
plain, Mr. Archibald began
The public is
Pleasant street.
his audience as to the books of the Bible. sufficient for a greatly enlarged institu- churoh,
Special music will be
The water comes from springs hav- invited to attend.
“How many are there?” said Mr. Archi- tion.
a flow at
this time of seventy-five furnished for the occasion.
said several of the ing
bald. “Sixty-sir.”
gallons'per hour, led into a covered brick
There is to be a graphophone concert
books
How!! many.',
and stone reservoir holding 68,000 galpeople promptly.
and
and
supper in Maple hall, North Deering,
The springs, reservoir
pipes
of the Old Testament?” “Thirty-two,” lons.
on the school farm, and the water this evening, under the auspices of the
argali
followed
Then
oame
equally promptly.
is pure.
church.
the question, “how .many men wrote
The sewerage system consists of 1400
The third lecture in the course being
feet 8-lnoh pipe, laid in tne best manner,
for the Bible?”
will
with proper manholes, and to be con- held at Qairnby hall, Stroudwater,
Silence reigned.
nected with the city sewer.
Subject: “A
be delivered this evening.
“Very well,” said MR Archibald, “Let
The
following statement Is made of parson’s outing in the Maine woods.”
Who wrote
us take ..the New Tostament.
the purposes of the school:
The leoture will bo delivered by Rev. W.
the first one?”
Sohool for Girls F. Berry of Portland.
Industrial
The
Maine
“Matthew,” came quickly enough, as is not a house of correction, but is deConductor Blackball of the Ocean street
also those of the next three books, but signed as a refuge for girls between the
line met with a painful accident while on
how
as
of
and
sixteen
six
who,
the
by
came
to,
it
years,
question
ages
when
foice of circumstances or associations, are his ten o’clock trip from Woodfords Tuesmany books Paul and John wrote, the in manifest
danger of becoming outcasts day noon.
He was holding the trolley
firm.
was not so prompt or
response
of society. It is not a place of punishwound once around his
in
had
the
class
are
sent
as rope which was
hs
its
inmates
hand,
to
which
ment,
however,
Soon,
The car was being run baokward
criminal process—but a hand.
and 15 by Paul and 4 by John, came as criminals by
the
home lor the friendless, uegleoied and when the trolley polo
caught in
quickly as had the answer to the number vagrant children of the State, where,
This caused C:e trolley pole and
“arm.”
of books.
under the genial influences of kind treatAs a result
to go up pretty lively.
Then came a lesson In Bible history, ment and physical and moral training, rope
be.won back to ways of virtue the fingers of his right hand were badly
Illustrated by a simple drawing which thy may
and respectability, and fitted for posi- lacerated.
No bones were broken. Conhelped to make the 40C0 years from tions of honorable self-support and lives
is substituting for Conductor
Edgeromb
Adam to Christ seem to mean more, by of usefulness.
The institution is a corporation com- ductor Blaokhall as a result of the accithe choice of a certain character, in each
of the original corporators and as- dent which will disable him for several
thousand years, would which to group posed
sociate subscribers. By them its affairs
to
to
Enoch,
to a board of managers. days.
the others—as from Adam,
are committed
A meeting of the Deering Republican
Abraham, to Solomon, to Christ. Mr. The State is represented on the board by
the Governor, Seoretary of State and Su- committee will be held this ovenlng at
Archibald showed a chart representing
perintendent of Common Schools. Itihas
o’clock in the assessors’ office at the
certain periods in the life of Christ, and pTOvi led by statute law for the custody eight
block for the re-organization
Fellows’
Odd
of
our
and
of
and education
exposed
wayward
also maps made of the journeys
girls therein, and aids in their material and election of officers for the ensuing
Lord.
support.
year.
At the close of the lecture many people
The sohool has been full during the past
The Deerine juvenile chorus, 30 voices,
for
the
Mr.
Archibald
went up to thank
year, yet vacancies are frequently occurrassisted
by an adult chorus of 40 voices,
heard
one
and
heln
he had criven them,
tuneful cantata, enfor them elsewhere.
will produce the
from
people going
many testimonies
Persons interested In sending girls to
“Under the Palms,” Monday eveOne young woman said: “I like the sohool should promptly notify the titled,
out.
March 21, at Hoegg hall, assisted
his idea of having one central thought superintendent, and they will be served ning,
Mrs. A. G. Owon, Miss Lillian M.
turn.
in
their
by
illushis
and
in the course of lessons,
In receiving girls “preference will be Rose, Miss Florence G. St. John, Miss
trations aro always very apt.” Another
given to those towns or cities not repre- M. A. Walker, Misses Edna Barber, Inez
“Mr. Archibald’s talks^have been sented or but slightly represented in the
said:
Johnston and Ella Thompson, sopranos;
school.
an inspiration, as well as an assistance;”
Girls convicted of light crimes may be Miss LouiseKnight.Mrs.MabelP. Andrew,
have
“You
and another said to him:
sent to the school as an “alternative;’’ Misses Maud Gardiner and Sadie Gardigiven me new_courage.” ; So the result of but those who are confirmed in orimlnal
Chester W. Doten, Dr.
has evidently given new habits, Imbecile or idiotic, are not prop-1 ner, contraltos;
the meetings
W. H. Kimball, tenors; Fred Jackson of
er subjects for the sohool.
work.
his
in
zeal to those interested
good
Blunk forms of complaint, warrant and Westbrook, G. F. Dodge and F. D.Smith,
mittimus, will be sent on application to bassos.
The Rock family, instrumentThe second annual convention of Part- the superintendent.
the
of
work
of
the
The
statistics
Association,
past
land'Distrlct Sunday School
A Clever Trick.
comprising Portland, Deering, Westbrook year are ns follows:
It certainly looks like it, but there is
and Gorham, will be held in Chestnut
Thirty-six girls have been committed to
can
school during tne year from the fol- really no trick about it. Anybody
street Methodist church today. The fol- the
and l^eak
cities and towns: Augusta, three; try it who has Lame Back
lowing
troubles.
or
nervous
exercises;
Malaria
lowing is the order of
Bangor, two; Bath, three; Belgrade, one; Kidneys,
he can cure himself right away
Benton, one; Brldgton
one; 4?epr Isle, We mean
Morning.
Electric Bittors. This medicine
taking
by
one; Gardiner, .two; Gonldsboro, two;
a
acts as
0.30—The Holy Spirit with Us. Con- Jefferson, three; Lisbon, one; Lisbon tones up the whole system,
I).
D., Falls, one; Liberty, one; Macihas, two; stimulant to the Liver and Kldnoys, is a
ducted by Rev. E. O. Thayer,
and nerve tonic. It cures
Woodfords.
two;
one; blood purifier
Manchester,
Machiasport,
Fainting Spells,
9.60—Words of Weloome, S. E. Cordwell, Marshfield, one; New Gloucster,
one; Constipation, Headache,
It is
Response, Rov. Oakland, one; Portland, two; Rockland, Sleeplessness and Melancholy.
president. Westbrook.
and rea
mild
laxative,
purely vegetable,
William Cashmere. Gorham.
there; Veazle, one.
natural vigor.
10.00—Business bee.
73 stores the system to its
Number in school Dec. 0, 1896,
69 Try Electric Bitters and be convinced
10.25—Platform phrases. (Superintend- Average number during the year,
miracle worker. Every
36 that they are a
ents’ talks.)
Number committed during the year,
7 bottle guaranteed. Only 50e a bottle at
Number married during the year,
Goold’s
P.
S.
H.
Drug Store.
8
Number died during the year,
6
Number attained majority,
Bucklsn’s Arnica Salve.
Whole number reoeived since January
498
1875,
'I HE LEST SALVE iu tbe world for
109
Number now in homes,
Bruises,
Cuts,
Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Number married before
attaining
99 Rheum, Lever Sores, Tetter, Chapped
majority.
Hands, Chilblains, Corns ano all Skin
Numbor reached majority while un
or
136 Eruptions and positively cures Piles,
married,
56 no pay roquired. It is guaranteed to give
Number returned to friends.
refunded.
7 perfect satisfaction or money
Number dismissed as incorrigible,
to grandma in the rocker Grain-0
cents per box. For sale by H. P.
26 Price
Number deceased.
under Conis good for iho whole family. It is ,
5 8. Goold, 577 Congress St.,
Number escaped and not recovered,
the long-desired substitute for cof- > ■ Present number at school,
60 grees trquatu Hotel.
fee. Never upsets the nerves or 1
J
PARENTAGE.
injures the digestion. Made from \
it
is
a
food
iu
itself.
grains
pure
402, Irish 36, New BrunsAmericans,
Has the taste and appearance of tho ■ • ick
17, Nova Scotia 10, Frenob Canadians
to
best coffee at J the price. It is a J J 14, Mulatto 4, African 3, Dane 1, Gergenuine and scientific article and is ■ man 4, Russian Jew 1, English 6. Total
to
1
493.
come to stay.
It makes for health
and strength. Ask your grocer for J J
to
DERVISHES KILLED.
Grain-O. 15 and 25c.
\ \
to
Cairo, March 10—A large party of
to
Shebali
dervishes crossed the Nile
island on Sunday last, but were repulsed
e
by the Egyptian troops with the loss of
Insist that yonr grocer gives youGRAIN-O
At
The
killed.
men
only
V thirty-eight
Accept no imitation.
Egvptian casualty was the wounding of
Major Sitwell.
UiUM

j

How

7.65—Solo, selected,
Stevens,
seeds, Westbrook.
8.00—Address, The Pastor in the Sunbirds, ravens, salt, candlestick, coins, day 60hool, Rev. Theo. A. Smythe, Port- now doing nicely.
COMMITTEE.
C. B. Dalton has sold one of the three
figs, thistles, barns, stones, etc. Accord- land.
child’s mind
to Sunday school new houses on Iorest avenue, Woodfords,
8.20—Contribution
The first meeting of the newly elected
ing to Frobel’s law “the
work.
Falls.
school committee was held last evening
ripens and unfolds to the abstract, by
8.25—Addrpss, The Secret of Success, to parties in Rumford
and through the concrete.” and in this Geo. H. Archibald, Wood fords.
There was a lively runaway yesterday when sd
organization was perfeotod.
The horse
talk in illustrating that^was the central
forenoon at Woodfords corner.
member was prossnt.
Every
THE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.
cleared himself at the corner and bolted
text.
Rev. E. P. Wilson was elected chairMr. Archibald asked questions ofjthe
It is not known as to man.
up Spring street.
Mr. F. E. C. Robbins was reHalloAnnual Keport>of the Work of the
whom the animal belonged as there were elected superintendent of sohools. Nothing
people assembled as to why we should
Institution.
wed
no parties heard Inquiring for the horse,
illustrate, and these were some of the
busiof public interest, except routine
seven

---....

WITH TABLE FORK AND KNIFE-

and

mandolins,
will give selections. The entertainment
will be under the direotion of the instructor, Mr. Julius E.Ward.

May Kimball, Brighton Deering
The

p&ation.

!

banjos, guitars

2?

v:

To MOTHERS.
WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO THE
AND
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD
“

land.
The

Kings’ Daughters

tional church will

meet

members are
invited.
on
the 2.30 car for

The party will leave

Portland.
The Jolly Five have arranged for an
entertainment in the parlors of the West
A programme
End church this evening.
consisting of “The Songs of Seven,”
tableaux and musical numbers will be
Ioe oream and cake will be
The proceeds will be
offered for sale.
Entertaingiven to the Ladies’ cirole.
ment begins at eight o’clock.
George P. Richardson, a former West-

presented.

muivu

xv/.— xuc

ociiato

day confirmed T. V. Powderly

Get

Mrs. Esba Martin is the quest of her
sister, Mr. Dr. Pidgeon, Brown street.
Mr. Edmond Labeile of Brunswick, is
Ernest Dabelle,
visiting his brother,

as

if

Chapped

MATTERS.

claim
Central
ag9nt, was in Exeter recently and settled
the case of Arthur W. Fish, who was
injured in the accident on the Maine
Central at Etna last summer, for $1500.
Maine

been placed
W. I. Wood of Corlnna, and
suit brought.
Mr. Crowell claims damof

9SMr

I

HIGH WATER MARK FOR CUSTOMS.
Washington, March 10.—The receipts
from customs
today amounted to $1,310,737.
This is the highest point by nearly
$305,000 chat the customs has reached since
the new tariff act went into effect about

Bleeding.

name on

GUANOS*:

ykg..

Six

I

9
9
9

Bj
gj
9

Sugar.

These delicious biscuits are a product of the famous Battle-creek
Sanitarium, a health institution which has been profitably visited by
some of our best people.
Privilege will be freely extended to sample two delicate German

||
■

S

POTS DARKER P/SALT ZW5EBACH

FOTSDASVSER SALZSTINGEL,

j

Of CHEESE.

Wo shall also show .-ill manner of cheeses—both American and
Cheeses of every consistency, complexion
Foreign—■">■'! varieties in all.
ami degree of strength—ohe ses that outrank any admiral in the Spanish
*

for $1.00.

FOND'S EXTRACT CO., 76 Fifth Avc.w. New Ycfk.

H

BISCUIT

will be served FREE w ith liulter. Cream anil

33 Klf-JDS

Toilet Paper, i
Pond’s Extract
MEDICATED.
HO Cents

Friday.

|I

disposal here.

Price, SO Cents

I

and

|1

the favorite pastry of the German Emperor. These two specialties were
included in a recent importation from Kudolf Gerieke, Court Baker to
llis Majestv the King of Prussia and Emperor of Germany,

every In be! and wrapper.

PU.ES.
Pond’s Extract Ointment
bottle•

April l.

eight mouths ago.

ways at tlieir

POND’S EXTRACT is only sold in
bottles, with bnff wrappers and our
landscape trade-murk thereon. Note

ages amounting to |8GC0.
Conductor Enpea has nearly recovered
from the injuries he sustained in the Oroho wreck, and experts to take his train

PICKLES

We take pardonable
A cordlnl invitioii is extenslejl to oil.
in the line presentee! at our Cracker Department. The leading
bakers on both sides of the water are represented by their choicest
hundred
creations. During this exhibit wo shall disoiay over two
distinct varieties, comprising the most complete line carried by any bouse
Entertainers should not miss
in Now England—Boston not excepted.
tliia nrmnrtm,itv t« inform themselves nf the food tilings of this sort al-

ft AHTin&l Some dealers are offering
uAU I lUll cheap, watery mixtures as
substitutes. SHUN THEM. THEY ARE
DANGEROUS.

at

I

pride

POSITIVE SPECIFIC FOR PILES.

the

CRACKERS,

Wednesday, Thursday

Hands
and Faces,

Lameness &

Bought”

OUR CONGRESS ST. SALESROOM,

Bruises, Burns.

NOTES.

on

&y*s£*~-** ,t>.

and Choice Cheeses

Colds, Hoarseness,
Catarrh, Sore Throat,
Influenza, Cuts,

you desire to be cured.

hands

to

THE CENTAUR COMPANY, 77 HURRAY STREET. NEW YORK CITY.

FINE

CURES

and discovered the true
remedies for the cure of diseases. You
can consult Dr. Greene personally or by
letter, free. He has developed the most
perfect and successful system of cure

in

777
„7
1 IGUGILGI

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.

Used Internally and Externally Safely.

investigated,

Crowell, injured

77
±±*

-OF-

FOR ALL PAIN

this study can treat them with uniform
Dr. Greene, 31 Temple Place,
success.
Boston, Mass., the most distinguished
specialist, is world-famed because of his
cures.
Why? Because he has studied,

The case of Charles
the same time, has

m

1//LUO*

AN EXHIBITION

I

Nearly all diseases ore curable,' but only
the specialist who has devoted bis life to

Heald.

_7.

BEARS THE FAC-SIMILE SIGNATURE OF

iv»-

for Cold Weather!

Ready

WHAT WE BUFFER FROM.

S.

7

W/lVLlit

com-

Brown street.

J.

J?

endanger

missioner of immigration. Several Democrate voted for him.

buying spring goods.

RAILROAD

_

Do Wot Be Deceived.
not

POWDERLY CONFIRMED.
aeuiu^uuii,

brook young man, now located In Boston,
Is in the city for a few days’ visit.
Mr. S. Arenvosky, the Wert End clothing dealer, is in Boston for a few days

him

/"Y„._

KJVUljJWllJ UJ

“The Kind You Have Always

of the Congregathis afternoon

Write

/"Y

VGULULLt

the life of your child by accepting
which some druggist may offer you
substitute
cheap
he
makes
a few more pennies on it), the in(because
gredients of which even he does not know.

which will be served from 5.30 to 7.30 a
flne entertainment will be given.
The members of Caianthe assembly will
visit Pine Cone assembly of Saco, this

through correspondence.

rm

If LG

March 8,1897.

Df-o. poem, gun barrel from which came
the ballet that killed King Philip, John
Eliot’s Indian Bible and many valuable
Do
paintings. Admission to the hall is 26
cents.
a
Plymouth rook is covered with a large
granite canopy bUt'kme gate was open, so
we all had a ohai.ee ftowalk over tbe rock.
the first
Near this spot is Colfp Hill,
Nothing marks the
burying ground.
all
8s
were
of
the
they
graves,
sight
plowed over ami plant®i’.vWfh corn in order to oonoeal the nuul|%'V pf the dead
from the Indiana.
Leyden street is the first one laid out
and oxtends front the shbro vo Burial
Hill, on whose summit Blandish erected
his fort and watch tower. Here we saw
the spring of pure water which attracted
the settlers to (his locality. Burial hill
contains the oldest stone, that of Edward
f
Gray, June, 16S1. The inscription on the
stone in memory of Fannie Crombie says; I
soft as
“As young a3 beautiful, and
young, and gay as soft, and innooent as
has
a
The
guide
Pilgrim society
gay.’’
stationed in this yard all tho
time, and
he pointed out to us the Important graves
A small ridge of earth marks the site cf
tho old fort.
Among the ancient documents seen at
the court house, preserved in glass-covered drawers, was the original patent of
the colony, yellow with ago, granted in
1629, and signed by tbe Earl of Warwick;
the great wax seal once attached to the
charter; and the original order in Gov.
Bradford’s
establishing
handwriting,
trial by jury in 1623.
Clark's island is where the
Pilgrims
spent their first Sabbath. The national
The
monument is tbe finest in America.
statue of “Faith" is 216 times life size.
The evening was spent at Dr. Harvey’s
Tiie weather still favors us, but we realize we cannot see everything, although
our time has been wholly taken up.

This evening Mrs. C. O. Bailey, Mrs.
Andrew T. Bodge, Mrs. Isaao Babb and
Mrs. Sarah L. Brackett, will entertain
the Universalist
the ladies’ oircle of
church in their vestry. After the supper,

All

LCjJb

Alden’s Bible, Peregrine White’s cradle,
original manuscript of Bryant’s 22d of

with Mrs. J. W. Morris, Brackott street.
Cloudman Relief corps’ committee on
entertainment and supper, ars requested
to be present at the meeting this evening.

afternoon.

“

National monument. The old relics of the
such as
Miles
are in the hall,
Standish’s sword, iron pot and
pewter
John
platter, Goveror Carver’s chair,

was
diphtheria
reported
yesterday morning to the board of health.
Mrs. Benjamin Haskell of Brown street
is quite sick with this disease.
Virgil Watson, who broke his leg while
coasting, is doing nloely. He hopes within a few days to be.able to have his leg
placed in a piaster cast and to bo able to
sit Up.
The pulpit of the Baptist ohurch will
be occupied on Sunday afternoon at three
o'clock by Mrs. Susan E. Clark of Port-

AS OUR trade mark.

on ever^
that has home and does now
bear the facsimile signature of
wrapper.
This is the original PITCHER'S CASTORIA,’’ which has been
used in the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty
years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that it is
on the
the kind you have always bought
^
and has the signature of
wrapname
exto
use
has
me
No
one
authority from.
my
per.

Pilgrims

of

caso

CASTORIA,”

was

(Correspondence of the PRESS.)
Tuesday Evening—This has
The ride
been our day at ^Plymouth.
WESTBROOK.
from Boston especially by the Shore Lino,
is very sightly. The
s'ght seeing at
a
does not require
The West End W. C. T. U. will meet Plymouth
great
Thursday, Maroh 17, at 8.80 p. m., with aiziuuub ui iiiaixiuxuR “uuu‘i
Mrs. Paul Chandler, Hawkes street. The of Interest are Pilgrim Hall. Plymouth
time of meeting has been changed from Rook, Leyden Street, Cole’s Hill, Burial
and the
It is hoped that Hill, tho County Court Housb
Tuesday to Thursday.

of work.

“CASTORIA,”

PITCHER’S

I, DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of Hyannis, Massachusetts,
the originator of "PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” the same

port High School.

special plans
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value of $1000 per share. Terms cash.
marisdot
our

46

we

sell, for benefit

LETTERS OF CREDIT,

TIMES HAVE COME.
GOODafford
You

F„

O.

BA5LEY

GO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merdaub

HOMEBONDS.

Salesroom 46 fcxoiiange Street.
L.

F. O. BAILEY*
ruarh4

IV.

ALLEN
u

FINANCIAL.

4’s

Cnmberland County,

world-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
and women of culture and refinement than any

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
$4 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256 page
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.
You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the list below.
Regular price for each, SO
Cents. All sent postpaid.
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or
postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,

by numbers,
308

to
TOWX TOPICS.

Fifth Avenue, New York.

6—THE SALE OF A SOUL. By C. M. S. McLettan.
7— THE COUSIN OF THE KING. By A. S. VanWestrum,
8— SIX MONTHS IN HADES.
By Clarice I. Clingham.
CHANCE.
9— THE SKIRTS OF
By Captain Alfred

4’s

Brunswick, Me.,
Maine Central R, R. Co.,

4^’s

Maine Central R. R. Co.,

5’s

Portland and Ruinford Falls
4’s

Railway,
Portland Water Co.,

4’s

Knox & Lincoln R. R. Co,.

5’s

Co.,

6’s

Maine Steamship
ALSO BANK STOCKS

portlBIrust
COMPANY.

WoWosl
Maine Central R.

Portland Water Co.,

4s.

Merrimack County,
2i. H.,

4s.
4s.

Saco,
Biddeford,
Prices

4s.

on

application.

18G Middle St., Portland, Me,
jy2f

_dtt

nov23dtt

Portland, Feb. 28, 18987
Notice is hereby given that the rats
of interest on heal Estate mortgagee
within the corporate limits of Port-

4s.

R.,

WANTED—All persons

in want of trunks
E. D. KE\ NO
door above oliaw_s

»*
and bags to call on
663 Congress street, one
our
grocery store, as we manuiacture
bottom
therefore
can
and
give
we
Trunks repau-ed. Open evenings,

I.ij?

goons

prices.
name

__I‘~*
land will be live per cent on and after pictures.
March 1st.
Thompson.
cases Cured
to—ANTHONY KENT. By Charles Stokes Wayne,
This rate will apply to all notes now innr Difficult
xi—AN ECLIPSE OF VIRTUE. By Champion Bissell.
FISK,
X2—AN UNSHAKABLE SIREN.
held by us which are not in default,
C,T»
Dr,
By John Gilliat.
by
X3-THAT DTTeADFUL WOMAN. By Harold R. Vynne, and are abundantly secured.
14— A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKendrce.
PORTLAND SAVINGS BANK,
15— WHY ? SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
names oi
Free Treatise on Piles, etc., and
16— A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. H. Bickford,
by E. A. Noyes, Treas. prominent Maine citizens cured. RTTO a ID
*7—A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold R. Vynne.
safe.
is
method
easy.
Fisk’s
Dr.
18— OUT OF THE SULPHUR. By T. C. De Leon.
MAINE SAVINGS BANK,
I
painless. Consultation Free I
19— THE WRONG MAN. By Champion Bissell.
by A. G. Kogers, Treas. Call at my Lewiston or Portland SB * ***
so—THE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS. By Anita Vivanti
or consult me by
office,
Chartres.
LIFE
,.,.r
rwisTox
INS.
a it ion.
u
CO.,
UNION MUTUAL
Dr. l). T. FISK, 332 Main StrEli.
■1—HER STRANGE EXPERIMENT. By Harold R. Vynne,
only.
by F. E. Richards, Prest.
W—ON THE ALTAR OF PASSION. By John Gilliat.
At U. S. Hotel, Portland, Saturdays
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Martyr

TO LOVE.

martd3w

By Joanna. E. Wood.

HOTEL rlAJESTIC,

-•—

EVERY...!
MAN |
..

We frequently

&

come

|

”

One off the largest and finest—best located, thoroughly lighted and
ventilated hotels, with a cuisine of highest or:lcr.

have customer*

AMERICAN and EUROPEAN PLANS.

<

AIA'SEIE &

janl

to ur with copy and say

Put it in attractive form and

make the

price reasonable."
the work Is

always
satisfactory and brings enoellent

J) In such

|
|

THE ELITE HOTEL OF AMERICA.

<

<£

$
p

Central Park West & 72d to 71 st Sts.,ftlew York.

.

TO HIS TRADE.!

®

I
iUAIlFACTFRERS

Oil Saturday, March 19 at 12

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

w

Winter Overcoats

OUR SPRING OVERCOATS

street
marl4eod6t

Maine.

cases

results.

t

|
«
q
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’•?
7i

#
'■v
X*

t

5*

ihnt give
The purely vegetable ingredients
wonderful
True's Pin Worm Elixir its
it
a so the
make
K
power of expelling worms,
all diseases
best medicine known for curing
Sr* *
W W
stomach
and
the
of the mucous membrane of
bowels—one of the most frequent causes of
11111 b
UidI q
illness in children and adults. An unrivalled
tonic and regulator of the bowel* and wnWl
9V lUn
acli. True’s Elixir has been a household
ltacts at once upon
remedy for 4d years.
the blood, expelling impurities and giving
health and new .life to the whole system.
Price 35c. Ask your Druggist for it.
y ELL
Di. J, F. TRUE * CO., Auliutn. Me.
_Write for Book—Free.
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THB THURSTON PRINT,

PORTLAND, ME.
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---NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
tinent.

MUSIC AND D«AN!P»

Fully twenty

pictures

will be

shown at the close of each and every per'Wilbur
favorite
old
The
formance,
AL. FIELD’S MINSTRELS.
marches have also been revived, and Will
Field has exercised he
presented during the week on a more
Manager Al. «•
keen judgment In the elaborate scale than ever, with new and
groat care and
for this season. Each brilliant costumes,
which, under the
selection ol artists
member has beenjengagod.,with special glare of myriad lights, present a dazzling
from
fitness for the particular
care as to his
spectacle, not soon to be oradioated
to his care, w ith tho re- the mind.
All the old favorites have
lines entrusted
is present- been retained in the cast this Beason, insult that a finished programme
ed. New and bright ideas have been in- cluding May Baker, Hattie Richardson,
troduced throughout the two and ono-hali Lillie Taylor, Jeannette Palmer, E. A.
W. H. Kohnle, Gus
performance, and expense, effort
J. E.

I

MSP ADVERTISEMENTS.
<*mu
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SEW ADVEItTlSEMRNTB.
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RINES

Can be found at

CHINTZ-COVERED
things
$2.25,
$3.75.

The French

costumed, depiot the glories of

ancient

ana

two introduce a thrilling
broad-sword combat on horseback, then
mounts being the two beautiful milk
owned by Mr. Field
white

The Jaxon Opera Company is undei
the management of J. J. Jaxon,late general director of the Castle Square Theaof all tht
tre, Boston, and stage director
its reoperas given at that theater during
and successful run of 781 concent

producing

nights,

over

ilftj

rennblic. rests.

an

More

operatic field,

having

over

people
government tax imposed

than 1400

cozy

“den.
real

twenty

for such
years directed the performances
well known companies as those under the
management of Chas. E. Ford, Zelda
Seguin, Coley & Bartno, John Stetson,
and John E. McCaull. Just before enterCastle
ing upon his work at the Boston
Mr. Jaxon spent two seasons in

LINES.

the

draperies room is to sell two or
manufacturer’samples of high class

the

vOWEN. MOORE
and character, than to vote for
only qualification is that he
a
rigid enforcement of the

Brocades

1 bale 40 inch Unbleached

Clam

and colors.

100 fine Satin Damask

So called on account of the
large varieiy of beautiful shades,
This is a very popular lining and
always gives good satisfaction.
15c and 20c yard
Two grades,

60 Crochet

Flat

Cue

Goes

cers

lence of the performance. The company
will be seen at The Jefferson all next
week, beginning Monday. The sale oi
seats opens Friday at 9 o’clock. The company will
piiuia

include

Mile. Diord,

uuuiiW)

committee.

Company, and M. Winifred Goff, bari
tone. Covent Garden Theatre Company
London. Monday there will be a grant
double bill, “Luoia dl Lammermoor’
and “Cavellerla Rusticana.”
The

will be:
doubli ,
Lammermoor and Caval

repertoire

enforcement

should organize
You would immeaiareiy run
an obstacle that would preagainst
up
You
vent your accomplishing anything.
lists
might pound that wall with your
then
till they were reduced to jelly and
continue to beat your heads against it till
no impression
you had no hpads left, but
of
could be made upon it. The matter
with
enforcing the laws rests entirely
the county attorney and the court officials,
and they would not tolerate any interferYou would find
ence
with their
an

lodge

soprani

-----1

Miss Thorne, soprano, from the Tivoli
San Francisco, Miss Angell, contralto
with Patti last season, Payne Clark
leading tenor with the English Carl Ro6t

Monday and

are

for

for the week

Friday—Grand

Lucia Di
bill
leria Rusticana'(Rustic Chivalry).
Tuesday—Chimes of Normandy.
Wednesday matinee—Fra Diavolo.
Wednesday evening—II Trovatore.
Thursday—The Bohemian Girl.

Saturday matinee—Olivette.
Saturday evening—Cavalleria Rusticam !
and the great prize opera, I Paliacci (th

plans.

sympathy
that these officials
with stopping the liquor traffic.”
The speaker then related some of his
the
experiences in the failure to secure
law
punishment of violators of the liquor
out in certain
had pointed
whom he
Maine cities. “Throughout the state,
is being made to
“no
he
are not In

attompt
added,
35 and 5Cc ; aggressively, persistently and faithfully
Popular prices, evening 25,
anc
enforce the prohibitory law. The judges
grand bargain matinees Wednesday
Saturday, 26c oniy.
and easy. It is
are exceedingly tolerant
WILBUR OPERA CO.
not even a low license system now In
If I were elected mayor of Portno
mor 3 vogue.
Manager Wilbur could make
as Koosewelcome announcement than the com in ! land, I would either stand up,
on an impartial enand
insist
velt
did,
Company
Wilbur
Opera
of the favorite

Mountebank.)

who are booked
laud Theatre for

for appearance at Port

two weeks, beginninj ;
Monday. The Wilburs come to u s
this year stronger than ever. All the ole

next

forcement of the law,for else in taking
the oath of office decline to promise to
enforce the liquor law.
In conclusion, Mr. Berry advised the

Black soft finish Cambric,
8c yd.

cream,

10c

goods,

■

98c each.

DAMASK.

Over to

yd.

cream,

skirts,
12 l-2c yd.

Cotton Surahs

May

only
7 Cents Per Yard.

in all the stan-

© Cents Per Yard.

33c

One lot Lace

as

the real French

Stripe Dimity,

5 Cents Per Yard.
—

col-

Buckram—for interlining
quality,

goods,

BROTHERS

25c yd.

Lusterino—lining

Hair Cloth—often

English

Stripe Organdie, 15 cent quality, at

One lot Satin

dard shades, also in newest light
shades for lining evening gowns,

38c, 50c yd.

sold

Percales, fast color, in light and dark, at

lars and belts—best

French Hair Cloth,

—

Millions Given Away.
It Is certalnlyy gratifying to the public
to know of one concern in the land who
are not afraid to be generous to the needy
Dr.
Tho proprietors of
and suffering.
King’s New Discovery tor Consumption,
Coughs and Colds, have given away over
ten million trial bottles of this great
satisfaction oi
medicine and have the
knowing it has absolutely cured thousands of hopeless oases. Asthma, Bronchitis, Hoarseness and all diseases of the
Throat, Chest and Lungs are surely cured
by it. Call on H. P. S. Goold, Druggist, and get a trial bottle free, regulai
size 50c, and $1. Every bottle guaranteed,
or price refunded.

Damask, 58 inches wide, fast

6© Cents.

Fast black Cotton SurahsFast black Moire Percaline
best black for waist lining, be- -•soft finish—mostly used for
15c, 25c
cause pliable and absolutely fast, skirt linings,
20c. 25c, 33c. 38c

Suporior Court,

Table

color, for

36 inch

yd.

«

yards

2 1-2

Muslinwhite,

Grass Linen—grey,
for
black—stiffening

Plain Crinoline—black and sleeves, capes,
white—good stiffening for thin

The writer Hamilton, stated that he would enter
of sunshine and grape vines.
said that his son came to America some pleas of not guilty for both his clients,
he had come to and would waive readings of the waryears ago and he thought
Portland, .but did not know. He wanted rants and also examination.
the city marshal to try and find the
Judge Robinson then announced that
young man if it were possible. City probable cause had been found and or
Marshal
Sylvester sent Officer Flckett dered eaoh of the respondents to furnish
for appearance
out to look for the young man whose bail in the sum of $100
Bozano. at the May term of the Superior oourt.
as Stefano
was given
name
Friends of Brewer and Hamilton at once
after hunting around
Officer Fickett
stepped forward and gave the necessary
about an hour, located the young Italian sureties.
and took him to the police station where GEORGE WASHINGTON MEMORIAL.
he had a chance of hearing a letter read
The following extraot from a Sioux
The young
from his old father at home.
letter will serve to indicate the inCity
his
father
man said that he would write
Interest the memorial is awakenwithout delay and assure him that he was creasing
ing throughout, the country:
alive and all right.
The editors of the High School Reoord
of Sioux City have taken up with the
idea
expressed in that artiole (by Mrs.
OVERSEERS OF POOR ORGANIZED.
Gage) and intend to.devoto at least four
The overseers of the poor held their an- pages of their next issue to It, exchange
with every school paper from seaboard to
nual meeting last evening and organized raiiihrmrii
onij A fiolf'trfttft to all the High
follows:
as
themfor the ensuing year
^hools In this state and throw enthusiselves Into the work with all the
Chairman—Charles H. Ross.
letters
Baker.
As
asm of youth.
many personal
Secretary—Charles H.
bo written to the editors
The following persons were also elected as possible will
of other papers.
for the positions below named:
The people of Maine will be pleased to
Master and Matron of Almshouse—Mr. see the other states emulating their exand Mrs. John C. Roberts.
ample. _
Chaplain—Rev. John G. Wilson.
Assistant Master and Engineer—John
DEMOCRATIC CITY COMMITTEE.
P. Callan.
The new Democratio city committee
Assistant Matron of Almshouse—Abble
P. Willett.
at the United
met Tuesday evening
Baker—Peter Whitten.
There
Hotel for organization.
States
Teamster'—James Martin.
muoh genuwas a large attendance, and
Watchman—Bldward A. Chaplin.
Nurse in male wards of hospital—Joseph ine enthusiasm was aroused. The folh. Knight.
lowing officers were elected:
Chairman—Levi Greenleaf.
The
appointment of standing and
Secretary—Thomas J. Magner.
monthly committees (was referred to the
Treasurer—Robert E. Ahern.
at
a
announced
be
ohairman Jand Iwill
Executive Committee—Ward 1., T. H.
future meeting.
Greelev, Jr.; Ward 3, M. C. MoMann ;
Ward 3, S. L. Rates; Ward 4,
George
T. Means; Ward 5, Bartley J. Curran;
the p. o. de- Ward
of
work
QUICK
6, D. Frank Magner; Ward 7, Napartment.
than Clifford.

favorites are retained In the bill and th > temperance men to join the civic league,
ensemble is the most complete Manage p stand together.for goodjmorals and good
inWilbur has yet brought us. Everythin! ! government, attend the caucuses and
The rapidity and accuracy with whioh
men of good cbaraoter being
sift on
about the production is new this season
no- the postal department can traoe a missnot
and
if
are
such
men
3
siocl
nominated,
and the perrormanoos are fin do
letter now is remarkable. One mailed
and up to date in every sense that th 3 initiated, then go to the polls and vote ing
went by
for men
whosej character isjabove re- at Chicago the last of February
The living pictures
term implies.
instead of
proacb. He believevd that the reform mistake to Portland, Minn.,
which are put on at the close of ever;
much trouble
cannot come
through the prohibition to this city, aud caused
opera, are said to be better this seaso:
An
of
investigation
loss
money.
has
been
20
and
That
for
party
years
than ever before. At a great expense
party.
hour by hour
a
hopeless fight. Independent was started in Chioago and
Manager Wilbur has added to his alread; r waging
one clerk to
on from
went
extensive plant an appaartus which wil 1 voting as members of the leading parties the tracing
about a week the
in
until
another
for
more
toward
count
will
bringing
1
more
an:
make the views appear
realistic
was
praotically looated upon
that
office trouble
natural than ever before. A number 0 r about reform. He belived
Each one had to give in his
holders should be men of good qualifica- one olerk.
new subjects have been provided tor th
well as of good replies (there were 13 in all) and it was
the offices, as
pictures that, together with the best o [ tions for
at the end why the error
He
would
rather
assist in pretty evident
character.
ensemble
an
that can
the old, make up
made.
was
man
sound
a
of
as
mayor
good,
electing
aot b* surpassed on the American con

yard.

Quilts, §1.98 ea^i.

RED

TURKEY

yard.

Quilts, §1.98 each.

Quilts, §1.25 quality,

Lining

12 l-2c

& CO.

Term of

15c

Sheeting, 5c yard.

fine Bleached Cotton, 6 cents

case

100 Extra Marseilles

black

constitution.
provided for the

more to blame than the offithe laok of enforcement of the
the peoprohibitory law. Year after year
to oflSce men who do
on electing
go
ple
The
intend to enforce the laws.
not
cause is largely a political one.
said he,
g.“It is almost impossible,”
cases
*‘to secure prosecution of liquor
Suppose this
outside sources.
from

general

Mr. Jaxon personally
superintends every rehearsal and performance of the company that bears his
name, giving his attention to the slightest detail which may enhance the excel-

Towels, 12 l-2c each.

9-quarter Unbleached Sheeting,

case

A silk finish lining similar
in style and texture to Nearsilk,
but firmer and heavier, In black

and

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
The

1

ored designs in colors to match
the new shades of dress goods.

French
Cambrics for
5c yd. grey, black,
skirt linings—also colors,
Best

Linen Canvas--black, cream,
25c yd.
ecru—best auality,”

whose
believes in

fine, firm lining fabric
ground with fancy col-

for

coat

CO.

:

_„_—-

sleeves—black with colored stripes.
75c

35c and 40c 40 in.,

yd.

Our customers who have been waiting for the new line of
will doubtless be glad to
plain and changeable Moreens to arrive,
"l^e largest variety of colors and the
learn that they are here.
■

best

quality

for the price

we

have ever shown.

“Tatting.
Our Own

■

ment
artists themselves.

Towels, hemmed, 9 cents each.

20 doz. Hemstitched Table

in black

Dress Linings Ot unquestionable quality at the lowest
which
good linings can be sold.
prices for

lengths suitable for pillow and
cushion covers, chair coverings, cloths for small
tables, lambrequins and many other purposes,-.-^
Every piece
about half the original cost to make.
a
in this offering is
great bargain.

man

yards Cream Table Linen, 35 cents yard.

and

liquor law.
Mr. Berry praised the work of the W.
and engrafted
The most noteworthy oases before the
a reappointment
C. T. U.^ in opposing
those of the
Ample conditions are
and said he believed if police court yesterday, were
of
Foster,
Judge
suppression of the liquor traffic in Maine, the women had not taken the initiative State against Kenwood Brewer and Sumof $54,000 was
yet in 1896 an aggregate
Hamilton, for infringing on the
have been re-ap- ner
Foster would
Square,
in the oourts Judge
fines
in
After several
flats.
collected
liquor,,
clam
newest
the
for
Harpswell
work
Paris
as
and
If
supstudying
London
persistent
pointed.
had been disposed
the of the state.
and lighting effects, and
of the liquor traffic were done casas of intoxication
scenic
pression
The speaker said that the attitude of
Cumberland men were
T. U., in of, theso two
as was performed by the W. C.
harming blending of colors in the costhe judiciary department, and the officers
in and Assistant Attorney Allan,
the Foster matter, good results might be brought
turn ie so much admired In the French procounties and municipalities
who had charge of the prosecution, stated
All the latest and most ap- of the state,
u notions.
accomplished.
that
show
they are not in sympathy
that he was prepared to go ahead with
transformasudden
proved methods of
with the prohibitory law and do not inFROM OLD FATHER IN the hoaring. Deputy Sheriff Bucknam,
tions and quick changes have been pracHEARD
tend to have it rigidly enforced, but are
who had served his warrants upon the
ticed by him, with a result that the stage
ITALY.
that it shall be used solely to
willing
were
Theatre
respondents, was also In attendance, but
Castle
the
at
effects
Square
and party ends.
marshal reoeived a Hon. E. Dudley Freeman, who had been
the
further
city
political
com
Yesterday
much
delighted
the subject of as
and
He added, however, that the citizens in letter from an Italian who is in the land retained
as
counsel for Brewer
as the work of the most excellent
in

25c

RAINBOW PERCA-

other fabrics in

a

500

20 dozen Buck

Staple

Tapestries, Damasks, Brocatelles,

judgment

yards Bleached

1

a

have

on
the
of Portland
In
the
dealers.
city
liquor
holders of these liquor tax re153
are
The certificates show that their
ceipts.
holders have gone before an officer and
taken oath that they intend to violate a
law laid down in the state statute books

paid

man,

for

in Maine

QUEEN,

25c Yd.

SILKOTINE,

three hundred

The apathy so
escape punishment.
manifest throughout the state in the matlaw
ter of enforcement of the prohibitory
to lawlessness and a breaking
tends
foundations on which our
down of the

exhaustive reperof operatic
toire, embracing a range
works, from H. M. S. Pinafore to Lohena
young
grin. Mr. Jaxon. though still
has had a vast experience in the
in

different operas

or

for

selling
a

arrangement otfurniture.

Today

He said that if certain classes are to be
allowed to violate the law against the sale
of liquors, there is no reason why violators of other laws should not expect to

to the echo.

long

any

spoke
object of organizing the civil league,
showing the need of organized effort on
the
part of temperance people of the
state, then relating some of his experiin attempting to secure enforceences
ment of the liquor law.

JAXON OPERA CO.

secutive

for

and harmonizes with almost any color scheme

v»uu

musical and literary entertainment
Rev. Mr. Berry
preceded the lecture.
about an hour, first outlining the

thoroughbreds

night applauded

are

A

and always carried with the company.
This speotaole was staged by Dan Quinits corInn, who has given'special care to
A grand bargain matinee will
rectness.
be given this afternoon and another performance in the evening. The audience
last

vm jbmqu

ui

we

There’s a new sort of
Speaking of dens.
India
from
stuff just brought ont
specially fit for
draping and curtaining dens. It is a soft gauzy kind
of madras with broad vertical stripes of pleasantly
blended dull colors, looks as Indian as possible and
It drapes gracefully
costs only 50 cents a yard.

League of Maine.

and

Home

secretary

Swords

AMERICAN

weapon.

Among
of Momus,
ings is the gorgeous “Court
the The
wide open, the
the entertainment;
whioh opens
lodge room was
“March of the Romans,” one of tho most public having been Invited to attend a
min- lecture
by Rev. William F. Berry, pastor
perfect things ever introduced into
in which 60 men, handsomely of the Congress Btreet- Methodist church,
strelsy,

gal boys.

Bayonet

wonderfully effective decorations
corner, the library wall, a smoking room
Ninety=eight cents!—That’s a toy price

of Arcana

Linen, 39 cents yard.

Table

500

house.

are

lodge of Good Templars were temporarily
exoused from duty last evening, and no
password was demanded at the door.

us that

taught

Is a line silk finish lining
in black and all desirable colors,
including the light shades, suitable for lining evening dresses,
A

Prohibitory Law Violation.

guards

own

has

THURSDAY’S SALE.

the end.

NEARSILK, 25c Yd.

in
upholstered top and lined with bright chintz
quaint designs. There’s a place for one or two of
these in your

department

linings—experience

hinges,

and

handles

best

$3-25and

$275-

We pay just as much
as we do to
any in the

lining department.

If the cheaper linings you have
they are
havn’t
elsewhere
been buying
given good service try ours for a change,
the

in.

Four sizes at
Have antique brass

only the
cheapest in

We sell

store.

“Handy Boxes” to put

Sectetary Berry of the Civic League Talks

The outer and inner

our

attention to the selections in this

the Gaiety,
La Fleur, who comes a graduate of
and Fur Else,
Circus Cisslnelli, St. Petersburg,
Yalse Ghamptre, op. 348,
a
whose phenomenal somersaults from
’Wallenhaupt
Etude in Ab, op. 22,
other
unlike any
are
ladder
40-foot
WHY LAW ISN'T ENFORCED*
artist's ever seen in this country; Billy
monologuist and one
the
of

-FOR-

DRESS LININGS

Von Wilm
Beethoven
Otto Hackh

amusing

pecial

EVERYTHING IN

Conly,
Clark,
P.
and time have not been spared to make Vaughn, Emmett Drew, Al. Lamar,
this the strongest oompany Mr. Field H. Wood. Maud Daniel, manager, and a
has ever organized. The musio and sing- chorns of thirty-five people.
ing is of a high standard of excellence.
PIANO RECITAL.
The singing is in charge of William
Mr. Rankin had a genuine sensation
WalliDg, and the chorus work is admirafor those who attended his recital yesble. There is a great volume of tone and
terday afternoon. Miss Alma Littlefield,
tone
the quality of the
is] very agreelike a
a
little girl 11 years old, played
is
able, and the shading of the musio
and all sorts of
scales,
arpeggios
fairy;
The
soloists,
commendable.
highly
Intricate passage work rippled^under.her
Donnelly, Will Walling, Reese little
Tommy
ease of an old
lingers with the
and
Sheldon
Prosser, Al. Field, Harry
tone was as polished as a
Every
player.
Hilly Van, were all encored last night.
The following programme la on e
pearl.
Al Field was recalled again in his topical
be rroud to
that any [young ladyimight
Do,
in the writer’s
song “The Same As They Always
remarked
A
lady
of play.
with his hits at the board of aldermen
the Wallenhaupr, Etude was
for hearing that
on for some
Portland, the sending for the monitor
she had worked
a piece
Portland's defense and a few sly dabs
“I can’t play It
she
said,
“but,”
time,
at Ward 3 and its lending representative
This was the programme:
like that.
the city oounoil. Eddie Fox played
in
in'.C,
Prelude
and
gave
Wolff
No. 2,
solo with much tRSte
a violin
Spring Song, op. 2o,
Shumann
The specialty Mazurka in Db,
some
good imitations.
such Nner Fruhling,
part of the programme embraces
of velocity 608
Three Scales of C, rate
noted stars as Ollie Young, beyond quesnotes per minute.
Duvenoy
tion the peer of all club jugglers; Joseph Etude, op. 120, No. 1,

comeof the most quaint and interesting
has
dians on the American stage, who
“Me
become famous through his funny
and Micky” stories; the Cornalia family
Madri
of unparalleled aorobats, and the
the spectacular offer-

CO.

:

FOKILAND, March 17, 1838.

hours’

Van,

BROTHERS

:

Importation.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
extra companies will bo assigned here to
garrison the Tonifications at Portland,
to Fort Preble and Diamond island.
Brilliant Reception by Wednesday Club
At Fort Gorges it is said there is stored
Mrs. Clark.
a large quantity of torpedoes and all the

We

W- L. U.

a

can

offer you

good variety

*8

am.

of

3

| |

Fancy Matting,

Heavy jointless, in good

Ii> Brunswick, March 7,Hei ry W. Gove of
Watervlllo and Miss Maud Moody of Rockland.
In Bremen, March 7. Frank E. Walts and
Miss Fannie B. Mathews, both of Waldoboro.
In Phillips, Frank A. Reed and Miss Nettie A.
Berry, both of Madrid.
Ill Waldoboro, Brenton I-. Benner and Hattie
M. Creamer.
Ill Castine. March 8. Harry W Soper of Orlaml and Miss I-ols Perkins.
In Portsmouth, March 8, Rtanloy E. Moulton
and Miss Emma M. Presender, both of York.

Isabel Allen, ana Miss Lou Small, assisted in
making the many guests have a

DEATHS.

Davis,

delightful time.
In tills city. March 15, Daniel Brooks, aged
Tlie reception was between 4 and 0 and
at least ISO members of the Literary 69 years. on rlday afternoon at 2.3o o'clock,
[Funeral
Union were present to enjoy the hospitality from his late residence. No. 68 Thomas street.
tendered them by the Wednesday club.
In tills city. March 16. Sarah Griffin, widow
of tae late Jeremiah Griffin, aged 95 yenis 9
WOMAN

SUFFRAGE.

of the executive comAsmittee of the Maine Woman Suffrage
the
was held at the home of
A

special meeting

sociation,
on Tuesday
president, Mrs. Ghailes Day,
afternoon to consider arrangements, and
a conference to bo
appoint committees for
held in this city, by the ofboers of the
This
National Organization committee.
conference is to take place the latter p
of May and some of the leaders of the
in
this
movement
Woman Suffrage
An interesting
will lie

oountry

present.

series of meetings is anticipated.

MAKING PORTLAND SAFE.
Ths battery at Fort Preble has been recruited to its full strength and sixty-five
stalwart young fellows are now stationed
at the fort and Portland Head to help dofend Portland should the necessity ariso.
recruits arrived here

Tuesday enough

from Boston to complote the company. It
Is expressed that as soon as the two new
are formed that two
artillery

regiments

months 20 days.

___

afternoon at 2.30 o’eik.
from her late residence. No.!200 Brackett street
In this city. March 16. Michael, infant son of
Peter and Margaret Toole, aged 6 months and
6 days.
[Funeral Friday afternoon; at 2.30 o’clock, at
No. 48 Salem street.
In this city, March 16th, William, son of William C. and Catherine Hennessy, aged 9 years
3 months. Burial private.
In Westbrook. March 14. suddenly. Miss Kate
P„ eldest daughter of William Trtckey.
[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
from her late residence, Main Street, Saccn-

[Funeral

on

Saturday

raPnliath. March

MM

B ■
m

Wonld

ings.

MARRIAGES-

received with Mrs. F. Clarke.
served the deMrs. N. M. Marshall
licious sherbet,and Mrs. Frank B. Hazelmembers
ton, the punch, while the other
W.
Mrs. W.
club—all present,
of the
Charles Day, Mrs. George H.
Cole, Mrs.
Mrs. T. Frank -Homested, Miss

Houghton,

vj

color-

strong

president

The reception was in the pleasant
the Sherwood, 92 Park street,
of
parlors
and tho vice-president of the club, Mrs.
and Mrs Adam P. Leighton,

I
j

price.

necessary parapbenalia to properly protect
The members of the Wednesday club
and a crew of men are said to
on Wednesday the harbor
gave a brilliant reception
fort potting these
B. Clarke, a be at work at the old
afternoon to Mrs. Frank
into condition for
present engines of destruction
member of their club, and the
Literal y use.
Woman s
the
of
Union.

A lot of half
rolls or less of
our best poods
to close out the
All
remnants.
put in at this
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yeBiSBangor,
31

years

10 months.

In Orrlngton, Marche, Mrs. Mary II. Nickerson. widow of the late Capt. Atkins It. Nickerson.

In Belfast. March 5, Sylvanus T. Edgecomb,
aged 81 years.
In Aurora, March 6, Mrs. Brooksey A. Silsby,

aged

51 years 1 month.

The funeral service of the late Mrs. Ellen
,T. Allen, will take place tills Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock, at the Free Baptist Church,
Townhouse Corner, South Portland.

j|

j|
I

it.iiwiMimiiiiii—w———

1, Johnson Fish, aged 75

March 5. Mary C. Hyde, wife of
Ilea. E. F. Duron, aged 83 years.
In Bangor. March 6, Wootlllng 8. Pennell,
aged 69 years 1 month.
In Bath. March 0. Mrs. Jennie S. Keith, agad

!£

^^heap^U^J^|^y|^J

15, John N. Mtllett, aged 31

years 11 months.
In Anson, March

fl

[PICTURE OF THE BATTLESHIP MAINE
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ill

free of charge aiul
< all Saturday.
necessary.

bC siven away

no

purchase

ATKINSON’S FURBISHING CO.
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Tile Terrors of Mcu-of-War

Eighteenth

aiul Disaster the
ery

in Pizzarro’a

Disease,
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CO.

Trip

Around

WE ARE READY

Squadron.

(New York Post.)

To sirow you Cood Overcoats

for Spring.

our

town and from the sqnat little
house behind the tubbed oleanders.
Miss Helen:..’ rushed at her to kiss Miss Melanie and her nieces bad never
her tumultuously.
been in that quarter of the town since
“It doesn't sound selfish a bit, dear, that memorable occasion when, coming
but we can't have you talking about to search it for any possible contents
needing it yourself for any such pur- still undistributed, they had come upon
pose. I’ll send Timothy Drew straight Moses, sleeping upon its benches.
the circular.”
On the present occasion it bore a still
up to your house for
Mrs. Clarke, who at heart was a more deserted appearance.
thrifty woman, but would, havo been
The heavy wooden shutters that conashamed to display it at such a juncture, cealed the broken panes of glass were
here made a statement that was received in position and secured by their iron
with marked incredulity.
bars just as Miss Melanie had directed
“Betey—tbat’s my cook—tells me Timothy Drew to secure them. Not a
Jfeat a store is about to be opened in the ray of light could penetrate them. The
old Potts building. Perhaps we might front door and tho rear ones were sefind the other needful things there.
curely locked as she had herself locked
“A store?”
them.
“In Mr. Lester Potts’ building? Well,
“I told you so—not a single sign of
I shouM think I ought to know some- occupancy. We have come down here
thing about that.
on a wild goose chase.
Miss Melanie expressed these views
Miss Melanie’s wrath was turned to
with a tartness tempered by the so- curiosity by a discovery of Amy Street’s.
lemnity of the occasion.
“Some one has been sawing someMrs. Clarke stood her ground firmly. thing on the gallery. The wind has
“I have only Betsy’s word for it, and blown a good deal of the sawdust away,
I do think she sometimes experiences but there it is.
considerable difficulty in sticking to the
Very much as Robinson Crusoe may
truth, but when she really does tell it have looked at Friday’s footprints beshe generally adds ‘she hopes the black fore discovering that invaluable coadjudog may ketch her if she’s lyin.’ As tor himself did the maids and matrons
she hoped the black dog would ketch of Cloverdell stare at those little heaps
her if she wasn’t telling the truth about of sawdust.
this store it may be worth while lookSuddenly Ollie Potts, who was tall
and supple, sprang upon one of the galing into the matter.”
“Of course I will look into the mat- lery benches and applied her eye to the
ter far enough to find out who has dared diamond shaped aperture cut in the top
to invade my brother’s premises.” Miss of the solid wooden shutter.
She kept her eyes glued to it long
Melanie tiptoed reverently out into the
ball aud came back tying on her pal- enough to bring every woman who had
not her advantages to the point of exBetto hat.
“I would advise you to be prudent, asperation.
“In the name of goodness, Ollie, are
my dear Miss Melanie. These are lawless times, and if you should find any yon going to stay up there all night?”
“Can’t you let us know if you see
one in possession of the store please remember how scarce men are with us be- anything or don’t?”
fore you defy them openly.”
“Well, Olivia, this is getting to be a
“Thank you, dear Mrs. Clarke. I little trvinsr I”
Thus adjured, Ollie descended from
snan c ao anyinmg mat win emuiun
the town without knowing who I have her perch with af face full of importo deal with. Who cares to go shopping tance.
“Well, what did you see?”
with me at this new store?”
There was a magic in the words that
“I saw the shelves all along one side
stirred the pulses of every woman presof the store loaded down with boxes and
There was a soft rustling of skirts
ent.
things. A sure enough store is being
as one after another they tiptoed out
fixed up in obere.
into the hall to get their headgear.
“But did you see any people?”
Mrs. Phipps, who was lame, and Mrs.
“No. Perhaps they’ve gone away for
Clarke, who for reasons of her own did
the night.”
not care to be present should Betsy’-s
“Well, they’ll find me here when
they get back tomorrow morning.”
Miss Melanie seated herself with
what her nieces called her rock of Gibraltar look.
“But, Aunt Mel, you just can’t stay
here all night.”
“I’d like to know why I can’t?”
“Why? Well, just because you can’t,”
Olivia said, at a loss for any more tell-

[Continued.]

part of

ing argument.

“And because you are needed more
somewhere else,” said Amy Street, with
a tactful smile that brought Miss Potts
to terms and to her feet.
“Well, I suppose tomorrow will do
And
just as well. I can come back.
leaving the mystery unsolved they retraced their steps toward Mrs. Matthews’

cottage.
“Of course I will look into the matter."

daring statement prove to be without
foundation, volunteered to remain in
the cottage with its quiet sleeper.
“You know, my dears,” said Miss
Melanie as she trotted along at the head
of quite a respectable following, “the
whole thing is stamped with falsehood
on its face. The Marine brigade has not
been

seen

nor

heard from in months

now”—
“Recalled by the Federal commodore, "said Julia Potts, with a vague
air of giving information, come by she
didn’t know how and not to be vouched

It was a pity, if indeed it was not arranged by malice aforethought, that the
long procession of decrepit buggies,
weak backed barouches and rattling
gigs which followed Mrs. Matthews to
the Cloverdell cemetery should have
been driven right past Mr. Potts’ old
store.
As

Timothy Drew had arranged the
to this day

route there are those who
call it a “put up job.”

were

of

...

4-

u

uu

uu

uuaru

one ui

vessels had his death concealed

for

i. m

some

WIT AND WISDOM

Miss Melanie and Mrs. Phipps led the days by his brother, who during that
period lay in the same hammock with
procession in the old Potts buggy. Miss the
in order to receive the dead

lueiame

ueia

liiu reins,

vv non

tutjjr

the Potts store, both
women gave a smothered scream. Then
1U1.
Miss Melanie fixed her eyes solemnly on
“Recalled by the Federal commodore?
the hearse in front.
The real Federals have never recognized
“It was as much as I could do,” the
Ihese pests as belonging to their army,
®
little woman declared afterward, “to
why should they recall them?”
from stopping old Dandy there and
Miss Melanie struck in sharply to keep
then just to stare my eyes out. I do bemore
interruptions:
discourage any
lieve if we hadn’t been chief mourners
“So, of course, they can’t be setting
I would have stopped. You can just
up a sutler’s shop, and I would like
imagiuo my feelings—a sign almost as
you to tell me where there is anybody
as the side of the store, made out of
else who could get a dollar’s worth of big
great,
spraddly blue letters, starting out
or
brother’s
on
stock to put
anymy
of a bed sheet I”
body else’s shelves? I imagine I know
But Dandy had been at too many fuas much as Mrs. Clarke’s Betsy can posnerals since he had come into the Potts
of
this
resources
the
know
about
sibly
family not to know how to comport
place and these times.
himself under the most trying circumconcernare
“Oh, as far as the times
and resisting Miss Melanie’s
ed,” Amy Street ventured the opinion, stances,
involuntary tightening of the reins he
anything could happen without sur- carried
her and Mrs. Phipps safely beprising me in the least. I have just been
tho danger line. Mrs. Phipps was
I
yond
havo
to
would
buy
wondering what we
guilty of the indiscretion of looking
with in case there is a store.”
back through tho
of glass set in
“Buy with? WbjT, we’ve got about a tho back of the square
buggy.
tuoked
of
Confederate
away
money
peck
“Well, upon my word and honor,
about the house somewhere,” Julia
Melanie Potts, what do yon think of
he
“Dear
Potts said opulently.
papa,
it?”
was a Uuionisf, but a long headed man
“Tell me again how it reads; I was
too. I suppose he foresaw the time when
so taken aback.”
we should bo in actual need of everyMiss Melanie virtuously refused to
thing and hoped to provide against the
turn her own head.
in
exevil day by taking this money
‘Grand opening today.’ That comes
change for cotton. We’ve never spent a
first in letter#*! foot long. ‘All the delidollar of it.”
cacies of the season, together with the
Oilie laughed breezily.
in millinery and dry
“Small credir to us for that. We’ve latest fashions
Terms strictly
ladies.
the
for
good3,
had no place to spend it.
cash. Maxwell N. Belknap, successor
“No, my dears, I think—I just know
to Lester V. Potts. Come one, come all.
—that Lester took that money wiien he j
Entire satisfaction guaranteed or money
didn't havo a particle of faith in it, but |
returned.’
j
who
were
too
to
those
thero were
proud
take his moat and meal without paying
(To he continued.)
for it, and they had nothing else to pay
with.”
WHITE FLOUR.
The Potts warerooms, being very far
bothered about getting white
had
are
what
used
to
be
If
in
yOQ
down town,
j
called “Wholesale row,” did not come | flour these day6, just read the advertiseunder observation often. It was many 1 ment of Whitney, tho Grocer, 391 Conblocks removed tioai tfaa ioside&iml | stress street in another column.
came

opposite

corpse
man’s allowance of provisions.
This disaster to the Spanish squadron
rendered It of cousre useless as an aggressive power. Of all the line vessels the
Asia alone was able in 1746 to return to
Spain. Of the original personnel of the
quadron, consisting of nearly four„honsand officers, sailors, marines and troops,
not above 160 lived to reach their native
land.
Meanwhile, on the 7th ol March, 1741,
with a lair wind and a strong favorable
current, the English squadron made the
passage through the Straits of Le Maire
in three hours’ time. The English were
elated with the hope of a speedy voyage
about Cape Horn, an elation fortified by
This
serene weather and bright skies.
The two hindwas a flattering delusion.
of
the
had
barely
most vessels
squadron
cleared the straits when a furious squall
This
from the south burst upon them.
was accompanied by a strong tide, that
drove them to th eastward with great
rapidity. This squall was followed by
a
succession of tempestuous
westerly
gales, compared to which the oldest and
on
board conmost experienced seamen
had previously
fessed that what they
called storms were nothing more than
strong breezes. These tempests raised
mountainous waves, which
short and
gave such quick, sharp motion to the
were
in oontinual
men
the
that
ships
danger of being dashed to pieces against
the sides and decks. Many were injured
and more killed outright. For forty days
the squadron battled with these fierce
westerly gales, when, in a tempest that
surpassed In violence all of thoso previously encountered, the Severn and t’earl,
two sloops-of-war, disappeared and were
On the 24th of April, in
not seen again.
another fierce gale, the Centurion, the
lost
sight of the remaining
flagship,
four vessels of the squadron.
Boon after passing the Straits of Le
make Its apMaire scurvy began to
pearance in the squadron. The fatigues
and various disappointments met with
oansed It to spread to snch a degree that
towards the end of April there were few
who were not in some degree afflicted
with it on board the tarious vessels.
During thnt month no less than fortythree died on board the Centurion, and a
proportionate number on the other ships.
By the middle of June the mortality had
Increased to suoh an extent on the Centurion that out of a crew of 400 men 200
had died. The remainder were reduced
to such a state of helplessness by the dlsorder that not above six lueu in a watch

Social

to buy, we
prices and

Expedient.

you send the Borems a card
for your musicale?
Mrs. Foxey—Yes. How could I get out
of it?
Foxey—Well, I’ll tell Borem that Smith
is going to come. Borem owes him money.
—Philadelphia Record.

Foxey—Did

have

to one
*

large lot of

three
rear

LET—Brick house, 7 Grant street, 8 rooms,
^
hath, laundry and furnace: very desirable
for parties wishing a reasonable priced house
by themselves, GEO. F. JUNKINS, under U. Poll SA LE—The attractive and conspicuous
4
S. Hotel. Monument Square.
three story brick house, 181 State St..
LET—New house. 78 lioberts street, 8 corner State, Longfellow Square and Congress
built and now occupied by Dr. I. T.
streets,
rooms, hath, laundry, steam; very pleasant
uana; has steam beat, modern conveniences
aud at low price; also upper rent 11 Cushman and
nine fireplaces. The best situation for a
under
U.
6
rooms.
F.
GEO.
JUNKINS,
I street,
physician in Portland. BENJAMIN SHAW,
S. Hotel, Monument Square,
511-2 Exchange St.
17-1
841
and
lower
rents.
Congress
LET—Upper
S A LE-Cottage .Lots on highest point
street, 7 rooms each, baths, laundry,
m South Portland,
opposite Fort Preble,
furnace.
Upper rent, 82 Ellsworth slreet. 7
the entire fortifications, ocean, harrooms, bath, woods lied on 2d floor; all in line overlooking
A cool
order. GEO. F\ JUNKINS, under U. S. Hotel, bor. city and islands of Casco Bay,
spot in the hottest nays in summer. Great barMonument Square.
gains and cannot De duplicated.
SOUTH
LET—Lower rent, 29 State street, 7 rooms, PORTLAND LAND CO., Charles M. Harford,
Nice lower rent, 792 Treas., 31 1-2 Exchange street.
bath and laundry.
17-1
Congress street, 5 rooms and furnace; both are
UCTION SALE OF HOUSEHOLD FURNXdesirable and at reasonable price. GEO. F.
TURE—On Monday, March
21st, at 10
JUNKINS, under U. S. Hotel, Monument o’clock
a. m.. we shall sell at public auction the
Square.
household goods contained in house No. 253
LET—Furnished house. 27 Pine street, 9 High St. Sale positive and without reserve
rooms, bath, hot water beat, laundry, nice- GOSS & WILSON, Auctioneers.
i7-4i
ly furnished, piano; very desirable. Also
lower rent, 40 Hanover street, 8 rooms; very
SALE—Farm of 80 acres, one mile from
GEO. K. JUNKINS, under U. S.
convenient.
No. Yarmouth station on Grand Trunk
Hotel, M onumeni Square.____
R. It., excellent land, cuts 40 tons hay; would
11-2
riio LET—Choice lower rent, new house, 11 make a good stock, hay or dairy farm.
1 Grove street, corner Cumberland, 8 rooms, story house, 9 rooms, ell, carriage house and
bath, hot water heat; very pleasant and con- barn all in good repair, water in house and
venient. Also nice lower rent, 1 Sherman plenty or wood; price $2000. W. F. DRESSER,

:

STANDARD
■■ ■ 11

■ Mi

A brand new
GENTS—$25 a week easy.
thing. Send your address quick aud get
particulars. PEOPLES’, 3041 Market St.,
marl0eod4w
phila.
I

WANTED.
l*r ANTED-Chlld to board in good country
* >
home for the season, or for one year;
girl preferred. Terms reasonable for right
parly. A. X. Y., Press office,17-1

send loe silver or
Concern, box 21,
for White Clover
and
recipe
Denmark, Me.,
get
Drips Syrup, the best. Others ask Si.os to
at once; agents
Send
$5.00; made by anyone.
16-t
wanted.
to

WANTED-Everyone
stamps to the Bennett

___

horse In

driving
exchange
WANTED—Good
for house lot
Munjoy lull, free and clear;
on

____

April 1st, three or four
WANTED—About
"
for housekeeping. Adrooms suitable
dress with terms, REN T, Iress OfHce.
12-1
LOST

AND

FOUND.

r CST—At the Jefferson, the night of Grand
1-i Opera, a pair of pearl and gold opera
glasses. The Under wilt receive suitable remi« aim tftfugres# st. wo.
wind

furnace.

LET—Nice upper rent, new house, 50 Central Avenue. Leering Center, 6 rooms, hot
and cold water, $12 per month. Also desirable
lower rent 29 Mala street. East Deering, C
rooms, stable, garden, orchar i, $1500. GEO.
F. JUNKINS, under U. S. Hotel, Monument
Square.
LET-Choice rent, 1 Prospect street, 9
rooms and bath, very
pleasant and conven-

TO

DCJUftl/iC

1CL11,

1UJYOI

1C1IL.11

IVIJILIC

aucci,

4

bath, and furnace. Lower rent 73 Merrill street. 6 rooms, very convenient.
GEO. E.
JUNKINS, under U. S, Hotel, Monument
rooms,

1111 rir—nwm—m—■ ——i—t— mm — ■——rnTTin—w~n-•-i

■

Square.

'Foft®s>

—

\Qti$uxt)$\Sbn
Como, Wis.,
Jan. 10,1898.
I would not be
without PISO’S
CURE for CONSUMPTION for any

thing. For a bad
Cough or Cold it is

beyond

all others.

_

_

oTORE TO LET—248 Forest
c* fords, double store,

Avenue, Wood-

formerly occupied by

the Allen Sarsaprilla Co., large storehouse in
the rear, fine location for any business. CEO.
F. JUNKINS, under U. S. Hotel, Monument

80

Exchange St., Portland,

Me.

17-1

SALE—Farm of 108 acres, 2 1-2 miles
from R. R. station, 35 acres under cultivation, balance pasture and wood land, good
orchard, 2 story brick house, 11 rooms, ell and
barn 33xCG, in good repair; must be sold at
W. F. DRESSER, 80 Exonce. Price $1,000.

FOR

change St., Portland, Maine.17-1

SALE-Farm in the town of Cumberland, one mile from Cumberland and Yarmouth station, 50 acres of good land, small orchard, Ufstory house, 10 roomsjarge barn, all in
good order, Price .$2000. A good trade. BEN
JAM1N SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange St.
17-1

FOR

nice cottage house with ell
FORandSALE—A
stable attached, at South Freeport A
vflwr

HacipqKla

acres

land.

Pier.

ciimmor

rojiilanna

alan qhnnt

K

Inquire of S. B. KELSEY, Portland
marlG-4

_

SALE OR TO LET—Fine cozy cottage at South B'reeport near steamer
landing; seven large airy rooms, broad piazzas,
beautiful drives, fine fishing and sailing, delightful location for health and quiet. Apply to S.
B. KELSEY, Portland Pier.martU-4

For;

ROR SALE—First class Lodging House on
A
Congress St., 14 rooms and bath, all occuand
W. B’.
a good business.
pied,
/OFFICES TO LET—Several nice offices for llRESSER, doing
16.1
80 Exchange St., city.
Nebr.,
Hyannis,
business purposes on 2nd and 3rd floors
Jan. 2,1898. corner Congress and Oak street, also 2 large
SALE—One second hand carriage elevator. For particulars call at Taylor’s Livrooms 4th story 559 Congress street.
GEO. S'. 1'OR
under U. S. Hotel, Monument ery Stable. Oak street, or address P. W, HUSI regard PISO’S JUNKINS,
TON, 158 Cumberland street, City.
15-1
Square.

Sqnare.

CURE FOR CONSALE—Restaurant known as the GranTO LOAN on first class real estate FOR
ite
Cafe, situated at 8G Exchange
Kr SUMPTION as the MONEY
mortgages, also real estate, bought, sold, street. Spring
Must be closed out at once as the owner
6681
Uae
leased
ana cared for. over 25 years successful
other business.
Now full of steady boardbvad£™ut£'
EH best Cough medi- experience. GEO. F. JUNKINS, under U. S. has
era.
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY Si CO., 42 1-2 1.x12-1
cine on the market, Hotel, Monument Square.
15-1
change street._
*■m
having used it for
WANTED—SITUATIONS.
SALE—At B'essenden Park a nine room
r)R
15 years.
house, builtby the day. Hub hot water heat*

jtgj
H

CURES WHERtALLELSErAlLS.

porcelain bath, slate wash trays and sink,
electric light3.|quar. oak floors, fireplace, built
of the best materials that money will buy. $500
down. MARKS & EARLE CO., 12 Monumeut
ers,

J. A. WESTOVER.

Mrs C. REYNOLDS.

under this hsad
wosk for 25 cents, cosh In advance.

Forty words ifisertod
one

WANTED by
capable girl,
SITUATION
position as cook, best references. Apply at
a

“The Best

Cough Medicine.”

a

151

square.

SALE—A t Fessenden Park we have a
15 Briggs street. Please call in the afternoon.
very convenient plan of a seven room house
16-1
with more than ordinary striking exterior. We
this house, furnish heat, paper,
WANTED—By a young man of can ouildstone
foundation and lot, S3,000; $500
grading,
steady habits, a position as coachman or to down.
and see it. MARKS & EARLE
Call
take care of horses. Address H. SWENSON,
15-1
CO„ No. 12 Monument square.
Press office.161
If OR SALE—3 steam Hoisting Engines at 117
■WANTED—By a lady stenographer and type- a
*
Commercial SL B. J. WILLARD. 15-4
writer of experience, envelopes to back,
postal cards to write, or any kind of short hand
and typewriting to do in an office or at home; ROR SALE—At Woodfords, a bargain in a
A
could use my own typewriter. Address MISS
cozy seven room house and stable, bath,
A. P. K., care Portland Daily Press Office.
heat, cement collar, wired for lights, la' go lot,
two electric lines, all new houses in this local15-1
ity. $100 down. MARKS & EARLE CO.. No.
■WANTED—By a young lady of experience, a 12 Monument square.
15-1
V*
position to sew with dressmaker, or would
SALE—One of the best corner lots in
like situation in office or as saleslady. Address
Fessenden Park.near the new house; elec15-1
N. Press office.
trics will pass the lot this summer; also one of
the most desirable lots in South Portland; on
WAN TED--FEMALE HELP.
W. P. CARR, room 5, 185
very high ground.
Miud e St.
14-1
Forty words iusertcd under this head
ob* week fer 25 eents. cash In sdvsnes.
ROR SALE—House centrally located, three
a
minutes
from
all
electrics;
WANTED—Stitchers on shirt waists, wrap- twelve
rooms and
bath, furnace and sec
»»
pers and dress skirts.
Apply from 12 tubs;
good lot of land with stable. If desired
THE CHENEKY MFG. CO.,
noon to 1 p. m.
will bo sold partly furnished.
Easy terms of
236, 238 Middle St.16-1
payment. Inquire at No. 6 EXCHANGE ST.
■WANTED—A workin® housekeeper for a
14-1
t»
Address
cotiage on Cushing’s Island.
11-1
with references, B, Argus office.
SALE—Two story house, lot, 5,000 feet
of land, corner of B'and C street, Portland.
Apply to E. D. PETTINat 210 li STREET.
14-1
GILL CO., No. 50 Tork St., Portland, Inquire
11-1
Maine.
ROR SALE—Barred Plymouth Rock CockerA
els, fine breeders, prolific egg laying strain,
will improve any fiioek; would be cheap at $3 to
TO LET.
but
to quickly close them out 1 am selling
$5,
^I
them at $1.50 and $2.00 each.
If you wan t
Forty words Inserted under this head one better
order today.
C. W. COSTELLOW,
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
14-1
20, Waterboro, Me.

FOR

SITUATION

F'OR

FOR

WANTED—Girls.

■

T

lower rent S rooms, ROR SALE—Farm in Bethel, Maine, 120acres
a
on Cumgood land, 2 1-2 story bouse, shed and two
10
with
house
rooms, all modern barns, all in pood condition, good orchard, and
St.
berland
improvements, $500, water extra; on Deering well supplied with wood and water; also about
St., modern house 9 rooms, $600, water extra; 200,000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
5 rooms, 4th story, $800. 230 Middle St. N. S. from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capen farm; will be sold on favorable terms
GARDINER, 1761-2 Middle St., room 1. 171
or may be exchanged for Portland property.
mo LET—Large furnished room with closet,
MISS SARAH BllIEN, No. 135 Oxford St..
J
set bowl, steam heat and gas, also large Portland. Me.marO-tt
unfurnished alcove room. 15 Gray St„ between
B'OR SALS—Farm known as the
State and Park.16-1
"Sturdivant B'arm,” in Cumberland, conRENT—Modern flats of six rooms and
batn, near State St., sunny and convenient, pasture. It has a large barn, with cellar, shed,
finished in hard wood, fire places in dining hen house, ice house, and with cemented cellar
Price $18 per month. BENJAMIN under main house. Buildings in good repair.
room.
Pleasantly situated, wituin three minutes walk
SHAW. 51 1-2 Exchange St.16-1
of railroad station, and five minutes of Portmo LET—Second stoiy In a new three flat land and Yarmouth Street Railway. Good hay
J
hot
and
water,
6
rooms
bath,
house.
shed, ! farm, and well adapted to raise garden truck,
all nicely painted and papered; corner ot Grant asparagus, raspberries, blackberries, strawsmall
rent
To
Sts.
family
$16.00. berries, and other small fruit for the market.
and Grove
Terms reasonable.
Colesworthy Book Store, 92 Exchange St.
Inquire of S. L. STROUT
16-1
on the premises, or A. A. STROCJT. 09 ExmarlO-4
St., Portland, Me.
change
InLET—House No. 12 Prospect St.
ouire of F. & C. B. NASH CO., 390 Fore St.
GOODS jnst received:* pianos,
1G-1
music boxes, reginas, violins, mandolins,
KENT—In the western part of the city guitars, banjos, cornets, harmonicas, popular
music, music books, music rolls, superior vionear Spring and Park streets, an exceplin and banjo strings.
Please call at HA WES',
tionally desirable house with 10 rooms, bath, 414
Congress St.feb24-4
steam beat, stationary tubs, hard wuod floors,
rooms.
Real
Estate
etc. Adapted for renting
SALE—Or lease, a lot ot land at the West
Office. First National Bank Building,FREDEREnd, corner Forest and Congress streets
15-1
ICK S. VAILL.
containing about 4.224 feet. Apply to E. H A.RLET—On NoithSt.,
TO all
modern improvements, $20.00;

A newspapCT reporter in St. Louis consulted his friend, a young physician, about
when the doctor
a stomach difficulty that had caused him a good deal of trouble,
You eat too much, and too fast, and at irregular hours. V ou wtd never
said:
be well until you reform your habits. There is no use of yourjblowing m your
money for-doctors* bills, what you require is

FARM

FOR

Ripans Tabules
an excellent
on this advice the

I have been investigating the formula, and know it to be
The Tabules will do

for you all that I can.”

So

remedy.
reporter

relates: ‘‘I tried the Tabules, and soon became enthusiastic over the results. 1 he
I would
work of these little Tabules was marvelous. Although the doctor said
It is six weeks since I have
never be well, they HAVE cured me completely.
Tabules
a
like
fighting-cock. Ripans
had any trouble at all, and I am feeling
are a wonderful remedy, wonderful.”

TO

MUSICAL

I'OR

IjiOK

LET—Flat
TO Union
Station,

No. 929a

Congress

LOW,

street,

MERRY,

in new house on Spruce St.
pantry ana store room;
hard wood floors and all modern conveniences.
Apply to C. J. NICHOLS, room 10, 98 Exchange
H-1
St.

TENEMENT
nine rooms:and

_

Hatter,

We cater to nil classes from a

HAT for a DOLLAR to the best
at
Our
Hat made
$5.00.
Special Hut’ranges from $2.00
to $3.00.
We guarantee

these

goods.

We lake all the chances.
customers have a cinch.

Our

TRY US THIS TIME.
We will

stamps.
ness.

you
trading
want your busi-

give
We

Uet us

be your Hatter—

you will not regret it.

HATTER ANI>

FURNISHER.
237-239 Middle St.

RENT—We claim to have the largest list
of houses and rents for sale and to let of
Our specreal
estate office In Portland.
any
ialty is collecting rents and general care of
For
full
particulars apply Real Esproperty.
Bank Building.
tate Office, First National
FREDERICK S. VAILL.15-1

FOR

PEOPLE.

TO THE

LET—Nicely furnished rooms, single or in
suits, stesrn heat, bath room on same floor
at No. 11 Myrtle St., opposite City Hall._11-1

TO

172
I> ENTS—With modern improvements.
-*» Brackett, 7rooms; 171 Neal, 7 rooms; 738
7 rooms; 856 Congress, 8 rooms; 1
Sherman, 8 rooms; 190 High. 8 rooms; 96 Gray,
9 rooms, and many others. Real Estate Office,
First National Bank Building, FREDERICK

.Congress.
S.

919

Congress

Jan25dtf

St.

near

contains six rooms, hath
room, large halls and plenty of closet room.
FRANK
to
J.
BABB, Buck’s Ticket
Apply
14-1
Office, 272 Middle St.

first class driver need

only parties having a
answer.
F. II. DEERING, lbl Tremont St.,
12-1
Boston, Mass.

and

TO

mar!2dtf

words inserted nnder this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

A

CO.

MIDDLE STREET.
manufacturers and Promoters of Fashionable, Perfect Fitting Clothing for men and Boys and Operators
■

bath, lauhdry

Square.

mo LET-Pleasant lower rent, 35 Falmouth
l street, Oakdale, 7 rooms, bath, steam,
laundry. Nice lower rent, 72 Spring street,
Woodfords, 6 rooms and stable; very low price.
GEO. F. JUNKINS, under U. S. Hotel, Monument Square.

255

Forty
one

•'

of 36 Stores.

7 rooms,

GEO. F. [JUNKINS, under U. S. Hotel, Monu-

ment

it before buying.

CLOTHING

110

street,

$8.50 Cents Each.
see

fwit

I?CR

in sizes 34 to 46, in regular sizes, stouts and longs, at only

We would like very much to have you

TU

TO

Ail Wool Covert Cloth Coats,

Surprise You.
In order to prove the great merit of Ely’s

WANTED—AGENTS.

very haud-

some

It Will

Cream Balm, the most effective ern e for Catarrh
and Cold in Head, your druggist will supply a
generous to cent trial size or we will mail for
10 cents. Full size, 60 cents.
ELY BROS., 60 Warren St., N. Y. City.
Ely’s Cream Balm has completely cured me
of catarrh when everything else failed.
Many
acquaintances have used it with excellent results.—Alfred W. Stevens, Caldwell, Ohio.

them at all

in all sizes.

But we call your attention

..

,.

wnu

SALE—Three storv brick house,
FORtenements
and 11-2 story frame house

Situated near High St. Price $-1000.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 01 1-2 Exchange St.

TO

Beady

Whenever You Are

capable o£ duty. It la a peculiarity
scurvy that it is accompanied with
groat depression of spirits and a total loss
of courage, so that anything that ocease or perils of the
attended
Ka,
long curred to alarm the infected crew usually
of
voyages
squadrons or detachad naval killed those who were in the last stages
vessels, they were relatively small. In of the disease.
It was under these conditions that the
those days mortality on ships-of-war was
Centurion on the 8th of May. sighted the
as
as
inevitable
and
incidental
accepted
island of Socora, on the. Chilian coast,
to the hazards of a profession of whose the iirst rendezvous appointed in case .of
separation of the squadron.. After cruisdangers no one was ignorant.
off this island, upon which no landOf the perils and miseries that envi- ing
ing could he made, and none of the ships
roned the man-of-war’s man 150 years
appearing, the Centurion bore away for
the second
ago, we have no more convincing exam- the island cf Juan Fernandez,
piaco ct meeting. After a
ple than is offered in the cruise around designated
month’s sail with a crazy ship, a groat
the world of Anson’s English squadron,
scarcity of water, and a crew so univerand that of Spanish ships of war detailed sally diseased that from four to six died
to thwart its intentions.
every day, Juan Fernandez was sighted.
several days, however, by reason
In 1739 the British government per- It was
of head winds and calms, before a landsuaded that a conflict with Spain was inbe effected; the half-famished
could
ing
evitable, proceeded to fit out seven ves- and suffering crew the meanwhile driven
the sight of green valleys
sels, frigates, and sloops, and two store to madness by of water
pouring from its
and cascades
ships or victuallers. It was proposed hills.
that this expedition should sail for the
The day after coming to an anchor the
west coast of South America, harass the
sloop-of-war Trial, one of the missing
Spanish settlements on that littoral, cap- vessels of ihe squadron, arrived. She
ture if possible the great Manila galleon
had not been exempted from the calamion its annual voyage to
Acapulco, Mexi- ties that befell the Centurion. Out of a
the
of
and
Manila,
co, attempt
surprise
of 100 men, 38 had died of scurvy,
crew
then return home by way of the Cape of and of the remainder only four or five
Good Hope. This squadron whose per- were fit for
duty. The arrival of the
sonnel consisted of 1,250 officers, sailors Trial
inspired Commodore Anson with
and marines, was placed under the comthe hope that he would speedily be remand of Commodore, afterwards Lord,
joined by the balance of the missing vesAnson, an officer of skill and distinction, sels. In effect, on the 21st of June, the
and, above all, noted for the humane and Gloucester was sighted; but it was not
solicitous care that he gave to the health until the 23d of July that she came to anand well being of the orews of his ships.
obor alongside the other ships. Her lossOn the 18th of September, 1740, the es
scurvy were even greater
through
English squadron, composed of the Cen- than those of the others, for, of her crew
t.ivrinn
fln.cr shin thfl f-Tlmirpstpr SftVArn
of 300 men, 225 were dead. Of the other
nnaaele
tK/1 YI’flfl’pr
«10017
-W AT
Pearl, Wager, Trial and two “pinks” or
store ships, sailed irom St. Helen’s for
The
was wreoked on the coast of Chili.
Maderla, the first port of call. The voy- survivors of her crew to the number of
a
one
of
thither
was
forty about 100, fitted out the long boat, and
protracted
age
days. This delay was at the outset dis- in this crazy craft made their wayastrous, in the sense that it postponed the through the Straits of Magellan to the
passage around Cape Horn to the most coast of Brazil, where, with the excepunpropitlous season of the year. In No- tion of 30 of. their number who had pervember the squadron departed from Mathey found passage to Europe in a
deira for the Island of St. Catherine's ished,
The Severn and Pearl
French vessel.
on the
coast of Brazil, where it arrived were so
badly shattered in the storm that
on the 21st
of December. A stay of a
the squadron that they turned
month at this port was necessary in order separated
England
baok and ultimately reached
to refit the ships and refresh their crews
with a loss of two-thirds of their men.
among whom there was much sickness
After a three months stay on the Island
and many deaths. On January 18, 1741, of
Juan Fernandez for the refreshment
the squadron weighed from St. Cathe- of his crews and the refitting of his
rine’s, and arrived, off the Straits of Le
ol
ships, Anson set sail for the coast
Marie, the eastern end of Cape Horn, Chili to attempt the capture of the town
in
March.
early
of Paita. En route he took six valuablo
Meanwhile the squadron sent out by
prizes, but lost the sloop-of-war Trial,
Spain to watch the movements of Anson which proved so unseaworthy that she
and to traverse his projects was under the
was scuttled, and her men and guns
commando! Admiral Don Joseph Piar
tarnsferred to the captured vessels. Paita
ro.
It consisted of the Asia, flagship, the
was taken without the loss of a man, and
(iuipuscoa, Hermonia, Esperanza, St. along with it $1,500,000 worth of silver
Estavan and a “pataohe.”
They were and valuable merchandise. From here,
manned by 8,220 officers, sailors and maafter scnttling his prizes, Anson ranged
rines, besides a regiment of foot for the
the northern coast of South Amerireinforcement of the garrisons on the along
off
ca, with the intention of appearing
west coast of South
America.
This
Mexico, in time to intercept
Acapulco,
squadron was first 6ent to cruise to the the great Manila galleon, which, howleeward of Madeira in order to intercept
ever, reached that port beforo his arrival.
Anson; but his protracted voyage thither
and
Centurion
the
In May, 1742,
forced the Spaniards to bear away for the Gloucester
for Macao on the
departed
River Plate to refit and replenish their
ooast of China. Soon after leaving the
At the Plate Pizarro received in- Mexican shore the sourvy broke out with
stores.
formation of the arrival of Anson at St. increased violence, on both ships. WithCatherine's. As he was desirous of reach- in 300
leagues of the Ladrone Islands a
ing the Pacific coast in advance of the severe gale was encountered in which
without
to
waiting
re-provision both vessels sprang aleak. The GloucesEnglish,
his ships, he sot sail from the Plate on
ter, greatly orippled through the number
the 22d of January, with his crews on of men she had lost by disease, could not
short allowance. Toward the latter end be
kept afloat; in consequence she was
of February, the Spanish squadron, havabandoned, and her officers and crew
made
sufficient
in
order
to
ing
southing
transferred to the Centurion, which, after
double Cape Horn, steered to the westroadmany perils came to anchor in the
ward. Hardly bad it shifted its course stead of Macao on November 12, 1743.
came
on
a
furious
when there
gale from Even with the accession of the survivors
the northwest, which drove it so far to of the orews of the Trial and Gloucester,
tho eastward and worked such havoo that not above 300 officers and men remained
three of the ships, almost
complete alive on the Centurion. After refitting at
wrecks, were forced to return to the Riv- Macao this vessel proceeded to cruise off
arrived
soon
after
er Plato, where
they
Cape Esplritu Santo, where she lay in
of
the middle
May. The Hermonia wait
for the Manila galleon on its return
foundered at sea, with all hands—450.
Finally, on the
voBaee from Acapulco.
The Huipuscoa was wrecked on the coast
20th of June. 1743. the long-wished-for
of Brazil with a loss of 350 out of 700
carft hove in sight. After a brief engageThe Asia, the flagship, had remen.
surrendered, with at least
ment it
maining out of a crew of 700 only 850; of $1 500,000 of treasure. With the prize Anthe complement of the Esperanza—450— son made sail for Canton, whence, after
only 58 remained, and on the Estavan, refitting, he departed for England, where
out of 350 but 150 survived. Of the regihe safely arrived a year later. Of the
ment of foot all but 60 perished. All of I 520
officers, sailors and marines that
these casualties, with the exception of
bad embarked in the English ships, more
incidental
to
the
of
the
those
foundering
than a thousand had perished through
Hermonia, were due to famine. The disease ana the perils of the sea, while of
scarcity of food in the Spanish ships was the squadron, the Centurion alone accomso acute that rats, when they could be
plished the voyage around the world.
caught, were sold for four dollars each. Which lasted four years.
a. smiur

Real Estate Bulletin.
TO

Extraordinary Mortality

own population with horror, but
aroused the sympathy of all of the civilized nations of the world. The casualties on that
occasion were sufficiently
numerous, but compared to those which
in the eighteenth century through dis-

words Inserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in sdranoe.

Forty

one

end of lot.

The loss of life in the recent disaster to
the battle ship Maine, not only Inspired

_

FOK SALE.

GEO F. JUNKINS’

Accompaniment of Ev-

Expedition—Alison’s

the World—The

STANDARD

Voyages 111 the

Century—Death,

j

MISCEIXAJyEOtTS._

OLD STYLE WAR SHIPS.

VAILL.___15-1

MISCELLANEOUS.
and Graphophones. rehorns, tubes, recorders.
and all
! carrying cases, knives, belts springs
in
talking machine supplies. ••1000 Records
and
Gramophones to let.
! stock” Graphophones
Con| C. C. HAWES, Hawes’ Music Store, 414 16-4
gress SC__ mar
AWAY—Until further notice with
the purchase of two feet of wood, 144 su: perior Fire Kindlers. each one warranted to
Kindle a wood lire. Fire kindlers retail it .5
iets. per gross. .J. L. WATSON, dealer in coal
and wood; foot of Green St., telephone connection.
GENTLEMAN or lady wishing board in a
private family with large pleasant room,
with steam beat, not-and cold water, electric
lights, anil bath room connected, can get full
particulars by addressing BOARD, liess office.

PHONOGRAPHS
cords, blanks,

GIVEN

___*(S-1

A

S. Gardiner has moved bis
Real Estate office to 170 1-2 Middle, Cor. of
Middle and Exchange St», room No. 1, over
13-1
Woodbury & Moulton. Mar. 1-1,1898.

REMOVAL—N.
■

rro LET—:eoo Rocks;

Peoples’ Circulating

ri'O LET IN DEERING—A furnished house.
i nine rooms, exclusive of bath room and
laundry. Fine grove in rear; also orchard of
choice apples. On line of electrics. Will he
Address
rented to a family without children.
or call 51 PLEASANT ST.. Deering, Me.

New catalogue
I Librarv. 247 Congress St,
Inst nut, call and get one._12-1
£ will advance money on any kind of
merchandise consigned to us, or will
household furniture,
store
pay casli for
lixtures of any description. GOBS
and
stocks
&• WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free street. 11-tf

KENT—Houses with modern Improvements. 198 High street.lo rooms; 159 High
street. 13 rooms: 3 Deering, 12 rooms. 5 Deering. to rooms; 60 Deering, 9 rooms; 28 Carleton,
9 rooms; 125 Spring. 8 rooms; and many others.
Real Estate Office First National Bank Builditig, FREDERICK S. VAILL.15 1

ONEY TO LOAN—On iirst and second
mortgages, on real estate, stocks, bonds,
life insurance policies and notes of any good
securities. I. R. BUTLER, 48 1-2 Exchange

mar9 4

FOR

KENT—April

lower tenement, entirely separate, of house No. 199 Spring St.,
seven
rooms
besides
halls and bathcontaining
Inquire
room; exposed plumbing, steam heat.
2-tf
at44 DEERING STREET.

FOR

1st.

of

W‘

street._rnar7-t

LOANED Oil island 2d mortgages.
real estate, life Insurance policies, notes,
bonds and any good collateral security. Notes
discounted. Rate of Interest 5 per cent a year
W. P.
and upward according to security.
CARR, room fl, second floor, Oxford building.
185 Middle street._feb-*6d4w

MONEY

TO LOAN
first mortgages
MONEY
scription
real estate at 5 and 6 per cent. Ileal estate CONSIGNED
sale at
on

Household goods of every dealways to be found t
Auction Rooms. We often

are
our

private
sale, houses rented, rents collected, care
have articles loss 1iie.ii half the cost to manproperty a specialty; ... at ution..25
A .’. iUi .N, Auctioneers, ,8
N. s. v Alt' *S1 «, ihticlure.
years in this business.
U-U
t ree stive l,
l.
Middle St., roofli

for

of

*

..A

”T ™_

MAINE

Items of interest Gathered

pondcnto

SOUTH

TOWNS.

FINANCIAL ANMOIISiERCIAL

PORTLAND.

CoriSJ

by

Ihe

of tlio Press*

Banning Half
Hour Trips to Cape Cottage.
Electrics

Cape

Quotations ef StaDle Products in the

CUMBERLAND.
Work

and evening.
bear
The Ladles’ circle held a bako
supper at Josiah Morrill’s on March 10.

battery at Fort
Preble is progressing satisfactorily, and
a good
sized gang of men are preparing
the concrete, but it will be a good six
months before the finishing touches are
put on. Along with this goes on the

A good number wero present, who did
ample justice to tho well laden tables.
Muriel, daughter of H. L. Shaw, whc
is afflicted with a form of hip disease, has

hospi-

been carried to the Maine General
tal for treatment

on

(lie

ry-Fourth Quarterly
New

Work

Conference

M. E. Church—Work

Feople’a

Cafe—Personal Items,
on

on

the

Etc.

The fourth ten
work at Portland Head.
inch gun is ubout mounted by the detachment now stationed there, and the
fifth gim is well on its way to the Head.
It was quite a job for Contractor Freethis latter gun from
man
to

of

the work in

ten

March 15—Mr. and Mrs. John days.
T. Lawrence are both suffering from a
The three-masted sohooner S. Thomas
Miss
severe
attack of the grippe.
very
was taken on the ways Tuesday for a new
Sadie Merrill, of Durham, is with Mrs.
keel and ysterday Charles E. Pabbitt of
Lawrence.
Mrs. H. B. True is also very ill. At Portland was at the Ferry making relirst her condition was considered critical pairs on the engine of the stone sloop “A1
skill of our
but through the care and
Yosmus, Hamilton.”
most excellent physician, Dr.
The History Club will meet tonight at
she is In a fair way for rapid recovery.
A
T’Jforv.v.K hoc
Isn
hppn finite the residenoe of J. F. Cobb of Willard.
ill for some days past.
Vernon Smith is orettinff his boat readv
The Puritan party given by onr young
for
spring fishing, and last year he broke
had
a
of
the
14th,
ladies on the evening
the record for stock In open boat fishery.
large attendance and was much enjoyed.

Pownal,

_

He stooked $390 worth.
The Cape electric cars are now running
half hour trips to the Cape Cottage site,
instead of stopping in Willard as formerleave
The cars
will
Monument
ly.

Limington, March 14.—The annual
election for town officers for Limington
was holdcn
today resulting ns follows:
Moderator, Charles Y. Boothby; olerk,
George F. Strout; selectmen, assessors Square on the quarter hours, and Cape
James A. Cole,
and overseers of poor,
Edgar L. Chick, Jesse G. Harmon; treas- Cottage on the halves and whole hour.
urer, Truman F. Maxim; superintendent This will be a great convenience to peoschool
of schools. John F. McKenney;
ple living on the line, and also to tourists
board, W. A. Meserve, S. S. Randall, C. who wish to visit this beautiful
spot.
E. Emery; auditor, Seiden M. Greenlaw;
The fourth quarterly conference at the
A. Howard Chase;
road commissioner,
All
town agent,
Augustus A. Strout.
People’s 11. E. ohurch was held Tuesday
Democrats except treasurer.
evening. The usual routine business was
SHERMAN MILLS.
transacted. The presiding elder, Rev.
Sherman Mills, March 13.—Tho great
Tho snow has settled
»haw continues.
t vo feet and there is fully four feet
Streams
in the woods now of solid snow.
are rising, fields are changing in appearfields
were
ance. After the last big storm
smooth and perfectly white. Fences were
completely covered and everything that
Now fences are
was less six feet high.
All roads not largely
coming in sight.
traveled aro impassable and business is at
a standstill.
As bury Caldwell Post, G. A. R., held
fire and reception cut of
a rousing camp
respect to Daniel Lewis, Esq., wife and
family lust Friday evening at the town
hall. Notwithstanding the bad travelling
The
the hall was well filled with people.
instrumental
exercises, consisting of
Cushman,
music, rendered by Alfred
Esq., on olarinet, and by the three Barber
sisters on the organ and violins,
and
vocal music by a double quartette from
tho church choir; a declamation by Miss
Eruestlno Emery and two declamations
by Miss Barber, all of which was finely
rendered, and heartily applauded by the
audience. Mr. Lewis and wife were called
to the front of the hall by the commander, Mr. Cjrus S. Cushman, when he in
behalf of the post presented them with a
valuable present as a token of their regard for them, and their high appreciation of their valuable and alwavs oromDt
service rendered the post on all public ocfeeling recasions, accompanied with
marks, expressive of their sincere regrets
that they were'so soon to leav? Sherman
where they were so long residents, and
where they had secured the respects and
confidence of the entire town and vicini
ty. Mr. Lewis very feelingly responded
thanking the post for their beautiful and
what would be to them highly prized gift
and that the service rendered was simply
an act of duty which they always enjoyed
and took personal interest in, that they
the
had always taken great interest in
post since its organization, and that they
always should while there is a post. Spoke
of the large number of the citizens
of
Sherman that served in the Union army,
and their valuable service rendered.
Of
the patriotism that now existed, and the
prompt response that would surely follow
a call to arms, to its citizens, to maintain
dignity and honor of the nation.
Spoke
of the present danger of clash of arms
in
with Spain, and his faith in those
the country’s
power, and his faith in
ability to overoome all obstacles, as it
had
always done, and secured the
He spoke of the
principles fought for.
strong attachment they had for the people
of Sherman and that his removal from
town was was purely business, and higher
grade school privileges for his children.
H“ was repeately applauded during his
remarks, and a storm of applause at its
close. Other remarks were made by the
teacher, Mr. Perkins and John W. CaldAfter the remarks the evenwell, Esq.
ing was spent in social conversation,
promenades, plays and singing, which
was
greatly enjoyed by all present.
Patriotism was the leading feature of all
the service.
NEW YORK,

WASHINGTON,

PHILA-

DEPHIA.
Seven day Pennsylvania Railroad per
sonally conducted tour by special train of
Wugner Palace cars, April 1. All expenses, f-o. Special Wagner Palace cars from
.New York on April 7, 8 and 9 without
additional expense for those desiring to
remain longer in Washington or stop over
in New York.
Itinerary of JA N. Bell.
Tourist Agent, iiOu Washington Street
Boston.

Dr. T hayer, was present, and an invitation was extended Rev. Mr. Holmes to
continue his pastorate another year.
Mrs. Henry Springer of East High
street, is entertaining her daughter from
Livermore F~lls.
C. W. Griflin and J. F. Merriman were
at Peaks Island yesterday on a short trip.
Mrs. P. W. H. Littlejohn of Pine
street, is visiting In Boston.
Mrs. James Dow Is visiting Mrs. Bostwick of Boston.
Dr. Lowell, who has been quite ill,
was reported better yesterday.
The South Portland orchestra of ten
pieces will bo an attraction at the approaching fair by the South Portland
Reading Club.Friday and Saturday next.
Miss Florence Eastman has entered the
Sentinel oliice as a compositor.
Mrs. Fannie Byron has moved to Portland, and the house vacated by her on
Front and Dyer streets will be occupied
Ly Mrs. Edgar Littlejohn.
Emmanuel Jones, of the Crusaders, left
for Worcester yesterday.
The Goodwill circle of the Knightville
the
M. E. church met last evening at
home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Haskell.
There will be no meeting of the singing
class ol tho Church of Christ this week.
The Acropolitan Literary club had its
at the home
usual pleasant
meeting
The study was
of Miss C. Mabel Rogers.

Shakespeare’s Cymbeline.
Tho Ladies’ Aid society of the Elm
church will be entertained
Mr. and Mrs.
tonight at the home of
Charles M. Cole.
Mrs. J. A. Page of Bath is sponding a
Mrs. C. A.
few weeks with her niece,
street

Ceu

at

the mortar

will finish this part

LIMINGTON.

Sugar,

Bowling Alley to be Moved to the Fer-

The Methodist society of South Gray,
gave their pastor. Rev. C. M. Abbott, a
donation at the parsonage Friday eventransport
ing, March 11. A good number were the electric track to its destination, but
present bringing with t-nem their numer in a few days he will succeed in doing so.
ous bundles and baskets which
they deLieut. Gifford is getting ready to go to
posited on The table. The evening passed Governor’s Island for examination for
conververy pleasantly with music, social
earned captaincy
sation, etc. Refreshments were served at promotion, and a well
8.30, consisting ot ico cream, cake, corn will som be his.
balls, candy and nuts.
The frame of the new cafe at Cape CotPresiding Elder Rev. Mr. Corey, will
is about completed, and carpenters
tago
church
at
the
Methodist
Sunday
preach
are now engaged boarding it over.
morning at 10.30 o’clock.
Miss Eda Shaw is home for a few days.
It has been decided to move Trefethen’s
YarMiss Alice Leighton, of North
alley from Willard to the Ferry,
bowling
last
week
a
of
few
mouth, spent
day3
aDd yesterday the William Spear comwith relatives and friends here.
A number of the young people attended pany had a crew of men preparing the
the drama at Walnut Hill, March 8th.
foundations near the Ferry slip. They
POWNAL.

leadin'! Markets.

Fortifications— Trefethen’a

West Cumberland, March 10—The Windham praying bond will be at the Metho
dist church to assist the pastor on Sun
day, March 27. There will bo services ir
tho forenoon at 10.30, also In theafternoor

New Vork Stock and Money Market,

(By Telegraph-i
NEW YORK, Mch. 16.
BMoney on call was steady lV4®2’/3 preent:
last loan 2: prime mercantile papa at4ViS?5Vi
pr cent. Sterling ttxcliange was steady, with actual business la bankers bills 4 83y2i£4 83%
for demauo, and 4 BOV* for sixty days; posted
rates 114 Vi a4 86V4. ICouinieicial bills 4 79Vi
«4 79%.
Silver certificates 65@55%.
Bar Silver 65%.
Mexican dollars 45.
Government Bonds strong
State bonds strong.
Railroad bonds strong.

PORTLAND, Mch 16.
dull and easy in sympathy with Wheat;
In Chicago to-day, July Wheat at one time
showed a break of 2e, closing at 84Vi. Corn
and Oats closed about lc lower. Provisions
were slow and showed little change.
TUe following are todys’ wholesale prices of
Flour

Groceries: ois

Provisions.

Flour*

etui.

Corn car
3 9 §40
Superfine *
do baz lots .... 42
low grades.4 00@4 26
Wneat
bairMeal
Dae
lots
$40
Spline
ers.ci ana st510^510 Oats, ear lots
3ogi38
Oats, baz lots
18 tent -.imp
$37
6 5*0®6 26 Cotton Sec©Wneat..
oar lota. 00 00*23 00
Alien. str'EUv
bae lots 0000*24 00
roller.. • • 5 36<®5 oO
clear do.. .6 10.&5 26 Sacked Rr’e
car low. 16 60*17 60
'tLouis st'e>
6 36fil6 60
bae low17 00018 <>0
roller...
clear do. .6 20®6 36 Middling SI660017 60
w pt*r wbeai
bae oW. .617018 00
6 86®6 00 Mixed feed.... 17 60
patents.
run.
Coltee.

(Buying* selling price) Rio,roasted
...

...

....

Irlsni'otat's.Dus35@96 Alslke,
UigiOVi
ao, box
Red Top,
*
16®17
Sweer,sJersey376@4 00
Provision*.
ao Noriolk OOO^r
Porkdo Vineland.4 60*t5
14 00
heavy backs
Omons.Egp*3 <>0@3 5(
medium! 2 60313 00
do Native! 3 60@3 75
snort cut and
clear
Chickens....
lo@ 12
$13013 60
Turkevs. Wes- 13®i5o Beel—light..9 oO®9 26
Northern ao... .16*17
heavy,.. 9 76010 26
Bniests Vi D6 6 763
bowls.**
8*9
Apples.

oard, tcs ano
50
Vi bbl.nure

Eating appl’sS 50@4

6V$®es/s
docom’nc. 6
$6V*
Baldwins 3 50*4 00 aalls,corned 5 Vi S.V--4
hvapJFtb
pails, pure 64* $7
9Q10Vfe*|
iomous,
purelli
8Vi$9
2 76*3 50 Bams....
Messina
9
*9 Vi
do

common

$2t&3 00

Oran cos.
oocev’rd
4 00@4 60
Florida
Oil.
3 76*4 00 Keroscnel20 te
Jamaica
9
Ligonia. 9
California, 3 00*3 £0
do Seedlngs 2 60&3
Centennial. 9
Pratt’s Asuai ..11
JLCCS.
Eastern extra..
G>14 In halt bbla le extra
Fresh Western.. 12*13
RaWlna.
Musctl.GO lb bxs6®6Vi
Held.
Butter.
London lay’rll 7602OC
Creamery, tncy.. 18® 20
Coal.
Gilt butts vr’mt. @18
Retail—delivered.
Cumberland 00004 so
Choice.
Cheese.
Chestnuts..
$6 60
N. Y. IctrylO @11
8 00
Franklin,...
Vermont ...10 <frl 1
Lehieh..,.
*6 00
4 00
bags. ••••llYh*l2
Pea.
..

00|

Gram Quotation**

W'«

readings, music,

etc.

Ice cream

and

cake will be sold.
'The Wagner Glee Club had a rehearsal
at the residence of W. O. Lewis on May
street in the city.
Chas. Fuller'and E. T. Wing are making preparations to go to the Klondike.
Mr. Harry Uavis has gone into the
employ of D. L. Jones.
BRAMHALL

LODGE,

K» V

July.

Mch.
Opening.
closing...

86%

101%

85%

May
104
104

NO. 3, K. of P.

All knights are cordially invited to be
present at Castle hall this evening when
the rank team will confer the rank of
knight in the long form.

May
s/a
31%

0 jenmg...

31

Closing. 28%

3 o%
30

oats.

Mch.

Opening.

Closing. 25%

24 Va
24%

May
26%
26Va

PORK,

Jan.
Closing.

May.

80

9

..

Wednesday’s quotations.

soon
discovered
ablaze, which was
by Joe Bimeon while passing the house. Opening..

be

Bicycles.

...

Model 19,
$50.00
60.00
Model 26,
Ladies, $50.00 and $60.00

..

...

?"

1906.118%

New Yorfr.

Self

...

MARINE

WHIVf

Mch.
••

.......

Closing.101%

July.
85%
84%

May
104

104.

r»»»r

Mch,
Ooenlne...
Closing.23

July
31 Vs

30%

May.
29%
30%

OATS.

Mch.

Opening.
Closing..

..24%

July.

24 Va
23 Va

Mav.
26

May.

Opening.

9 75
9 77

Closing.

Corrected

Daily Press Stock Qoutations.
by Swan & Barrett.

Bankers, 186.

Middle street.

Description.

STOCKS.
Tar Value.

Canal Natloual Bank. ..100
Casco National Bank.100
Cumberland National Bank. ..40
Chapman National Bank.
First National Bank.100
Merchants’National Bank— 75
National Traders’Bank.100
Portland National Bank.100
Cortland Trust Co.100
Portland Gas Company.50
Portland Water Co.100
Portland St. Railroad Co.. 100
Maine Cenifal R’y.100
Portland & Ogdensburg K.R. 100

Bid.
K)6
100

Asked
110
x02

3o
98
109
97
102
ISO
SO
102
ISO
128
60

BONDS.
Portland Gs. 1907.118
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 103
Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.106
Bangor 6s. 1899. R. K. aid.101
Bangor 6s. 1905.iWater.114
Bath (is. 1898. R. R. aid .101
Bath 4Vjs, 1907, Municipal.101
Bath 4s. 1921, Refunding.101
Belfast 6s. 1808. R. K. aid.101
Belfast 4s. Municipal.102
alais 4s, 1901—1911 Kefunding....lo0
Lewiston 6s,* 1901, Municipal .106

10(1
lOo
111
99
1 04
165
86
104
135
130
61
120
103

108
102
116
102
103
108
102
106
102

107
105
Lewiston4s, 1913, Municipal.103
102
laco 4s. 1901. Municipal .....100
101
1st
V»
Vlaine Central K R 7s, 1898.
mtglOl
•*
135
7s. 1912,0011s. mtgl33
•*
106
107
4Vs 8.
**
105
4s cons. mtg... .103
**

*•

do

14%
17 Vs
84%
90%

1*>5%
71
160
127

prfd.160

Pau’. Mini). & Mam...... 127
Texas Pacific. 9Vs
Union Pacific. 25 Va
Wabash....
6V2
15
do prfd.
St

9%
26%
6%
15%
163

Boston & Maine.163
New York&New England pfd,; 87Va
Old Colonv. .186
Adams Express...loo
American *, Express.120
S. Express. 38

Peoples Gas. i.
HomestaKe,

87%
185
lt’O
120
38
92

89%

Ontario.
Pacific Mail.

44
3

44

3

24Va

23%
Puimanl Palace.169%
sugar common.1207s
86%
Western Gnlon..
Southern Ry pfd.
Boston

t71

122%
67

Cleared.

Steamship Mongolian, (Br) Braes. Liverpool.
H & A Allan.
Steamship Iona, (Br) Cummings, London—
Robt Relord Co.
Sch Seth Nyman. Rich. Prospect Harbor—J H
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

POIIT CLYDE, March 16th—Ar, sch Louisa
Portland for Rockland.
BOOTH BAY-HARBOR, Mch 16th—Ar, schs
Belle Rartlett, Bar Harbor lor Portland: Seth
W Smith, and Lucy, Calais for New York: Madagascar. and Julia & Martna, do for do.
Sid. sch Fred A Emerson, fm Thomaston for
New York.
ROCKPORT. Mch 16-Ar, schs Lulu, Griffin,
Millbridge; Gracie J, Ramsdell, Harrington;
Myra Sears, Fuller on, Ellsworth; Lydia J\i
Webster, Hooper, Portland.

BOSTON. Mch. 16. 1898—The following
to-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc.:

are

FhOUIU

Soring patents. 5 26® 6 00.
Spring, ciearlana straight. 4 50 £5 25
Winter patents. 6 20®6 05.
Winter, clear and straight, 4 60 $0 35
Extra and Seconds 00.
Fine and Supers —.

Portland.
Ar at Bermuda 14th, steamer Trinidad, from
New York.
Memoranda.

Clvcajjo Live stock Market.
■CHICAGO, Mch. 16. 1893.—Cattle—receipts
14.500; fairly active; stockers and feeders a*
3 60@4 75;cboice steers 5 25 n5 60.
Hogs—receipts 26.000; weak at 3 80@4 00.
60;
Sheep—receipts 15,000; stronger 3
year.ings 4 60&5 00. 2
Markets.

iBy Telegrapui
Mch 16, 1898.
YORK—The Flour market—receipts
20,279 bbls; exports 3,676 bbls; sales 9.000
packages; quiet, barely steady ;lower to sell.riour quotations—city mills pateDts at 5 75@
6 00; winter patents 4 u0®5 oQicity mills clears
at 5 50®» H6; winter straits 4 55®4 70; Minn,
pats 6 2C@5 45: winter extras 3 70@410:Minp.
bakeis 4 8o@4 56; winter low grades at 2 90®
NEW

Sch Wm E Leggeit, Wyman, from Wiscasset
for Boston, which carried away foremost loth,
in tbe Sheepscot river, was towed to Portland
by tug C A Warren and will have a new mast
put in at this port. The W E G was recently
sold to Boston parties.
Port Clyde, Mch 16—Fishing sclir Son. from
Mt Desert for Boothbay Harbor, ran ashore on
what is khown as liart Isiaud Ledge, near the
I'ntrance to this harbor, morning of ttie 16th.
the came off on the flood tide with little damage.' Assistance was rendered by the Station
crew.

Philadelphia, March 16—The upturned vessel
which drifted ashore at Little Kimnakkut. has
been recognized as the missing sclir Jeunie R
Tomliuson. from N’ewbern, NC, Jan 3 for New
York. Crew probably lost.

g«s,l900,exten’sn.l04

105

106
Portland & Ogd’g gBs,' 900, 1st mtgl04
103
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899....101
Water
Portland
Co’s 4s. 1927.103 10*Va

conneced Trains to Florida.
tion with" Federal Express"fromli"sto!i.
J. H. JOHNSON. N. E. A.«rt>.
•**»»#* win»hingtoi<

<
I
,

(

I

I
'

16th. schs John M PlumElla Frances, Rockland;
;
Jesse Barlow, Vinalliaven; Carrie C Miles, from
Rockland; hrne9tT Lee. Calais.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, brig Sullivan, Allen, from
3 00.
Lucea; sens Diadem. Blake. Rockport; Wm H
Rye easier—No 2 Western at 53@58Vs fob Oler. Stud ley, Baltimore; Sarah W Lawrence,
afloat New York.
Coleman, do; Gamecock, Crockett, Belfast.
bus;
Ar 16th, schs Hume, Gray, Rockland; Anna
Wheat—receipts 87,875 bush; exports
sales 34 5.000 Di sh; futures 40.000 Dusk; spot Sheppard, Greenlow, Rockport.
Cld 16th. sch Ralph M Hayward, Cook, Rockweak; No 2 Red 1 03% fob afloat to arrive;
No 1 Northern Duluth 1 09% fob afloat to ar- port and Portsmouth.
BRUNSWICK-Sla 14th, sch Addle M Anderrive; No 1 hard Manitoba 1 Oy% fob afloat.
Oats—receipts 76.800| bush; exports
bush; son. New York.
BALTIMORE—Cld 16th, sch Harry Messer,
sales 40.000 bush; futures 150,000 r,ush spot;
spot lower; No 2 at 31 c; No 3 at 30VaC; No 2 Boston ; O i) Withered, Pierce, do.
Ar 15tli, sch Wm J Lipsett, Huntley, Rockwhite at 33c; No 3 white -c ;track white at 33©
39c.
port.
At 10lh, sells Belle O’Neil, Norwood, PascaBeef steady: family
;e*tr» mess $8289.
Lard easy: Western steam 5 30.
goula via Souhportt, NC, in tow: Longfellow,
K&jj
Pork steady; mess —.
Chase, Pascagoula.
CALAIS—sid 16th. schs Seth WSmith, MarButter steady: Western (creamy 16@l9c; do
factory at 12®loc; Klgms life: state dairy 14Vs tin, New York; Emma McAdam, Swain, do.
EASTPOKT—Sid 14tli, sch Mary F Pike, Ray
Pc.
15321
«16c;doerem
Cheese dull; large white 8c; small white at New York.
Ar 14th, sch Agnes ManFKKNANDINA—
8%e.
Eggs steady ;State and Penn at 10%@10%C; ning, Ileyer. Portsmouth.
in 14th, sch Hattie
FORT
MONROE-Passod
t
fresh
Western
10%c.
C Luce, from Rockport for Suffolk.
Tallow steady.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 15th, sch M H Reed, Ho1 etro e m dull.
boken for Rockland.
Rosin steady.
HYANN1S—In port 16th, schs Lugano, from!
Spirits Turonentlne steady.
Hoboken for Boston: David Torrey. McDuffie,
Molasses steady.
South
River for Portland; O M Marrett, and
Freights strong.
Georgietia. from New York for-.
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
Ar 15th. sch Annie F Kimball, Kimball, from
Flour weak.
Philadelphia.
Wheat—No 2 spring 91@93c; No 3 do at 90®
Ar 16th, sch; Jaa L Maioy, Vljginia for Bath;
93c; No 2 Red at 1 O:. Corn—No 2 at 28Va® Ella May, and Ve ma, New York for —.
2
white
at
No
28%c. Oats—No2
25%@26Vac;
At
Bass River loth, schs Wm MasoD. Crowell,
f o b at 30c: No 3 White at 27%u28%c; No 2
Boothbay for Wilmington, Del: and sld.
rye at 48% c: No 2 Bariev fob 34@4lc; No 1
Passed
I6tli, sells'! Henry May, from Boston
Flaxseed 1 20; Prime Timothy seed 2 85. Mess ior
Jiiiznneuipoii, ronuun, v^nase, liuiii uu ior
pork at 9 75@9 80. -Lard 4 97%@6 00; short Newport News; Janies A Brown, Leonora, and
rib sides 4 80@o 10.
Dry salted meats—shoul- Cliromo.
ders 4%®}6;short clear sides 5 25®5 40.
NORFOLK—Cld 15th. sell Alicia B Crosby,
Butter steady;creniryi3®jl»Vac;aairy invara
Bunker, Portland; Annie Bliss, Newburyport.
Hie. Cheese quiet saSVtc. Eggs steady; fresh
Sid 16th, sch satnl Dtlloway, Smith, Lynn.
at 9V,.
Ar 16th. sch Urns P Nottmlln, Jewett. Bath.
Receipts—Flour, G3.000 hbls; wheat 167,000
NF.W BEDFORD—Sid 16th, schs Oliver Ames
bus; eorn;B3O,0i)U busli; oats 418,000 bush; Morgan, Philadelphia; Serena S Kendall, Whitrye 8.000 bush; barley 93.000 bush.
ney, New York; G M Porter, Johnson, and Sea
Shipments—Hour 63,000 bbls;wbeat 201,000 Bird, do.
bush; corn 298,000 bush; oats 368,000 bush;
Ar istli. sch Chas A Bunt, Campbell, Warerye 40UO bush; barley 42.000 bush.
liom for Tiverton.
PUNTA GORDA—Sid 16th,"sell Isaiah Hart,
TOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 cash at OB'/yC; May
SGsse bid.
Williams, Alexandria.
2
mixed
at
PENSACOLA—Sid
30Vie.
16th, sch Maggie S Hart,
Corn—No
Farrow. Boston.
Oats dull—No 2 mixed 2?c.
15th. sch Geo A McFadTAMPA—Sid
PORT
2
at
60c.
Rve—No
den. Wallace, Baltimore; Horatio L Baker, AtCloverseed—prime cash and Dec —.
kins
Carteret
.March 97s/» ; May
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 15th, sch Nathan Law94'/sc; July 9xl4@92>/sc: No I hard at 993/s ; rence, Green, Boston.
Nol Northern at. 9;:y«c.
Ar 16th, schs Lydia M Deering, Swain. Bos4
patents
80@
MINNEAPOLIS—Hour—first
Alma E A Holmes, Holmes, Providence.
6 00; second patents 4 66®4 76; first clears at ton;
Cld ICtli. schs Celina. Murray, Portland; tug
3 80tf£4 00; second olears at 2 80^3 CO.
Nottingham, towing barge Wilkesbarrie Ior
Portland, and a barge tor Portsmouth.
Cotton Markets,
PROVIDENCE—Ar 16th. schs Edith L Allen,
il.j Telegraph.
Darrah, Philadelphia; GM Bratnard. Norfolk.
MCH. 16, 1898.
Ar at Halifax 16th, brig Sceptre, Ponoe; sch
NEW YORK—The Cotton market |to-day Minnie J Smith, do.
PASS —Ar 12ih, sch Gertrude A
SABINE
do
closed dull; middling uplands 6Vfcc;
gulf
Bartlett, O’Neil. St John. Plt.
bales.
at 63/8C; sales
10th, sobs Fostina Philbrook,
SALEM—Ar
CHARLESTON—Til* Cotton markei to-day Wlscasset for Fort Monroe; Jojdan I, Mott,
was quiet; Middling o 9-ltic.
Rockland for New York; Druid. Thomaston for
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was do: Walter M Young, Lubec for do.
VINEY’ARD-IIAVEN—Ar 16tli. sch Kolon,
easy; middling 6 13-18c.
Bird, do for BevMEMPHIS—Tlie Cotton market to-dav was New York, to discharge; Geo
Sarah Hill, Eastport lor New York.
erly;
steady; middlings 6 ll-16c.
Sherman.
Hlueblll for
Passed 15th, schs Z
NEW oklea MS—The Cotton market to-aay New
York; Wlnnegance, Abenaki, and Helen
wa3 firm; middling 6 9-16c.
Russell, bound west.
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
WILMINGTON—Ar 15th, sch Isaac T Campbell, Stevens, Boston.
auiet; middling 6<V»c.
WASHINGTON—Cld 15th, sch Edw E Briery
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
Ross, Newport News.
quiet; middling 5<ta<i

Philadelphia,

1

•'

eodtJ

William’s Kidney Pills f
no equal in diseases of the 0
1
Kidneys aixl Urinary Organs. Have \
Have’
.you neglected your Kidneys?
|

—

European Markers.
By Telegraph.
LONDON. Mch. 16, 1898.—Consols closed at
1X1 11-10 for money aud 111 13-10 lor aecount.
I.IVERPOOL.Mch. 16, 1898.—Cotton market
is hardening—American middling at 3 ll-32d;
sales 10.000 bales,Including 500 bales for speculation and export.
SAILING DAYS OF
rang

STEAMSHIPS,
fop.

..Mch
G Now York..Bremen
St.Louis.New York..So’amnton..Mon
Kensington ..New York. .Antwerp ...Mch
Britannic.New York..Liverpool...Mch
Asti.New York. .Santos.Mon
Venezuela... .New York. .Laguayra ...Mch
Vancouver)... .Portland.. .Liverpool.. .Mch
Kaiser W do

Saratoga.New

Coleridge.New

15
16
16
18
17
17
19
York. .Havana —Mch 19
York..PTn’mbuco Men 19
■

Phoenicia.JMew York.. Hamburg...Meli 19

Lillian, Philadelphia.

Spoken.
Jan 30, lat 3 N, Ion 26 W. barque Evie Reed,
from New York for Auckland,

oct22dtf

CASCO

STEAMBOAT

F^r Forest

J. E. GOOLD & CO.

by

OCEAN

STEAMSHIPS.

THOMSON LOiE

City

Lantlincr.

Island,

Peaks’

For Ponce's Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
a. m.,2.15 p. m.
For Trefethen’s Lauding;, Little and Great
Diamond Islands 8.00. a. m., 2.15 p. m.
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay Steamboat Co.
line discontinued for the season.
8ept24dtl
C. W. T. GODIN G. Gen. Man.

PORTLAND
TO

LONDON

DIRECT.

:

5000 tons. Mar. 11.
5000 tons. Afar. 25.
8. 8.
Hurona,
8. S. Lambert's Point 7000 tons, Apr. 1.
And weekly thereafter.
Special attention given to the carriage of
S. S.

Cheese, Butter. Apples and Perishable Cargo.
For all information apply to

Tti3 ROBERT REFORO CD., Limited,
Commercial St., Portland, Me.
septa::

dtf

PERS
'foo
Jr*

.*

17
31

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND,
for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, efo.
leave
India
Wharf, Boston, every
Keturning
Evening at 7 o’clock.

vice.

From

Steamers.Portland.
Labrador, Bat. 12 Mar., 1 p.
Vancouver.
*•

ID
p.
2 Apr., l p.
l p.
16

Scotsman,
Labrador.
Boston Service.

J. B.

QUEENSTOWN.
Sat
It. M. S. CANADA. MARCH 26,
noon,
It, M. S, CANADA, APRIL 30, 4.00 p. m. Bat

COYLE, Manager.

J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.

m.
m.
m.
m.

VIA.

LIVERPOOL

On

anti

Sept. 1. 1897.

Navigation Co.

Maine Coast

BATES or PASSAGE.

after Tuesday.
9th, 1897, the

Rov,

First Cabin, $60.00 and upwards.
Return
$ico and upwards according to steamer and accommodations.
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Lonleave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on Tuesdonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.60. Re- will
and Saturdays, at 7.30 a. m.
turn $66.75 ana $78.40, according to steamer days, Thursdays
for
Popham Beach, Bath, Boothbay Harbor
and accommodations.
wtscasset. Touching at Five Island* on
and
to
Steerage,
Liverpool, London, London,
and Saturdays.
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfast- Tuesdays
Wiseasse:^
Returning—Leave
Mondays.
$22 50 and $25.50 according to steamer.
aud Fridays at 7.00 a. m., lor
Apply toJ. B. Keating, 61 1-2 Exchange Wednesdays Harbor,
Hutk, Poph.tm Beach

STEAMER SALAGIA

street, T. P, McGowan, 418 Congress street, J.
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David Torrance & Co., general
agents, foot of India

street.

dec28dtt

_ROYAL
Liverpool

-■

and

Eastport, Lubec, Calais, Si. Jo ’n, N,B.,Kalitax. N.S-

Portland.
From

Liverpool Steamship_Portland.
N uinldian.
Carthaginian,

Mongolian,

Californian,

Laurentian,

Parisian,

2 Mar.
5 Marl
16 Mar.
26 Mar.
30 Mar.
3 April

I.nurentian carries cabin passenge .s only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers

only.

The Saloons and Staterooms are in the central part, where least motion is felt. Electricity is used for lighting the ships throughout, the lights being at the command ot the
Music
passengers at any hour ot the night.
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated

by

steam.

Rates ol passage $52.60 tol$70.00. A reis made on Round Trip Tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
return,
Londonderry, $34.00 and $36.26;
$66.75 and $69.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, Including every requisite for the voyage $22.60 and $23.60.
Eor tickets or further information apply to
T. P. McGOWAN. 418 Congress St., J. B.
KEATING. 61 Vi Exchange St.. H. & A. ALAN, Montreal, 92 Stalest. Boston, and 1 India
jly31dtr
St., Portland.
duutlon

RAILROADS.
I.!

--

■

PORTLAND

—

^WORCESTER.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
Station Foot oC Preble St.
On and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1897, Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:
Eor Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Epping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
p.

m.

For Manchester. Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
6.35 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 0.45 a. m., 12.30, 3.00,
6.35 and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Woodlords at 7.30, 9.45 a. m.,
12.80, 3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel Route”
for the West ancl at Union Station. Worcester,
for Providence and New York, via Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany It. R. for
the West, and with the New York all rail via

“Springfield.”

Trains arrive in Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m., 1.30
and 6.62 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
10.60 a. m., 1.30, 4.15, 6.52 p. m.
For tickets tor all points West and South apply to T. F. McGILLICUDDY, Ticket Agent,

I'ortlond, Me.
je25dt(

FOB.

STEAMERS.

From
12 P'eb.
l'P'eb.
26 F'eb.
10 Mar.
12 Mar.
24 Mar.

linothbay
Touching at Five Islands ou
Mondays and Fridays. Weather permitting.
O. C. OLIVER, President.
novOdtf
CHAS. R. LEWIS. Treasurer
and Portland.

International Steamship Co.

ALLAN LINE
MAIL

Smta,

Rangeloy, Winthrop, Oakland,

and

Bingham

J. W. PETERS. Supt.

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews,
N. B.

Winter

Arrangement.

and after Monday, Dee. 20th, steamer will

On

Doi-tloiirl

ai>

MnnHova

at

n

m

tr>

Returning leave StJoUn anti Eastport Thurs-

days.
Through tickets Issued and baggage checked
to destination, sy Freight received up to 4.00
m.

p.

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
other information, at Company’s Office,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street
j. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
H. P. C. HERSEY Agent.
sep20dtf

lor

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
New York Direct Line.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Steamships Manhattan and John IKnglis
alternately leave Franklin vvliari Tuesdays,
Thursdays

and

Saturdays

at 6 p. m.,

for

New

York direct. Returning, ileave Pier M, Eist
River, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays at
5

vllle. Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
county via Old Town, Bar Harbor, Bueksport
St Stephen. St Andrews, 8t John and
Aroostook County via Vanceboro. Halifax and
the Provinces, The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxeroft
or beyond Bangor.
Sleeping cars to St John.
TVhlte
a. m.

For

Mountain Division.

Brldgton. Fabyans, Burlington

Lancaster. Quebec, St. Johusbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish. Fryeburg,
Brldgton, North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster,
Lunenpurg. st Johnsbury, Newport, Sherbrook, Montreal and Toronto.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Paper train for Brunswick, Avgusta, Water vine and Bangor.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
12.60 o. m.
Bath. Augusta. Waterrille, and Bangor.
m.
ll.oo p.
Night Express with sleeping cars
foi all points.
7.20 a.

m.

ARRIVALS

These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford (lie most
between
convenient and comfortable route
Portland ami New York.
round
one
Fare,
trip, $0.00.
way, $4.00;
Merchants’ and Buyers’ rouud trip tickets,
under regulations of Merchants Association of
N. Y„only $5.00.
J. F. LISCOMB,General Agent.
ocudtf
0. B. COYLE. Treasurer.

Portland and Boothbay SIsamDoat Co
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
GOING WEST.

STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as lollows:
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Mondays aad Fridays, at 7.15 a. in., touching ar
South Bristol, and Bootlibay Harbor,
PEMAQC1D for PORTLAND, Wednesdays
at 6.00 a. m., touching at above landings,
EAST.

Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Thursdays
and Saturdays for
Boothbav Harbor, South Bristol,
and East Bootlibay.
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. in. Tuesdays
for PEMAQU1D and above landings.
ALFRED RACE. Manager
oetSOdtt
Williams Indian File
Ointment is n. sure cure
for FILES. It absorbs
tumors.
Stops Itching.
GIVES RELIEF. 50c.
and ©1. At Druggists.

For sale by J, E. Goold& Co,

PORTLAND.

GEOl F. EVANS. General Manager,
v.'

i?

rjftrvT uuv

n

iuneaawif

P

A't

a

Portland, Nov. 14.1897.nov!2dtt

Portland & Rumford Falls

R'y.

In Effect Nov. 15, 1897,
DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
8.30 A. M. and l.io P. M.
for Poland, Mechanic Falls. Bueklleld. CanRumford
Falls.
ton, Dixlield.
From Union
8.30 a. m.. 1.10 and 5.1S p. m.
Station for.Mechantc Falls and intermediate
stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at Rumford Falls for Bemis and all stations on R. F.
& R. L. R. It.

Through Tickets

on

Sale.

R. C.

BRADFORD, Tiaffic Manager.
Portland, Maine.

E. L.

1,0VEJOY, Superintendent,

Rumford Falls. Maine.

Jel8 dtf

R.

R.

In effect Oct. 4th, 1897.
Trains leave Union
Station, for Scarboro
Crossing. 10.00 a. m.. 6.16, 6.20 n.m.; Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3 30,
6.16, 6.20; p. m.; Old Orchard. Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 ft. m.. 12.45, 3.30,
5.15, 6.20 p. in.; Kcr.csbnnk. 7.00. 8.40 a. in.,
12.45.8.30. 5.15 ,0.20p. in.; Kennebnnkport,
7.00. 8.40. a. in.. 12 5, 3.SO, 5.1 p. m.;
Wells Beach 7.00,8.40
in., 3.30. 5.15 P. ffi.;
North Berwick, Somers wo- tli, Dover,^i 4.05,
7.00, 8.40 a, m.,
12.45, 3.S0, 6.15 p. m.j
m.. 12.45, 3.£0p. m.;
Rochester. 7.00. 8.4
12.45,
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
3.30 p, m.; North«'» t>»v.. Lakeport, Laconia, Plymouth, 8.4o a. m.. 12.45 p. ni.:
Worcester, via Somers worth, 7.00 a. m. \
Manchester, Concord, via
Rockingham
3.30
7.00 a. m..
p.
m.?
Junction,
Junction, Exeter, HaverRockingham
hill. Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, *tft4.05,
m..
t8.40 a.
t7.00,
§12.45, 3.30 p. m.
Arrive in Boston, 7.25, 10.16 a m„ 12.50,
4.22. 7.25. d. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 6.59. 7,80, 8.00. 8.30 a- m., 1.00, 4.15,
Arrive Portland,
10.13, 11.00 a.
p. m.
m., 12.00, 12.20, 6.00, 8.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Scarboro
Beacli, Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Wells
Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence. Lowell, Boston. 4.05 a. m.. 12.55, 4.30 p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 5.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.45 a. m.. arrive Portland 7.10 a. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.

For Way Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
+2.00, t9.00 a. m., §1.00, t6.10
Boston,
Arrive in Boston, 6.57 a. m., 12.50,
o. m.
for
m.
Leave
Boston,
4.16, 9.26 p.
7.00,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
11.50
.a.
m., 12,15.
p. m. Arrive Portland,
4.30, 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Portsmouth.
Biddeford.
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.0C <i. in.. 1.00
a.
4.16 p, m.
m.'
in
6.67
m..
Arrive
Boston,
p.
Leave Boston tor Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7.00
10.30
ArriYOi in Portland, 12.25,
p. m.

New Tories

tConneets with Ball Lines tor
South and West
11 Daily except Monday.
{Connects with Sound Lines lor
Through tickets to all points tor

New York.
sale at Union

Station.
D. J.FLANDERS. G. P. AT. A.. Boston.
GEO. H. THOMPSON. Tloket Agent, Portland.
_

Passenger fares of the Grand Tlunk Railway
System between points, both EQUAL ana
THROUGH, including fare to ALASKA,
KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST, WINNIPEG, and the NORTHWEST, as well as ST.
PAUL, and all other competitive prints, are
exactly the same as other Lines.

Sleeping Cars

Free Colonist

n. in.

GOING

IN

From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans. Brldgton.
8.26 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
Watervllle and Augusta. 8.36 a. m.;
a. m.:
Bangor, aud Augusta dally and week days from
Rockland, 12.23 p. m.; Klngfleld. Phillips. Farmington, Bends. Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
p. in; Lewision and way stations 3.25 p. in.; St
John. Bar Harbor.Aroostook County. Moosehead
Lake and Bangor, 5.45 p.in.; Rangeley, Farmington,RumfordFalls, Lewiston, 6.56 p. m.: Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.; dally from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. rn. daily; Halifax.
St John. BarHarbor, Watervllle and Augusta, 3.60 a. m.. except Mondays.

Boston & Maine

THE NEW AND PAbATLAli STEAMERS

beyond.
learners—Liverpool Ser- points
Through tickets

From

Liverpool.
Thur. 24 Feb.
3 Mar.,
••

Daily Line,- Sundays Excepted.

alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in
season tor connection with earliest trails for

BMION LINE.
Royal Mail

TO

~^~=vmT

Iona,

—

Foreign Forts.
Sid fm Honolulu Feb 22, ship ffm F Babcock,
Graham. New York.
Ar at Demerara Moll 12, sch Jennie F Willey,
Bulger, Wilmington, NC.
At Cape Hayti Mch 9. sch Viator. Talker, ior
Boston A pi 1, Annie E Rickerson, Jasper, from
New York, lust ar to load logwoed roots for
United States.
Ar lit Kingston Ja, Feb 28, sch Bertha Louise
Grower. Pascagoula.
Sid Men 8, sch liobt McFarland,'Montgomery,
Brunswick.
Sid fm
(ienfnegos Feb 28, barque Olivo Thur!ow, llayss, Hosion.
t,
Ar ai Progresso Mch 11. sch Jas H Dudley.
Hagan. Havana.
Sid fm
Nassau, NP, Mch 9, sch Florence &

Mass.

HAKPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning October 1st, 1897, steamer Aucoclsco will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, SunI days excepted, as follows:
you overworked your nervous sys-,
Chcbeague Islands, llarpswell,
Item and caused trouble with your | For Long and
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island, 2.00 p. m..
.Kidneys and Bladder? Have you< For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
side, back, groins<I
Fridays. 2.00 p. m.
'pains in the loins,
Return for Portland -Leave Orr’s
Island, by
) and bladder? Have you a flabby apway of above landings, 7.00 a. m. Arrive Port.pearance of the face, especially'
land, 9.30 a. m.
'under the eyes? Too frequent de-()
ISAIAH DANIELS. Gen’l Mgr.
dtf
sepll
I sire pass urine ? William’s Kidney
dis-1
Pills will impart new life to the
'eased organs, tone up the system^
CO.
BAY
, and make a new man of you. By
Custom HouioWhnrf, Portland, Me.
1
box.
mail 50 cents per
Week day time table, commencing Sunday
> Williams Mfg. Co.. Props., Cleveland, O.,
Nov. 28, 1897.

—

—

South by connecting lines, forwarded tree of
commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room Included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State Sfo Fiske Building, Boston,

Has

For sale

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. fFoland Springs.)
LewFalls,
Mechanic
Pails. Huinford
iston, Wlnthrop. Oakland, Iteadfleld. Waterville, Livermore Fall3, Farmington and Phillips.
11.10 a. m. for Gray, New Gloucester. Danville June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
H.2oa. m. Express tor Brunswick, Bath, AuWatervllle. nttsfleld. Bangor. Bueksport,
ar Harbor. IGreen villa and Aroostook County,
via
B. & A. E. R. for Houlton. Woodstock.
St- Stephen, and St. Andrews, via Vanceboro
and St John.
Falls.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Fails. Kumford
Benus, Danville Jc., Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Farmington, Kinglleld. Carrabasset, Phillips

8.46

From Central Wharf Boston. 3 p. m. From
Pine street Wharf
Inat 3 p. ra.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. B. and

Route ol the cclcnrated “New YorkFlorida Special,” luxuriously apand Serpointed. Unequalled SchedulesVestibulvice. Only line running Solid

Domestic Fortf.
NEW YORK—Ar
mer, Grand Manan

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday and

Saturday.

dec23

Frances,

Passed Brow Head 16th. steamer Carthaginian, Portland for Liverpool.
Ar at Leith 16th, steamer Escalona, Lindsay,

IiIKECT STEAMSHIP LISE.

SOUTH

<

Bueksport.

Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Water-

LINE.

QUICKEST TO ALL
WINTER RESORTS

15 lake.

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Produce Market.

Domestic

Packet sell Rosa E, Davis. Georgetown, Me,
Sch Louisa & Rosa. Albert W Black, Ella M
Dovghty, and Lettie May, fishing.

—

25V2

roiijs.

Portland

173

GO
173
pfd.
Ont & Western. 14Vi
Readme. ;io%
Rook Island. 83Va
St Paul... 88Va
do bfd.
144%
St.Paul ?& Omaha. 68

j

Ir. effect Nov. 14. isnr
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath. Rockland,
Augusta. Watervllle. Skowhegan, Lisbon Fills,
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 10.00 a. Watervllle and Skowhegan.
Au
1.16 n. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
m., Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for
Rockland and
Boothhay,
Lowell's (Jove, Orr’. Island; Card's (Jove. Poor’s gusta." Bath.
and
all
Knox
stations
on
the
Ashdale
Small
Point,
Point, East llarpswell;
Lincoln division, Watervllle, Skowhegan, BelSebasco, Phippsburg and Cundy’s Harbor.
BETljRNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at fast, Hartland, Dover and Foxeroft GreenOldtown and Mattawamkeag.
7.00 a. m„ Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, ville, Bangor,
6.10 p.
m.
For Brunswick. Bath. Lisbon
touching at all landings.
Falls, Richmond. Gardiner, Augusta and
For further particulars apply to
Watervllle.
J. II. McDONAuD,
6.15 p. m. For New
Danvllla
Gloucester.
188 Commercial street
Telephole 40-3.
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
dtf
dec3t
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p.m. Night Express, every night for

"FLORIDA FA8T LINE’*
Via Washington, Richmond and Charleston.

I*

HOWT

CAPT. CHAS. H.

^ATLANTIC

II

MOIIt

“Percy "XT"”

Steamer

ST., NEAR MIDDLE.
ieb2G dft

COAST

I

a. m.

On and after January 3rd. 1898.

l M. PERRINS & CO.,
8 FREE

at 4

STEAMBOAT CO.

Toning Paper.

v'N/''

NEWS

Thursdays

PORTLAND and

Specialties in Hardware.

#..

and

Passenger aud freight rates‘the lowest, serGEO. F. EVANS.
niarlScltf
General Manager.

Cameras and Sundries.

...
#

port on Mondays

vice the best-

W

...

..

Str. “t-rank Jones.”
Beginning Friday, April 1st, 1828, will leave
Portland Tuesdays ana Fridays at 11 p. m., oil
arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p. in., for
Rockland. Bar Harbor. Maohiasport and intermediate landings. Returning leave Machias-

RAMBLER

....

<

CHICAGO BO A. ft D OP Tit v
Tuesday’s quotations.

Mch.

Mr. Bimeon subdued the fire before much
damage was done.
Tho Y. P. S. C. E. will give a sociable
and entertainment tonight, at tho Ligouir congregational church. There will

..

do comma
...
Flint At Fere Maro...
Eastern Railroad 1st Cs,

llglo

C©«—Lar g*
Java&Mocha do26®28
.4 76*600
Shore
Molasses.
suiali do.. 2 00@3 60 Porto Rico.26*30
Pollock
.2 26*3 50 Barbados*.
26*26
haddock.. .1 7o@2 00 Fanoy.30*33
Hake.2 00*2 25
Tea.
H erring, box
A n:0YS.16@20
Scalea....
9® 14c Congous.ltsaao
M ackerei. 01
Japan.18®3t
snore is £22 00@$26 Formoso....... 22*60
Snore 20 $18 00**20
SoeaE,
62 16
Large 39
$13@£15 StandardGran
l’roauce.
Ex cQne aualitr 62 16
Cape ( anrrcteflboo
«84
axtrac.
9 60*10100 Yellow Extra C....4“/s
do bbi
8 00
Maine...
Seed
Pea Beans.l 30®i 40 Timothy.
3 65®3 76
Yellow b?e 8.1 66*1 06 Clover.West *Vi®l>
Cal Pea.... 1 66@l <30
do
M. Y. 9Vi010

">KN.

gang of men have been kept constantly
at work.
Harry Howard's house barely escaped
destruction by lire Tuesday evening. A
spark from his pipe set the bed clothes

ntd.

Mass.-pfd,.

Portland, Mt. Desert and Mias Sfbt. Ca. MAINE CENTRAL R. R,

ton.

Portland TTboi««aia AYarK*

LIGONIA.
It is worthy of note that the Rolling
mills have been running steadily for the
last three or four months, and a large

Marso

'fuotarioae Stccas and Bonds
'By Telegraph.'
The folloing ware to-day's, closing iiuoiations
of Bonds
MINI AT DUE ALMANAC ....MARCH 17.
Mcli 16.
Mcli. 15,
New 4s, reg
123
122%
6 15
Sunrises. 6 f»3 |„twll water f
do coup,
123
122%
Sim sets
7 00
5 54 High
j
New
a’s reg.no%
110% Moon rises. 3
00
0—
101
Height.0
New 4’sg coup ..
111% I
ill
Denver At it. G. 1st.1110
110
Erie geu 4s. 69%
69%
60
Mo.Kan. & Texas 2ds. 68%
Mo Kansas & Texas pfd—i
Kansas Pacific Consols..100%
(103%
PORT OF PORTLAND.
114
Oregon Nav. lsts.116
Union F. lsts.
WEDNESDAY March 16.
C c&ing quotations of stocks:
Arrived.
Hides.
Mcli. 15.
Mcli 16.
The following quotations represent the pay- Atchison..
11
Steamship Hurona, (Br) Dor wood. Shields—
11
ing prices In tills market:
26% mdse to R Reford & Co.
Atchison pfd. 245/a
Cow and ox hides.7V4c {7 lb
>2
Steamship Manhattan. Bennett. New York—
Central iPaolllo. 12
Bulls anti stags.6V»c
19% passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
cz
18%
Cues,
onto.
Ucalf skins, trimmed,.ICo
Steamer Salacia, Oliver, Boothbav Harbor and
147%
Chicago is Alton.147 Vs
do
untrimmed.. 9c
Wiscasset.
do
pfd
Lamb skms.60 to 80c each
Steamer
Enterprise, Race. South Bristol and
91%
Chlcaeo’Burllngton At Quincy 8#%
East Booth bay.
109*/*
Delaware At: Hudsou CanalCo. 10!)%
Sell
Wm
B Palmer, McDonald, Loulsburg, CB,
Jtetall Orocarr eniror
If 0
Delaware.l.aekawana At WestloO
with 2800 tons coal to G T Ry Co.
11
foil land market—cut loaf 7: confotion it y Denver At rRlo ctranae. 10%
Sch
Sarah
C Ropes, Kroger. Newport News•••'
>2%
[klnrlsed 6c: powered, 6t; grauuluteu Erie,new...12%
35% coal to B & M RR.
uVa
eoilee crushed 6c; yellow *:.
•to 1st prefer
34s,i
Sch
Carrie
Bell, Durwin, St John, NB, for
99%
Illinois Central. 99%
New York.
13%
Lake Erie® West.. 13%
Imports.
Sch
Emma, Hunter, St John, NB. for Boston.
186
Sch Abby Bowker, Perry, Calais fur BalLouisburg.CB. Sehr Win B Palmer—2808 tons Lake Shore.184%
60
Louis A: Nash. 48 Vs
coal to G T It.
timore.
10S%
Manhattan "Elevated.101
Sch W E Leggett, Wyman, Wiscasset for Bos4% ton. dismasted.
6
Mexlean Central.
See Morn.
Exports.
104%
Michigan Central.101%
Sch Ada Ames, Rockland for New York.
26
LIVERPOOL,ENG, Steamship Mongolian— Minn & St Louis. 25
Sch Marv Brewer. Rockland for New York.
8a
59.122 bush wheat «ul7 do pens 120 sacks oat- Minn & Stt Louis pf. 8o
Sch Addie M Sawyer. Calais for Boston.
meal 972 cs splints 61 cts wheels 11,016 sacks Missouri Facifle..'. 24%
26%
Sell Waterman,Huntley.Calais for New Haveu
dour 180 do beans 3401 bbls apples *>*10 pcs New Jersev Central.. 91%
92%
Sell Lillian, Norwood, Tremont.
110%
maple blocks 26 cs brooms i3i> pkgs butter bt>9 New YorkCentral.
Sch Henry Chase, Chatto, Deer Isle.
Iu9%
boxes cheese 67,320 lbs me ts21»,160 do leath- New|York. UhicagoAt St Louis 3 2
13
Sch Railroad. Simmons. Port Clyde—canned
er 679 hales hay 10S» pkgs clialr stock 279 pcs
66
dopf
63
goods to Burnham & Morriil Co.
Lumber 694 hales cotton 15 bbls pork 359 cat- Northern Pacific com
22Vs
21 Vs
Sch David A Story. Orland for Boston.
tle to horses.
61%
do
do
pfd. 60%
Sch Harvester, Roberts, Vinalhaven for Bos-

M. E.

Tilton, Sawyer street.

Boston Mtocti

ciiotaolosiai
Ths following were i ths
tlons of stocks niBostou:
Moxloau Central as...
Atchison, Top. At Santaib'e. E, new. 11
Boston A Maine.
ho pfd
Maine Central..
Onion Pacific. 26%
American Bell.
Ainenaan .Sugar, .common.mm

..I

RAILROADS-

STEAMERS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

K. WilhelmII..New York. .Genoa.Mch 19
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool;...Mch 19
Sparndam.New York..Rotterdam..Mch 19
Mohawk. Now York. .Louuon.Mch 19
Normandie.... New York.. Havre.Mch 19
Seneca
*. New York.. Havana.... Mch 19
Hurona.Portland... London_Mch 19
Mongolian.Portland... Liverpool.. Mch 16
Handel.New York..P’rnambucoMch 19
.New York.. Kingston...Mch 19
Alleghany
Advance.New York. .Colon.Men 21
Uller.New York..Barbados .Mch22
Tjomo.New York.. Demerara ..Mob 22
Ealm.New York. .Bremen
.Mcli 22
Westerniand .New York., Antwerp
Mch 23
New York... .New York. S’thampton.Mcli 23
Trinidad.New York.. Bermuda .Mcli 23
Grenada.New York. .Trinidad.. Mcli 23
.Mcli 23
Nayarre.New York. .Havre
Californian.Portland.. .Liverpool. ..Mcli 23
Majestic..New York. .Liverpool ..Mch 23

—

to

—

WINNIPEG
-AND-

Canadian Northwest
Lowest

Rates,
Shortest,
Quickest and most pop*
ular Route,

en route through principal Canadian
Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota and
Dakota.
Our Free Colonist Sleepers

passing

cities and

For families and others going west

special convenience,

and passengers may

are

a

bring

bedding, or may purchase it at cost
price at Montreal or Toronto stations. These
their

own

sleeping

ears will go

through

without

change.

Portland. Me., Montreal and Toronto to WinniFREE COLONIST SLEEPERS wiU
peg.
leave Portland every Monday at G p. m.. and an
additional Free Colonist Sleeper will leave
Montreal every Tuesday at 10.25 p. ro., commencing March 7th.
Passengers for the Klondike and Y ukon Gold
Fields wiil be accommodated in these Free
as for as Chicago or St. Paul, where
Sleepers
similar sleepers can be had to the Paeiflo
Coast.
For tickets, reservation of space
etc., apply to company's agents.

in sleepers,
marl6dtf

TEHE

FOR

PRESS,

A Portland

ABVEKTISISMJtliXB TODAY.

NJfiW

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
J. R. L1bbv Co.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Rines Brothers Co.'-2.
Atkinson Furnishing Co.
Cressey. Jones & Allen.
■Whitney, the Grocer.
Dover Clothing Co.

AMUSEMENTS.
Jefferson Theater.
Portland Theatre.
Wants, To Let. For Sale. Lost. Found
unde,
and similar advertisements will oe found
llieir appropriate heads ou page ti.__

BREEF JOTTINGS.
Portland

The

Firemen’s As-

Veteran

sociation has appointed a large general
committee to look after the preliminaries
held here
for the firemen’s muster to be
of the
in September under the auspices

England Veteran Firemen’s League.
A dressed hog weighing 847 pounds,
Windraised by Albert N. Say ward, of
the marham Centre, is on exhibition at
street.
ket of J. L. Best, 875 Cummercial
Drs.
The pension examining surgeons
Lord, Ring and Sturgis, examined eight

Rew

for

applicants

pensions yesterday.

given by the
The seamen’s conoert,
the Vancouver,
SpoSorth troupe, from

audienoe at the Reoreation
It was a most enjoyrooms last night.
able affair.
the adopMunjoy lodge will oonsider
of a new code'of by-laws Monday
tion
Maroh 28th. All members should
drew

a

good

evening,
bejpresent.

Yesterday was threatening, with occaof snow and gleams of sunsional
spits

shine.
The Congress Square hotel billiard hall
will be located in the basement, and Mr.
James Dugan, so many years in oharge
of the Falmouth hotel billard hall, will
have charge of it.
Mr. Joseph Bonney.the veteran billiard
Athletio
player, has taken charge of the
club billiard room.
The Portland Wheel club will hold its
blind run on Tuesday
second annual
evening, March 23, to leave the wheel
club rooms at 7 o'clock.
Today is St. Patrick’s day. It will bo
celebrated in Portland with masses at the
Catholic churches, and a Sunday sohool
concert by the children of the parochial
civil service examination for positA
ions in the post office was held in'the post
office building yesterday. Ten applicants

appeared.

Alexander B. Stephenson has in,
Mrs.
her possession a Bible which belonged
to her
grandfather, Gen. John Kilby
Smith, and used by him in the Revolutionary war. The book was printed 140
in Edinburg by Alexander
years ago
His
Majesty's printer. The

Kinoaid,

book is extensively annotated in its margins and the print, though line,is as clear
first from the press.
as when
Lumber has been hauled to the Maine
Central wharf, and work has already beto be erectgun on the new steam shovel3
ed there. Two similar to the one at Randall & McAllister's are to he put up.
The Church club held a meeting last
night to make arrangements for the May

meeting.
Mr. Malvern's leoture entitled
Rev.
and
“A Day in London,” drew a large
much interested audience at First Free
Baptist church last evening. The views
very
were fine and Mr. Malvern was a

interesting lecturer.
Mary A. Carter, a young girl, will come
this morning,
before Judge Robinson
and she may be 6ont to the Industrial
school. Her mother has just finished a
term in jail for drunkenness and has now
been sent there again for a repetition of
tho

name

offence.

GOLD

Party of Sir Will Leave Next

At the

CLUB.

tournament Fast Day at Deering range.
Voted to hold olub shoots semi-weekly
beginning the first Wednesday in April.
A club committee was appointed to de-

Held

Next Tuesday a party of six will leave
This party
Portland for the gold fields.
will be composed of Messrs. E. T. Wing,
Charles Li. Fuller, R. B. Lothrop, George
Hatch, John Barnham and John Stewart.
They will leave in a Canadian Paciflo

A speoial meeting of the school committee was held yesterday afternoon to orginize for the coming year.
All the members were present.'!
The Mayor was in the chair, and Mr.
Brownson
was elected] secretary of the

Mountain
division of the Maine Central and then
west via the Canadian Paciflo to Seattle.

meeting.

car

going

over

the

On motion of Mr. McGowan the board

prooeeded to the election of superintendent of schools, and Messrs. Peabody and

down this river in times
past that
the Indians brought nuggets of the yellow
metal which attracted attention to the
Until
gold bearing soil in the interior.
recently the party have intended going in
was

last year.
Warren said

same

a

a

half.

boats,

These boats are twenty
They weigh
feet long and five feet deep.
sixty pounds, but eaoh is oapable of
small

packages.

when the sohool ap-

rilla has done tor us. Our lour children
had diphtheria. From the very first our
little boy Kalph.then seven years old, was

A LIVELY DAY.

C.
Mrs. Edwin M. Latham left
yesterday for Los Angeles, Cali., where
they will make their future home.
Mr. Fred White of Gorham, N. H., has
been
appointed Grand Trunk station
Mr.

and

longer, the seas smoother and the
demand for fish during the lenten season
greater the small boat fishermen get out
their lines,
prepare their bait, launch
and haraptons
and
their small dories
put out to t sea. By sunrise the bay is

come

repairing

the roof.

all the leading Teachers of
use and recommend it.

freight

and the

be built here
extensively repaired and

sheds

wharf

are

to

improved.

schooner Lucy W. Dyer arrived
here January 11 with 3.870 bushels ol
potatoes, and she has been lying at Long
wharf ever since. The potatoes have beer
sold by the bushel or small lots as want
ed and there are still potatoes there.
The steamer Bny States is being paint
The

ed at the Boston & Maine wharf.
The Baxter steam yacht Neckan, whiof
has been hauled up at Bath for the win
She li
ter, will be launched Saturday.
being thoroughly overhauled and quitf

Cookery

HiiiilliiSiiSiiifii........

extensively Improved.
The steamer Merriconeag sailed yester
day morning with an immense quantity
of freight to go d own east. She took al
she could carry and was then obliged t(
leave a large amount in the freight shed.
The Allan liner Mongolian,sailed direci

98c

at

“SUEDE.” Four button,

$1.00

peach,

a

6.

“AUCUSTA.” A bargain glace, soft elastic skin, perfect
shape, embroidered in self color and
75c
Price
worth SI.25.
two
clasps,
black,

33 cents

“The National” has every good point of every best
machine. All improvements, easy running,
$15.00, 17.50, 19.00

an

4

family

|

ST.

A\

WEEK

|

PHARMACY.

Space
this

week to the

various

kinds

display of

the

Brushes

our

of

/j\

^
/IV

Shoes.
evei

y

qi
&ui

u

/iV

mm#

T

m

H. H. HA? & SON, Middle St.

m
M

ili

?)>
Liverpool

for

at 3 o’clock yesterday af-

m

ternoon
two International line steamers
The
State of Maine and Cumberland are being painted and generally overhauled for
summer

The

service.
Thomson

line

steamer

A

Some off the Shirts will be disin the window by the
door. Take a look at them.

played

I

Fun in the

Bargain Tables, first

On

department
"Half price. Candy
we drop the price of
pure candy,
10 cts.
From 18 cts. a pound to
Cream Jumbles,
iFSSJoSSS:
Scotch
Butter
Molasses Dominoes,
Peach Stones,

2 Vi

Virginia Peanuts,
Japanese Mixture.

See window show of Enamel

OTHER MEN’S FURNISHINGS

Painted Tubs,

Bargains.

Enamel Ware

I

Tea and Coffee Pots.

if*
w

[

1

quart,

17c

|

2

“

19c

W

I

3

“

25o.

\jjjf

Men’s

45c and

|

50c

pair, (iiicludSuspenders
iug Policemen’s Suspenders.)
Lol of men’s IOc Collars, (In-

W

^
£1/

ternational Co. make), 12 up-todate styles, at only 8c each.

Vf

#1.25 Corola
Lot of men’s
Umbrellas at 98c each. Have
steel rod and case, also silver
trimmed handle.

W
\H
^
W

Men’s New Percale
of
Lot
at
85c
Shirts, #1.00 quality
Have 2 turndown coleach.
and
are
|ars and one pair cuffs,

Jk
W

in new

style patterns.

Lot of Rlack Satin
band, at l ie each.

Bows, full

-SC-

M:,- -si.-

Pure

i

l

59o

Next size

45c

were

$1.75,

now

$1.49

size, 1.50,

No. 1—Next

Clothes

now

$1.29

Wringer, good
$1.19

Clothes Pins, 10 doz. for

Enamel,

6 quart,

largest

Rubber,

Stone Pots,

s

8c

39c

Hampers for soiled clothes.
50 and 79o

|

9 quart,

49c

24 inches

j

14 quart,

69c

Dish Pan, 14 quart

10c

Milk Can, 2 quart

10c

high,

Bread Raiser, footed,

Ventilated

19o

retinned cover,
Kettles with

Vf
W

cover.

18c,
25c,

8 qt.
10 “

5

.<

29o,

12

“

6

«<

34c,

14

“

3 quart,
•<
4

w

Clark’s Spool Cotton, broken lot,
Price today,
black, white, colored.
2 cts.
39c
41c

49c
59c

I

We

present
purchaser of

Important.

•

the cash

Dress
Picture
a large
or Skirt Pattern with
on the Hud.
of Gen. Grant’s Tomb
a

son.

MS

To

-s*.-

cash,

every customer

in any

part

who

buys, for
goods

of the store

the amount of 50 cts.. a beautiful
Picture of the Battleship Maine.

to

STEVEDORE HURT.
Wiscasset pilot. Both men were struck
attached
At 11 o’clock yesterday morning Coleether
and
things
by the rigging
bruised, but man Foley, a stevedore at work on the
to the mast and were badly
was the only cargo.
shoulder broken,
had his
smashed Mongolian,
not seriously Injured. The mast
inflicted hand cut, and received minor bruises by
and
the
davits
at
and
MAIN MAST WENT BY THE BOARD. the boat
him.
The wood rollers falling down upon
sohoonerdamage to the
other
The schooner William E. Leggett was
about and ran back into Wis- The Mongolian was nearly ready to sail
put
Leggett
towed in here yesterday forenoon by the
towed and Foley was stowing cargo in No. i
casset harbor and was afterwards
a

C. A. Warren with her main
came in tow of the
to Bath, and then
mast gone. The schooner was until reto Portland. She will repair here
Warren
Wiscasset
and a short
cently owned in
and then proceed to Boston.
time ago she was sold to P. Harmon of
boat

Boston, who sent Capt. Wyman down to
bring the sohooner to the
Wiscasset to
former oity. On the way down the Wiscasset river Sunday afternoon the wind
was blowing half a gale when suddenly
the spring stay parted and the main mast
went
by the board, falling aoross the

0—Largest,

No.

4 qt, 35c
6 “ 39c

Champion

^

GO.

ware

Best fibre Fib Rolla Tubs.

W

SD

TO BE SOLD.

69C.

pound.

W

A-*

floor,

the

advertise

Acid Drops,
Hoar bound Tablets,
All at 10 cts. a

19c,

10c,

Section.

Candy
To

Jockey Club,

5c, 10c, 15c, 25c, 89c, $1,00, 1.25

Bottled Perfumes,

on

of about 24 hours of fog when coming
banks. Inspector of Immiaoross the
gration Elliott gave certificates to 24 returning cattlemen, who composed the
only passengers. About 600 tons of coal

tow

Violet, Heliotrope,

Satchets.
25c per bottle.

Espagne.

White Rose,

v/

ks
v

Peau d’

the 4th of February and had
excellent passage with the exception

m.

an

Majestic Violet,

69 cents.

W

It will be a Clearing Sale, to
close out every SOc Shirt in our
storc*

1-i 1 y l'll113,
Arbutus.
Trailing

Wild Woodbine.
Sweet Hyacinthe,

Violet.

w

6/
Jj?
\!/

Opoponax,
Spring Flowers,
Bose Geranium,
Wood Violet,

ounce.

Almost

! RINESlis.

Hurona,

James Uorwood, arrived early yesterday morning. The iirst officer reports
that the ship sailed from Newcastle at 4

Capt.

p.

Each.

at 29c

the Teeth, Hair, Hands, Nails, Shaving, Complexion, Hats, Clothes and
urusues oi

■

Lot of

stock contains, and the values are
good in every instance. Brushes for

Also rami

it

k

AT HAY’S

Window

W

fl’

A

r~BRUSH

Al! our

TOMORROW and SATURDAY

We have many of all sizes
from 14 up lo 16, and a few
16 l-.** and 17.

A

"

Devoted

1

Jg
k
iiV

Have

Fancy Bosom Shirts

regular 50c quality,
at 35c each.

fik
We

W

T Tomorrow and Next Day we shall sell %
A Men’s Fancy Colored Bosom W
W
Shirts, with white bordies,

Right Policies,

EXCHANGE

OF

39 cents
rherrv Blossom.
A
Blossom/

Sale of Laces

DOW & PINKHA
35

1

m

light.

Writers of

SALE

A

taste.

West End,

Persian Flowers,
Jockey Club,
Lily ot Valley,
Carnation Pmk,
Ocean Spray,
Frangipanni.

Stephanbtis,

I
1

every

ounce.

nranle
itmme

The

at work

Elegant street Clove, SI.25 kind

PIQUE.”

“RICHMOND

ivhitn T.ilac
Wh te HeUotrone
P
White Rose
Blossom
T

for the Grand Trunk.
The four-masted barkentine James W.
hauled down to Brown’s
was
Elwell
wharf and is being caulked and repaired.

now

every time

4.

Young’s Perfumes. Fragrant, lasting, something for
demonstrator samples it to you. You’ll be sure to like it,

and Rosie had
about 9000, the A. W. Black about 10,OOC
and the Ella M. Doughty and Lettie May
nearly as much as the other two.
The big sohooner William B. Palmoi
has brought in here 3,808 tons of coal

Gardene bas hauled lntc
steamer
the Maine Central to discharge her cargc
of sulphur.
Signs of life at the Portland Yacht clut
quarters at Merchants’ wharf, indicate
the opening of the yachting season. Men

Real kid skin, perfect shape, four buttons, 3
SI.25
rows silk embroidery, seven tints,

Sewing Machines.

The Louis

expected this season.
sloop M. M. Hamilton is hauling
stone for the new wail being built at
Franklin wharf. It is understood that

just right

*■

ONE

seen in large numbers and it is a
been
reminder that the warm weather is not
far away.
There were a large number of small
boat arrivals yesterday and quite a number of larger fares brought in by the big

fishermen,

SI.50

ery,

first-class pressman and five custom
coat makers.
DOVER CLOTHING CO.
marlTdtw
Dover, N, H.

sunset, they come
loads of fish after a very long day’s work.
Yesterday afternoon was the first time
this season that these small boats bave

The

does the work

It is
and

nerve

5.

of these boats and at
flying home, with fair

white with sails

The big
raft will go down about the first of April,
the yachts will begin to be
and then
hauled off the South Portland shore and
taken to their moorings. Some additions

Baking Powder

the ideal spring medicine,
stomach tonic. Tiy it.

Wanted at Once.

Lively.

The mosquito fleet has commenced its
work again. During the winter season
the small fishermen do not have an opportunity of doing much in their line of
business, but now that the dnys have be-

aro

Cleveland’s

nothing

all other medicines fail.
Is America’s Greatest Medicine because it accomplishes wonderful cures when
Lowell, M
Hood
I.
&
C.
Apothecaries,
Co.,
only
by
Sold by all druggists. $1, six for $5. Prepared

Things About the Harbor Are Beginning
to Look

Talbot, with Edwards
to Washington, D

the blood there is

equal to Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Manual Training—Peabody.
An order was
passed to purchase a
number of text,books.
An order wsa passed that the rules and

PERSONAL.

has gone

purify

Sarsaparilla

Hood’s

policy

George C.

To Cive New Life

And

“SAVOY,”

depends

Walker,

Real kid,
“MONOPOLE.”
thumb
and
gusset
cut by the “Systeme Jay,” no gusset,
all in one piece, 2 clasps, twelve tints, 3 rows embroid-

McLellan—Peabody.
Vaughan street—Peabody.
Island Softools—Hall.
Evening sohool—McGowan.

are

why

ceased to comand at the
end of three months he was able to attend
school a part of the time. Now he is well
and quite a strong and rugged boy. You
are at liberty to use this testimonial,

parilla. In a short time he
plain, his appetite improved

taking"everything,

Mr.

^L/

we

Up!”
passengers’ pockets.
through

t

That’s

he was
He lost
all control of the muscles of his body and
limbs. He had no appetite and complained
time.
of feeling sick at his stomach all the
After we had tried many different remedies and had about given up all hope,
commenced giving him Hood’s Sarsa-

give

&

physicians

night
head, and in what little sleep
able to get, moaned unceasingly.

HANDS UP!

Preble house

Cumberland, Maine.

his

regulations of the board be the same as
in the last annual report.
presented
thousand
of
three
pounds
a load
Mr. Brownson said that the Chestnut
also
The party will
and three persons.
street school is so crowded that he saw
take a tent, twenty by twelve feet in size.
to
no
way to accommodate pupils, but
A peculiar arrangement of the tent is
the order,
hire a room on Pearl street for the kinTrain robbers
to
tent
designed
that it contains a smaller
and use the kindergarten in
dergarten
then
and
“Hands
go through
serve as a sleeping room. This tent withthe Chestnut stroet for the regular overin a tent is ten by seven feet in size and
the
scholars.
flow
when not in use may be rolled up under
a man’s house,
The mayor thought that the ward room
Fire goes
the roof of the large tent. Of course when
be used for the kindergarten as
might
the
while
a
winter closes in the party will erect
it wouldn’t be wanted until September.
house, but if they go inland from Cook’s He didn’t know but what luck of toilet hold up their hands in horror, of
inlet they may esoape the rigors of the
facilities might be a defect.
their own accord.
Klondike climate, for the southern coast
On motion of Mr. McGowan the matter
current
Yon can’t insure against train robof Alaska is so warmed by the
was referred to the mayor, who is chairtrom the Japan sea that the climate is
but you can against flames.
man of public buildings, and Mr. Brown- bers,
not especially severe until one has gone
A
son.
great deal, however,
inland for about two hundred miles when
Adjourned.
written
he crosses the mountain range and enters
upon having the

Masers. James P. Lyman and Edward
P. Richards left Tuesday for Beattie,
Wash., where they are to enter the steamboat service between Seattle and Alaska.
Mr. Eli Merriman, mall clerk, former-

B. E. Anderson,

paralysis, which sometimes

propriations come up he shall move a
sum be appropriated for travelling expenses of the superintendent incurred in the

only
carrying

the region where the Arctio temperature
is encountered and the ground remains
frozen all the year round.

The

too much
feel we cannot say
as a blood
Sarsaparilla
Hood’s
of
in praise
medioine.” Mrs.
purifier and building up
we

as

told us it was
follows an attack of diphtheria. We did everything
for him, but he grew worse until he was in
He suffered terribly
a pitiful condition.
and complained continually of
at

gave out.

re-

Besides these they
made
in
canvas boats
so
constructed that the
steel frames may be taken out and the
frames, paddles, eto., packed In
year and
will take two
Michigan and

for

it seemed as
very sick and for several days
if he would never be any better. After a
while he began to improve and In a few
weeks was able to go out, although weak

America’s Greatest Medicine and endeared it to thousands of homes scat- and miserable. Then, gradually
All Strength in His Limbs
tered all over this broad land.

as

Dr.

duties of his office.
Messrs.
Brownson, Peabody and Mcceived information to the effect that the
a
committee to arriver is not now passable for boats and so Gowan were chosen
committees for the ensuthe party may proceed to Cook’s iDlet, range a list of
as follows:
still farther to the westward and go into ing year. They reported
of study—
course
Text hooks and
the interior from there.
By both these
Brownson, McGowan and Peabody.
routes they would remain on American
Examination of teachers—Whitehouse,
soil. The Klondike mines are in Canadian Hutchinson and Warren.
have
Estimates and expenditures—McGowan,
authorities
territory. The Canadian
on the Hall and Whitehouse.
established a government while
Kules and regulations—Peabody,HutchAmerican side there Is little in the way inson and McGowan.
in High
and discipline
Instruction
of authority exeept that exeroised by the
ebairOn the other hand, school—The committee, Mr. Hall,
miners themselves.
however, the Canadian government exacts
and
Sohool rooms
repairs—Hutchinfor every son, McGowan and Hall.
a registry fee of $!5 annually
in
Drawing and Penmanship—Warren,
claim one hundred feet square and
Brownson and Peabody.
addition demands a tenth of all the gold
Musical Instruction—Hall, Whitehouse
The
Amerloan and Warren.
taken out above $500.
territory has not been so flooded with
High sohool—The committee, Mr. Hall,
ohairman.
gold seekers as the Canadian, but along
Shailer school—Hall and McGowan.
the coast there are great salmon packing
North—McGowan, Brownson and Hall.
establishments and extensive lumbering
Jaokson—Warren and Hutchinson.
Butler—Whitehouse and Peabody.
Still another
operations are carried on.
Centre street grammar and kindergarway to penetrate to the Interior of the ten—Warren.
voyage
country is to make the long
West—Peabody.
Monument street—Hall.
around to the month of the Yukon and
that
iraiUlllg BOUUUl— AUO vv»iuun»i.wv,
up
then go three thousand miles
chairman.
Brownson,
be
will
Portland
govparty
river. The
Centre street primary—McGowan.
en
route
erned by the knowledge gained
Carroll street—Warren.
follow.
Park street—Whitehouse.
They
as to the course they will
Brackett street—Hutchinson.
will carry supplies sufficient to last them

by this river, but Mr. Wing has lately

agent at Danville Junction.
Mr. Albro E. Chase, great sachem of
of Maine, last evening
the I. O. R. M.,
Cushnoc tribe, No. 12 at Aucide upon suitable prizes to be awarded visited
the work of the
the ensuing year. The committee will gusta, to superintend
adoption degree.
report at a later meeting.
Mr. Arthur Dyer of Boston’is at home
Adjournment was taken until March
for a few days.
31/

I

following is a characteristic Hood’s
Sarsaparilla testimonial. Facts like
these have made Hood’s Sarsaparilla
The

From Seattle they will proceed by steamer
to
to Alaska. The party have several routes McGowan were eleoted a committee
in view.
The usual way of reaohing the receive, sort and count votes. They deall for
gold country is to go to Skagway and clared eight ballots were cast and
from there proceed over the mountain Orlando M. Lord.
On motion of Mr. McGowan it was
been
passes about whioh so much has
written.
Beyond Skagway is the Copper voted that the salary of the superintenriver which flows south into the ocean. It dent be $2250 for the coming year, the

annual meeting of the Portland

Gun club these officers were elected:
President—Win. N. Taylor.
Vice-President—John W. Coleman.
Secretary—Silas B. Adams.
Treasurer—Albert E. Neal.
Director—Ernest A. Randall.
annual
voted to hold the
It was

Special Meeting for Organization
Testerday.

Johnny Gilman, the old Bangor high ly on the Bangor-Boston run, has been
has many
school foot ball player, wbo
transferred to the Bangor-Portland run
completed his and thinks of making his home in Portfriends in Portland has
course of study at the Maine University land instead of in
Watervllle, as HeretoLocke and fore.
and is studying law with
of
Locke, of this city.
Lieut. Col. George E. Leighton,
The first rehearsal of the May musical Skowhegan, of the Maine Division S. of
Julius
of
Prof.
the
under
direction
festival
to the Division Enwill be held this V.’ is to be presented
E. Ward of 3oston,
as a
Thursday evening at G. A. R. lmll, Free campment at Pittsfield, in June,
street.
(Cotton street entrance). Instead candidate for the office of colonel.
of K. of P. hall as previously announced.
Mrs.vVinnie Beam Hoxie.'ewifcTof MaMusic, “Fair Ellen or Seige of Luckjor Hoxio, ohief of the U. S. board of ennow,” will be ready for this rehearsal.
gineers, is quite ill at her rooms at the
PORTLAND GUN

T

SCHOOLIICOMMITTEE.

FIELDS.

Tuesday.

tourist

New

THE

MEN’S FURNISHINGS FOR FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY.
this
’s star ad. in
Read Rines Bros,
learn about the sale of men’s
and
paper
and other men’s furfancy bosom shirts
to be sold tomorrow and Satur-

nishings
quarter and between Capt. Wyman and day.

hatch. The distance to the deok could
A big
not have been more than IS feet.
bundle of hard wood round blooks about
three feet long swung out over the hatoh.
There might.have beenjSO pieces all told.
About half of them slipped out of tht
ropes that encircled -them and Bhowered
down on Foley. His shoulder was brok
en and it is feared he is injured internal-

ly.

Rich’s ambulance
Foley removed to
street.
1

summoned anc
home 91 Adami

was

his.

J. R. LIBBY SO-

J. R. LIBBY CO.
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WHITE
We have the

only

♦***,******!*,*!*?

♦•«*♦♦♦♦♦♦

FLOUR.

that will make white
I$0.25 best Winter )\ heat

Patent Floor on the market

today

bread, every barrel warranted,
Pastry and Biscuit, $5.75 barrel.
0 ,„nT. Sc
s_ lb
4
IS lbs. line Granulated sugar for $1.00. Confectionery Sugar
Fancy Gallon .Tug
packages Buckeye Rolled Oats for 25c.
nes
Molasses for 45c. New Dates, 5c U>. Fresh Eggs, 15c doz
tor-oc.
8 and I Oc lbs. 3 lbs. Dried Apricots for 25c. 2 lbs. Mild {Mew
Gabes foi Sat.uNavel Oranges. 20-25 and 85c doz. 5 bills. Cassia Gem

day sale,

XflOtleodom

at

lOc lb.

(Something now.)

WHITNEY, The Grocer,

291 Congress St.
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